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Morphological Representations In Lexical Processing
Abstract
This dissertation integrates insights from theoretical linguistics and the psycholinguistic literature through an
investigation of the morphological representations involved in auditory lexical processing. Previous work in
theoretical morphology, spoken word recognition, and morphological processing are considered together in
generating hypotheses. Chapter 2 provides theoretical and methodological background. Theoretical
linguistics is considered a subset of psycholinguistic inquiry. I argue that this perspective is beneficial to both
subfields. Modality is a crucial theme: most work investigating morphological processing involves visual
presentation, whereas this dissertation exclusively examines the auditory modality. Experimental work in this
dissertation uses primed auditory lexical decision. Important considerations for this methodology are
discussed in Chapter 2.
Chapter 3 explores the role of morpho-phonological representations through a novel experimental design
which examines the sensitivity of phonological rhyme priming to morphological structure, specifically, the
extent to which stems of complex words are available for rhyme priming. Results suggest that phonological
rhyme priming can facilitate phonological representations without facilitating syntactic representations,
consistent with an architecture in which phonological and syntactic representations are separated.
Furthermore, there is a directional asymmetry for the effect: stems in complex words are available for rhyme
priming in targets but not primes. This asymmetry invites attention to the time-course of auditory
morphological processing and a theoretical perspective in which syntactic and phonological recombination
are considered separately.
Chapter 4 concerns the processing of inflectional affixation. A distance manipulation is incorporated into two
studies which compare word repetition priming to morphological stem priming. The results are informative
about the time-course of the effects of representations involved with inflectional affixation. Furthermore, the
results are consistent with abstract and episodic components of morphological priming which can be
attributed to stem and recombination representations respectively. Finally, a morphological affix priming
study focuses on the representation of the inflectional affix. Results are consistent with an account in which
affixes are isolable representations in memory and therefore can be facilitated through identity priming.
To summarise, by combining insights from theoretical linguistics and the psycholinguistic literature, this
dissertation advances our understanding of the cognitive architecture of morphological representations and
generates hypotheses for future research.
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ABSTRACT
MORPHOLOGICAL REPRESENTATIONS IN LEXICAL PROCESSING
Amy Goodwin Davies
David Embick
This dissertation integrates insights from theoretical linguistics and the psycholinguistic literature
through an investigation of the morphological representations involved in auditory lexical pro-
cessing. Previous work in theoretical morphology, spoken word recognition, and morphological
processing are considered together in generating hypotheses. Chapter 2 provides theoretical and
methodological background. Theoretical linguistics is considered a subset of psycholinguistic in-
quiry. I argue that this perspective is beneficial to both subfields. Modality is a crucial theme:
most work investigating morphological processing involves visual presentation, whereas this dis-
sertation exclusively examines the auditory modality. Experimental work in this dissertation uses
primed auditory lexical decision. Important considerations for this methodology are discussed in
Chapter 2.
Chapter 3 explores the role of morpho-phonological representations through a novel experi-
mental design which examines the sensitivity of phonological rhyme priming to morphological
structure, specifically, the extent to which stems of complex words are available for rhyme prim-
ing. Results suggest that phonological rhyme priming can facilitate phonological representations
without facilitating syntactic representations, consistent with an architecture in which phonological
and syntactic representations are separated. Furthermore, there is a directional asymmetry for the
effect: stems in complex words are available for rhyme priming in targets but not primes. This
asymmetry invites attention to the time-course of auditory morphological processing and a theor-
etical perspective in which syntactic and phonological recombination are considered separately.
Chapter 4 concerns the processing of inflectional affixation. A distance manipulation is incor-
porated into two studies which compare word repetition priming to morphological stem priming.
The results are informative about the time-course of the effects of representations involved with
inflectional affixation. Furthermore, the results are consistent with abstract and episodic compon-
ents of morphological priming which can be attributed to stem and recombination representations
respectively. Finally, a morphological affix priming study focuses on the representation of the
vi
inflectional affix. Results are consistent with an account in which affixes are isolable representations
in memory and therefore can be facilitated through identity priming.
To summarise, by combining insights from theoretical linguistics and the psycholinguistic liter-
ature, this dissertation advances our understanding of the cognitive architecture of morphological
representations and generates hypotheses for future research.
vii
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Approach
This dissertation is about the basic units of language processing for a specific domain: Word
structure. This is a controversial topic, which has generated a vast literature (e.g., the “past tense
debate”, Pinker and Ullman 2002).
It is worth emphasising that although the project is interdisciplinary in nature, the focus is
morphological theory, which is taken to be a psychological theory (see discussion in Chapter 2).
The approach is to integrate a specific type of morphological theory and its hypotheses about the
basic units of language into a model of lexical processing. To this end, insights from theoretical
morphology, spoken word recognition, and morphological processing are considered in tandem.
With an integrated model, predictions of the morphological theory can be assessed in light of the
evidence and answered questions can be identified and addressed.
The morphological theory which is adopted has the following key properties: First, it is de-
compositional, meaning that morphologically complex words are understood to be composed and
decomposed of morphological units. Second, “morphology” is understood to be integrated into the
same grammar which generates sentence structure: words, like phrases, have syntactic structure.
Third, the theory separates syntactic and phonological representations: morphemes are syntactic
units which are separate from phonological realisations. “Distributed Morphology” (DM) (Halle
and Marantz 1993) has these properties. In this view of morphology, words are not distinct from
phrases architecturally. I follow Embick (2015) in using “word” in the non-technical, familiar sense.
This understanding of “word” is actually exploited throughout the dissertation in the “lexical
decision” task. Responses from participants about word-hood are used to inform a model which
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does not consider the word a privileged theoretical object. This may seem paradoxical, but can also
be viewed an illustration of the limitations of language users’ intuitions about linguistic structure.
As the project is interdisciplinary in nature, it is especially important to clarify use of termino-
logy. The dissertation title, “Morphological representations in lexical processing”, is no exception.
“Morphological” is used here to refer to word structure. The definition of “representation” adopted
is quite broad, referring to discrete mental units. “Lexical processing”, refers to the mechanisms
associated with word recognition. To summarise, this dissertation examines the discrete mental
units relating to word structure which are involved in the process of recognising words.
1.2 Overview
This section provides a chapter-by-chapter overview of the dissertation.
Chapter 2 provides theoretical and experimental background. I consider the relationship between
grammatical theory and psycholinguistic inquiry more broadly, and adopt the view that gram-
matical theory is a subset of psycholinguistic inquiry which focusses on the language-specific
representations and mechanisms common to both comprehension and production. Integration is
mutually beneficial to both subfields: For example, theoretical distinctions core to grammatical
theory can inform psycholinguistic inquiry, and psycholinguistic inquiry has the potential to in-
form grammatical theory by disambiguating theoretical analyses which are under-determined by
the distributional data (Embick and Poeppel 2015: 360). Following previous work (e.g., Stockall
and Marantz 2006), I demonstrate that a morphological theory such as Distributed Morphology
generates hypotheses about the mental units of morphological processing which can be integrated
with models of spoken word recognition and models of morphological processing. Furthermore,
methods from psycholinguistic work have the potential to adjudicate between competing analyses
where the distributional data under-determines the analysis.
As background, I provide a brief overview of central debates in theoretical morphology, spoken
word recognition, and the morphological processing literature. There is consensus that spoken
word recognition involves lexical competition. However, as evidenced by a vast literature on
morphological priming effects, morphological variants do not appear to compete, at least not in
the same way as non-morphologically related items. In the morphological processing literature,
whether morphology must be explicitly represented (e.g., Taft 2004, Stockall and Marantz 2006) or
can be attributed to interactions between form and meaning (e.g., Gonnerman et al. 2007, Baayen
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et al. 2011), is an area of active debate. This dissertation adopts a decompositional model in which
morphology is explicitly represented, which is the most compatible with the morphological theory
adopted. The model involves decomposition and recombination and, as such, both decomposed
and recombined representations may be involved.
Turning to methodological issues, attention is paid to modality: the preponderance of work
investigating morphological processing incorporates the visual modality whereas this dissertation
exclusively uses the auditory modality. Crucial modality differences such as incrementality, non-
orthographically represented variation, and time course are discussed. Furthermore, assumptions,
advantages, and limitations associated with primed auditory lexical decision, the task for the nine
experiments presented in this dissertation, are discussed. I adopt a view of priming in which
facilitation can be due to (i) reactivation of an identical mental unit, or (ii) spreading activation
among associated units.
Chapter 3 explores the role of morpho-phonological representations in lexical processing through
a novel experimental design which examines the sensitivity of phonological rhyme priming to
morphological structure. I term the facilitatory effect “morphologically sensitive rhyme” (MSR)
priming. Allomorphy is approached as a linguistic phenomenon in which dissociations between
syntactic and phonological values are provided by the language. Results from a series of ex-
periments suggest that phonological rhyme priming is sensitive to phonological realisations of a
morpheme: the MSR effect is only observed for verbal forms which do not exhibit allomorphy. This
finding is consistent with an architecture of morphological representations in which phonological
and syntactic representations are separated. Furthermore, directional asymmetries in the effect
invite attention to the time course of auditory morphological processing and a perspective in which
syntactic and phonological recombination are also considered separately.
Chapter 4 investigates the processing of inflectional affixation. As background, several theoret-
ical distinctions are scrutinized: the distinction between stems and affixes, between functional and
lexical morphemes, and between derivational and inflectional morphology. A distance manipu-
lation is incorporated into two studies which compare word repetition priming to morphological
stem priming. The results are informative about the time course of the representations involved
with inflectional affixation and consistent with abstract and episodic components of morphological
priming, which are attributed to stem and recombination representations respectively. Finally,
a morphological affix priming study focuses on the representation of the inflectional affix. The
hypothesis that inflectional affixes are represented in memory in a way that is similar to stems
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and derivational affixes guides attention to an understudied topic and encourages attention to
methodological concerns. Results are consistent with an account in which affixes are isolable
representations in memory like stems, and therefore can be facilitated through identity priming.
Chapter 5 concludes. Contributions are summarised, as well as some open questions and future
directions.
1.3 Notes on the experimental work
A large portion of the experimental work presented in this dissertation was conducted in collabor-
ation with Hezekiah Akiva Bacovcin, David Embick, and Robert J. Wilder. Their contributions are
acknowledged in each chapter.
For all experiments, the experimental protocol was approved by the University of Pennsylvania
Institutional Review Board (IRB) and informed consent was provided by each participant.
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Chapter 2
Theoretical and methodological background
This chapter is organised into two sections. The first section discusses the relationship between
morphological theory and psycholinguistic approaches to morphological processing. The second
section provides background on methodological issues which are relevant to experimental work
presented in Chapters 3 and 4.
2.1 The relationship between morphological theory and psycholinguistic approaches to mor-
phological processing
The relationship between morphological theory and psycholinguistic approaches to morphological
processing is a more restricted case of the relationship between grammatical theory and models of
psycholinguistic processing. I begin with discussion of the broader notion.
2.1.1 The relationship between grammatical theory and models of psycholinguistic processing
Grammatical theory and models of psycholinguistic processing seek to explain different aspects of
how humans produce and comprehend language. In my view, they model different aspects of the
same cognitive language system. Alternatives to this view are discussed in Section 2.1.2.
Grammatical theory, which seeks to abstract away from the role of non-language-specific factors,
models the grammar hypothesised to underlie our language abilities. It does not explicitly model
how this language system might interface with the incoming or outgoing linguistic signal or how
the system is constrained by non-language-specific factors. Psycholinguistic processing models,
on the other hand, aim to procedurally model how language is comprehended or produced in
real-time, accounting for the role of non-language-specific factors such as time or memory con-
straints. The behavioural evidence used to assess grammatical theory traditionally includes cross-
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linguistic grammaticality judgements and production data from elicitation or corpora. For models
of linguistic processing, the data traditionally used to assess claims is human performance in
psycholinguistic tasks which control a variety of non-language-specific factors for a more limited
set of languages. The division is not one of “theory” versus “empirical evidence”: both subfields
are concerned with both theory building and assessment of those theories with empirical evidence.
Even though both grammatical theory and psycholinguistic processing are concerned with
how humans comprehend and produce language, as a result of differences in theoretical aims
and empirical data, integrating the subfields requires careful consideration. This challenge in
integrating the subfields is widely noted (e.g., Lewis and Phillips 20151). The next two sections
discuss the benefits of integrating the subfields, despite the challenges. Section 2.1.4 discusses how
we might integrate theory and psycholinguistic work for morphology.
2.1.2 Integration
2.1.2.1 Why should we integrate grammatical theory and models of psycholinguistic processing?
Given the differences between grammatical theory and models of psycholinguistic processing de-
tailed above, why should we integrate the two approaches? Under the “one system” view that
grammatical theory is a subset of psycholinguistic inquiry, this integration is necessary simply to
unify our models of the components of one larger system. However, there are additional ways in
which tools and traditions of grammatical theory can inform models of psycholinguistic processing,
and ways in which tools and traditions of psycholinguistic approaches can inform grammatical
theory, even if a “one system” view is not adopted.
First, how can grammatical theory inform psycholinguistic approaches? One obvious strength
of grammatical theory is a long-standing focus on cross-linguistic data which is necessary to avoid
a perspective which is unduly language-specific: This tradition is increasingly adopted in psy-
cholinguistic work (Cutler 2012: Chapter 1). Furthermore, as a result of centuries of scholarly
work across and within languages, grammatical theory provides detailed analyses of a range of
linguistic features. These features can be understood as hypotheses about the representational
architecture of language, which can be investigated in psycholinguistic work. There are more
nuanced benefits too: as grammatical theory focusses on human language generation capacities,
edge-cases are identified and taken seriously. These edge-cases can also provide good testing-
1There is a closely related literature on the disconnect between Linguistics and Cognitive Neuroscience of Language
(Poeppel and Embick 2005, Poeppel 2012, Poeppel et al. 2012, Grimaldi 2012).
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ground for theoretical alternatives within psycholinguistic approaches. Grammatical theory, like
psycholinguistic inquiry, has a tradition of stratifying levels of linguistic structure (e.g., phonology
versus morphology versus syntax). However, it seems that for grammatical theory, more so than
for psycholinguistic inquiry, there is a great deal of attention paid to the interfaces between levels,
i.e., what information from one level needs to be visible or available to another level.
Second, how can psycholinguistic approaches inform grammatical theory? One clear benefit
for grammatical theory is that the tools of psycholinguistic approaches have the potential to dis-
ambiguate grammatical theories which are under-determined by the distributional evidence. For
example, Chapter 3 discusses cases of allomorphy for which the analysis is undetermined; should
allomorphs be analysed as suppletive variants or derived from a single underlying form? There are
higher level benefits too: psycholinguistic work is often conducted within Psychology departments
which are generally more integrated into the Cognitive Sciences than Linguistics. As such, the
subfield tends to be more informed by recent findings within adjacent fields and also tends to
keep up with methodological advances. This engagement with adjacent fields and methodological
advances is also desirable within Linguistics.
As noted earlier, my view is that grammatical theory and psycholinguistic inquiry model dif-
ferent aspects of the same cognitive language system and, as such, it follows that they can be
integrated. However, this perspective is not universally held. Before moving on, we should discuss
the question of whether grammatical theory and psycholinguistic models of processing comprise
two systems or one.
2.1.2.2 One or two systems?
Lewis and Phillips (2015), with focus on syntax, discuss whether grammatical theories and lan-
guage processing models address separate cognitive systems, or different aspects of a single sys-
tem. Naturally, the response to this question will depend on the notion of “cognitive system”
assumed. For Lewis and Phillips (2015), a cognitive system is defined by (i) its purpose and (ii)
the representations employed, so they address their question by asking (i) whether grammars and
models of linguistic processing have distinct purposes, and (ii) whether separate representations
are involved. In the discussion here, I adopt Lewis and Phillips’s (2015) understanding of a cognit-
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ive system and also follow Poeppel et al. 2008 and many others in referring to Marr’s three levels
of an information processing task2 (see Table 2.1).
Computational theory Representation and
algorithm
Hardware
implementation
What is the goal of the
computation, why is it
appropriate, and what is
the logic of the strategy
by which it can be carried
out?
How can this
computational theory be
implemented? In
particular, what is the
representation of the
input and output, and
what is the algorithm for
the transformation?
How can the
representation and
algorithm be realized
physically?
Table 2.1: Marr’s three levels of an information processing task (Marr 1982: 72)
Lewis and Phillips (2015) argue for a one system view in which both grammatical theory and
models of linguistic processing make claims about “Representation and algorithm” for the same
“purpose” or information processing task. Misalignments between offline data such as gram-
maticality judgements and online data such as those collected in psycholinguistic experiments
are attributed to limitations on non-language-specific cognitive mechanisms (Lewis and Phillips
2015). In this view, grammatical theory is a subset of psycholinguistic inquiry which focusses
on the linguistic-specific representations and mechanisms common to both comprehension and
production.
An alternative view contends that grammatical theory is a “Computational theory” and is not
intended to make predictions about “Representation and algorithm” (Johnson 2016). This would be
a type of “two-system” view in the typology of Lewis and Phillips 2015, but compatible with a one
information processing task in the Marrian sense. As I see it, this understanding is consistent with
conceiving of grammatical theory as “platonic”; linguistic symbols as abstracts entities with no
necessary relationship to cognitive representations (Katz 1984, discussed in Santana 2016). Here,
the goal of grammatical theory might be to model possible natural language grammars without
making psychological claims.
Another type of “two-system” view, according to Lewis and Phillips (2015), understands gram-
matical theory to be claims about “Representation and algorithm” which are only relevant for
offline processing tasks such as grammaticality judgements, with a separate system for online
2Marr’s levels are useful in that they encourage attention to different ways of modelling the process or set of processes.
However, the divisions among levels are not always clear-cut: Some grammatical theories could be considered a hybrid of
“Computational theory” and “Representation and algorithm” (David Embick, p.c.).
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processing tasks such as those in psycholinguistic experiments; separate components for “gram-
mar” and “processing”, in which “grammar” is a static body of knowledge and “processing” is a
set of procedures used for comprehension and production.3 For this kind of “two-system” view,
offline data informs theories of “grammar”, and online data informs theories of “processing”.4 In
the Marrian sense, this view contends that offline and real-time language processing are distinct
information processing tasks.
The competence-performance distinction (Chomsky 1965: 10) is a related notion. The competence-
performance distinction has been interpreted in several ways (Phillips 2015), for example: (i) dis-
tinguishing the linguistic behaviour predicted by a grammar versus actual linguistic behaviour;
(ii) distinguishing the cognitive system from the behaviour, and (iii) referring to separate cognitive
systems for separate linguistic tasks. The distinctions between competence versus performance
and grammatical theory versus linguistic processing are not necessarily isomorphic: with regards
to interpretations (i) and (ii), both grammatical theory and models of linguistic processing model
a cognitive system to account for linguistic behaviour. With regards to interpretation (ii), the
competence-performance distinction would map on to the distinction between grammatical theory
and linguistic processing only if we understand grammatical theory and linguistic processing to be
separate cognitive systems.
A final point to make here is that care should be taken to distinguish the “two system” view
from an agnostic position that takes a “two-system” approach (Colin Phillips, p.c.). Santana (2016),
for example, cautions against an agnostic approach as it leads to otherwise avoidable disputes
which are due to differences in commitments to theory as “psychological” or “platonic”, which are
not acknowledged.
2.1.3 How should we integrate grammatical theory and models of psycholinguistic processing?
Although it is valuable to consider the relationship between grammatical theory and psycholin-
guistic approaches at the subfield level, we can more sensibly address integration if we move away
from considering “grammatical theory” and “models of linguistic processing” as monolithic; and
focus on a more specific domain of inquiry and specific theories. Here the focus is the relationship
3Exposition here has benefited from discussion and handouts from LING-630 Fall 2015: “Morphology (and lexical access)
in the auditory modality”.
4In one sense, online and offline processing are related as points along a continuum of the time-course of linguistic
processing: A participant can be given increasing amounts of time with linguistic stimulus until their judgements no longer
change, at which point we call these judgements “offline”. This is not an argument for a “one-system” view however, as the
“two-system” view could characterise this gradience as a gradual switch from the online system to the offline system.
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between a morphological theory with specific properties (outlined below) and psycholinguistic
models of morphological processing.
2.1.4 Morphological theory and psycholinguistic models of morphological processing
The following sections address integration of morphological theory and psycholinguistic models of
morphological processing. First, Section 2.1.5 introduces the specific type of morphological theory
adopted in this dissertation. Second, Section 2.1.6 introduces psycholinguistic approaches to both
spoken word recognition and models of morphological processing. Rather than focussing on the
details of individual models, an overview of critical areas of consensus and debate is provided.
Third, Section 2.1.7 discusses the integrated model adopted in this dissertation. Finally, before
moving on to methodological issues in the second part of this chapter, Section 2.1.8 clarifies some
terminological issues.
2.1.5 Morphological theory
Here I outline the properties of the morphological theory adopted in the dissertation. The goal is
not to review competing morphological theories. For a comprehensive overview of contemporary
morphological theories and the parameters along which they differ, see Stewart 2015.
The morphological theory adopted has the following interrelated core properties:
1. It is decompositional: morphologically complex words are composed of (and decomposed
into) minimal morphological units;
2. It is grammar-internal: morphological structure is understood to be computed by and integ-
rated into a grammar (Stewart 2015: 6); and,
3. It is separationist: syntactic and phonological representations of a morphological unit are
separate.
“Distributed Morphology” (DM) (Halle and Marantz 1993) has these properties.5 The consensus
among its proponents is that it generates claims about the cognitive architecture involved in com-
prehending and producing language which can and should be investigated through observable
behaviour and neuroscientific methods (e.g., Marantz 2013, Embick and Poeppel 2015). For a
theoretical introduction to DM, consult Embick 2015. The remainder of this section elaborates on
the three core properties listed above.
5Of course, DM has additional theoretical commitments which are not at issue in this dissertation.
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Decomposition In one sense, it is trivial that a past tense verb like sang consists of two elements;
an element corresponding to the meaning associated with “singing” and another element corres-
ponding to the grammatical notion of “past tense”. A comparison of syntactic contexts with and
without “do-support” (e.g., example 2.2 versus 2.4, 2.6, and 2.8 below) lends further support to the
idea there is more than one piece: In contexts where do-support is required, the past tense piece
occurs on the dummy verb “do”.
(2.1) I
1.S.NOM
sing
sing
(2.2) I
1.S.NOM
sang
sing.PAST
(2.3) I
1.S.NOM
do
DO
sing
sing
(2.4) I
1.S.NOM
did
DO.PAST
sing
sing
(2.5) I
1.S.NOM
do
DO
not
NEG
sing
sing
(2.6) I
1.S.NOM
did
DO.PAST
not
NEG
sing
sing
(2.7) Do
DO
I
1.S.NOM
sing?
sing
(2.8) Did
DO.PAST
I
1.S.NOM
sing?
sing
Grammar-internal Two arguments that morphological structure is integrated into the same gram-
mar that generates sentences are often put forth. The first concerns memory limitations and the
second concerns interaction with syntax.
If all morphologically complex words need to be stored, this would place an unnecessary and
perhaps unrealistic burden on memory. A cross-linguistic perspective is valuable here: For ex-
ample, as discussed by Bauer (2001: 122), there are languages such as Archi (spoken in Dagestan)
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for which a verb can potentially have 1.5 million forms (Kibrik 1998) which would place a burden
on memory if words are stored rather than computed. However, if memory limitations are not at
play, this argument is undermined. Furthermore, it is likely that of the 1.5 million forms a much
smaller subset of words is frequently used. It could be argued that more frequently used forms are
stored and less frequently used forms are computed as required.
In my view, a more convincing argument concerns apparent interactions between morpholo-
gical structure and syntactic structure. The distribution of morphologically complex words in sen-
tences is difficult to explain without integration of morphology and syntax. In example 2.2 above,
past tense inflection appears on the lexical verb. In example 2.4 which involves “do-support” (see
Embick and Noyer 2001), the past tense inflection appears on the dummy verb. This argument is
detailed in Embick and Marantz 2008 in their discussion of apparent “blocking” phenomena.
Separationist The phonological values of a morphological unit can vary due to allophony or
allomorphy. In allophony, the phonological realisation of a phoneme is conditioned by the phon-
ological context. In allomorphy, the phonological realisation of a morpheme is conditioned by
the phonological or morphological context. Similarly, the semantic values of a morphological unit
can vary due to semantic opacity. In semantic opacity, the semantic value of a morpheme varies
according to morphological context.
Therefore, the identity of a morpheme is independent and can be dissociated from phonological
and semantic values (Marantz 2013: 905-906), as exemplified in Table 2.2 for a functional morph-
eme.
Example Syntactic
value
Phonological
value
Semantic
value
English
plural
suffix
dogs +PL /z/ >1 unit
scissors +PL /z/ 
sheep +PL  >1 unit
Table 2.2: Dissociation of syntactic, phonological, and semantic values associated with a functional
morpheme
The syntactic value with different phonological values can be observed in the syntax, for ex-
ample through plural verb agreement:
(2.9) The
DEF
{dogs,
{dog.PL,
scissors,
scissors.PL,
sheep}
sheep.PL}
are
BE.PL
pleasant.
pleasant.
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(2.10) ∗The
∗DEF
{dogs,
{dog.PL,
scissors,
scissors.PL,
sheep}
sheep.PL}
is
BE.SING
pleasant.
pleasant.
A dissociation between syntactic, phonological, and semantic values of a morphological unit can
also be made for lexical morphemes.
Example Syntactic
value
Phonological
value
Semantic
value
English
stem
“go”
undergo
√
GO /goU/ (with under-)
be subjected
to
go
√
GO /goU/ move from
one location to
another
went
√
GO /wEnt/ move from
one location to
another
Table 2.3: Dissociation of syntactic, phonological, and semantic values associated with a lexical
morpheme
Although we don’t have a way of diagnosing the syntactic values of a lexical morpheme through
the syntax for the examples in Table 2.3, the paradigmatic patterns favour an account in which the
semantic transparent and opaque cases involve a single object.6 If positing homophony rather than
polysemy, the shared phonological realisations in (2.11) and (2.13) and also (2.12) and (2.14) are
co-incidental rather than systematic.
(2.11) I
1P.SING
go
GO.PRES.1P
(2.12) I
1P.SING
went
GO.PAST.1P
(2.13) I
1P.SING
undergo
UNDER.GO.PRES.1P
(2.14) I
1P.SING
underwent
UNDER.GO.PAST.1P
6This may present another area where experimental work has the potential to adjudicate between competing analyses.
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The separation of phonological and syntactic representations hypothesised here contrasts sharply
with the conceptualisation of a morphological unit in the psycholinguistic literature, where, follow-
ing Lexicalist approaches with morphological theory, a morpheme is often defined as the minimal
form-meaning mapping. As such, questions about decomposition and recombination can be asked
about both syntactic and phonological representations. It is possible to have syntactic decompos-
ition without phonological decomposition, and vice versa. For example, one might entertain an
account in which there is syntactic decomposition without phonological decomposition. Here we
assume decomposition for both syntactic and phonological representations.
2.1.6 Psycholinguistic approaches
I will divide discussion of psycholinguistic approaches into “Spoken Word Recognition” and “Mor-
phological Processing”. This is due to a disconnect in the literature: Models of spoken word
recognition do not have a tradition of viewing morphological units as a necessary theoretical con-
struct (Frost et al. 2005), although in current research there is a greater focus on morphological
variables. In the morphological processing literature the focus is traditionally on the visual rather
than the auditory modality. Insights from both literatures are essential in the study of auditory
morphological processing. My approach in reviewing these literatures is to focus on critical areas
of consensus and debate, and refer the reader to more detailed reviews.
Before turning to these literatures, I discuss the metaphor of “activation” (Morton 1969), which
is common to both literatures, in more depth. As discussed by Cutler (2012: 71), activation has
sometimes been understood as gradient and sometimes as bivalent. Here, the following assump-
tions are made: A representation reaches a threshold of activation which allows it to be accessed
and there can be reduced activation when a representation is activated but not accessed (for ex-
ample, as a semantic associate or phonological competitor). As such, activation should be distin-
guished from “access”, which can be thought of as involving “full” activation. Gradient activation
is also observed as the level of activation dissipates over time.
2.1.6.1 Models of spoken word recognition
In the spoken word recognition (henceforth SWR) literature, there is general consensus on the
following points (as discussed by Weber and Scharenborg 2012).
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• SWR is incremental: The process occurs as the signal incrementally unfolds, and a word is
recognised at the point it is disambiguated.
• SWR is modulated by detail: The extent to which the speech signal corresponds to the stored
representation influences strength of activation.7
• Candidates for SWR are activated in parallel: A cohort of candidates which are consistent
with the input are activated.
• Candidates for SWR compete: Competition is necessary until the candidate emerges at the
uniqueness point and is accessed.
Concurrent activation has been a feature of spoken-word recognition models since Marslen-Wilson
and Welsh (1978). Competition was initially proposed by McClelland et al. (1986) in their TRACE
model. Competition is also a central mechanism in the Shortlist models (Norris 1994, Norris and
McQueen 2008). The Neighbourhood Activation Model (Luce et al. 1990, Luce and Pisoni 1998) and
the newer Cohort model (Gaskell and Marslen-Wilson 1997) also incorporate a type of competition
(cf. Cutler 2003).
In adopting aspects of SWR for which there is consensus, I make the following assumptions:
First, the “ease” (i.e., low processing cost resulting in fast and reliable responses) of recognising
and accessing a lexical entry depends on the level of activation of that entry prior to access. Second,
there is competition among concurrently activated candidates during the word recognition pro-
cess.8Key notions, then, are as follows:
• Cohort: The set of candidates being considered (consistent with the input).
• Competition: Concurrently active words compete for recognition, and raising the activation
level of one word lowers that of others.
• Uniqueness point: The point in the linguistic signal at which a word’s cohort is reduced to a
single member. Concurrent activation of the cohort (all candidate words consistent with the
input) makes selection unavailable at an immediate stage.
7The question of the grain of detail and properties of this stored representation is a contentious one.
8Discussion of models of lexical access in this subsection has benefited from Cutler (2003), Fiorentino (2006), and
lecture slides by Liina Pylkkänen at http://www.psych.nyu.edu/pylkkanen/Neural_Bases/07_slides/11_
LexAccess_Elect.pdf
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In the simplified schematic below, a cohort of words are activated in parallel as they compete for
recognition. As the signal incrementally unfolds, candidates which are inconsistent with the input
are inhibited, until the remaining candidate is accessed.
TIME
ACTIVATION 
RESTING
banana
bee
beer
beard
/b/ /i/ /r/ /d/
Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of activation of a cohort
There is debate in the SWR literature on the following points:
• Abstractness of representations: How much and what kind of detail is stored? This debate is
often pitched as “abstract” versus “episodic” representation, terms which are discussed more
in Section 2.1.8.
• Information flow: How do different types of information (e.g., phonetic, phonological, mor-
phological, syntactic, semantic, pragmatic) interact during SWR?
See Weber and Scharenborg 2012 and Cutler 2003 for detailed overviews of models of SWR.
2.1.6.2 Models of morphological processing
Models of morphological processing differ in a number of dimensions.
In one dimension, there are lexicon-based versus learning-based approaches (Milin et al. 2018).
According to Milin et al. (2018: 242), lexicon-based approaches hold that morphologically com-
plex words are combinatorial in the sense that a morphological unit has in invariant contribution
which can be combined with other morphological units (and their invariant contributions), whereas
learning-based approaches do not involve this systematicity and hold that the relationship between
form and meaning is more abstract and context dependent.
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In another dimension, models differ as to whether morphologically complex words are activ-
ated as whole words, as decomposed component morphemes, or as a hybrid of whole word access
and decomposition. Stockall (2004) noted that, especially for the study of inflectional affixation, the
debate has centred on proponents of the bolded alternatives in Table 2.4:
Single mechanism: Full listing Dual mechanismSingle mechanism: Full decomposition
Table 2.4: “Possible analyses of inflectional systems”, adapted from Stockall (2004: 13)
At one end of the spectrum, full listing models (e.g., Butterworth 1983) hold tat all words are
listed in memory. At the other end of the spectrum, full decomposition models (e.g., Taft 1979,
Marslen-Wilson et al. 1994, Clahsen 1999, Taft 2004, Stockall 2004) hold that all morphologically
complex words are processed through a decompositional route.
There are a variety of dual-mechanism accounts which assume roles for both full-listing and
decompositional routes. One variety of model (e.g., Pinker 1991, Marslen-Wilson and Tyler 1998)
holds that “regularity” is the criterion which determines whether a form is processed by the full-
listing or decompositional route (although note that regularity is often correlated with a number
of linguistic properties as discussed in Section 3.2.3.1). Another variety of model supposes that
frequency plays a role. The race-model (e.g., Baayen et al. 1997) proposes that full-listing and
decompositional routes are activated in parallel with the fastest route prevailing. The “Augmented
Addressed Morphology” (e.g., Caramazza et al. 1988, Burani et al. 1984) model holds that all
familiar (i.e., known by the language user) words take the full-listing route, while decompositional
routes are available for unfamiliar words. Leminen (2012: 14) provides a valuable literature review
of psycholinguistic and neurolinguistic models of morphological processing in which she identifies
the route of lexical access, factors affecting decomposition, whether there are different effects for in-
flectional and derivational morphology, and whether there are predictions for the neural correlates
of inflectional and derivational morphology.
Among learning-based approaches, models also appear to differ with regards to whether mor-
phological units are involved. As Marantz (2013) discusses, connectionist (e.g., Seidenberg and
Gonnerman 2000, Plaut and Gonnerman 2000, Gonnerman et al. 2007) models seem to assume
morphemes as a component of meaning in the form-meaning mappings. However, in discrim-
ination learning models (e.g., Baayen et al. 2011, Milin et al. 2017), morphological relatedness
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is attributed to the similarity of the semantic or syntactic contexts in which phonological objects
appear, and as such morphemes are not an explicit component.
Within models, there is variation in the “strength” of the proposal. For example, the “Full
Decomposition” of Embick (2015: 17) is defined as follows:
Full Decomposition: No complex objects are stored in memory; i.e., every complex
object must be derived by the grammar.
However, a decompositional model could also contend that the basic units of language are morph-
emes, but they can be stored both separately and together in larger units.
2.1.7 Integrating morphological theory and psycholinguistic models of morphological processing
The morphological theory adopted in this dissertation is most compatible with a decompositional
model of morphological processing. The theory holds that morphemes are the basic units of
language and that words do not have privileged theoretical status, as such any account that in-
volves words as a basic unit is not compatible. Furthermore, the morphological theory holds
that morphemes have an invariant syntactic contribution, which does not seem compatible with
learning-based approaches as outlined by Milin et al. (2018).
For the purposes of the dissertation, I adopt the decompositional model of complex word
recognition (Taft 1979, 2004, Taft and Forster 1975). It is understood to have the following stages:
1. Decomposition (based on form)
2. Look-up (access to lexical entries via form)
3. Recombination (separate morphemes recombined)
In the auditory domain there is evidence to support this decomposition and subsequent recom-
bination. For example, there is evidence for a fast and automatic decomposition process which
occurs for words with an “inflectional rhyme pattern” (IRP, e.g., Bozic et al. 2010). An IRP is a
word-final coronal consonant (/d/, /t/, /s/, /z/) that shows agreement in voice between the final
coronal consonant and the preceding segment. Decomposition effects for stems/pseudo-stems
and affixes in IRP words are reported (e.g., Tyler et al. 2002, Post et al. 2008, Bozic et al. 2010)
suggesting that this is a fast and automatic process which occurs pre-lexically. Only at a later stage
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do pseudo-morphologically complex and truly morphologically complex words diverge, which is
taken as evidence for recombination.
Some comments about phonological cohorts and how this might relate to morphological pro-
cessing should be provided. If we assumed that phonological representations are stored whole,
morphologically related words might be expected to compete for recognition. In fact, with the
assumptions sketched out in Section 2.1.6.1, a directional asymmetry would be expected for bare
stems versus affixed words (e.g., walked → walk versus walk → walked). In the latter case, the /t/
of walked would make bare stem walk inconsistent with the signal, causing inhibition. However,
if a decompositional approach is adopted, no such asymmetry would be predicted, as the same
morphological units are activated in both prime and target. Interesting questions concerning phon-
ological cohorts for competition arise for allomorphy, discussed in Chapter 3.
In the psycholinguistic literature addressing morphological structure, often the implicit focus
is upon morpho-phonological pieces, to the exclusion of morpho-syntactic pieces.9 Stockall and
Marantz (2006: 85), in contrast, are fairly explicit about morpho-syntactic structure, defining mor-
phological relatedness morpho-syntactically as “an identity relation between repetitions of a single
root”. A challenge for research investigating morphologically representations, especially research
which explicitly aims to dissociate syntactic, phonological, and semantic values, is that these values
tend to overlap.10 For example, in walk→ walked, prime and target share the semantic concept
of walking, and also share phonological material (/wOk/). To address this, researchers have in-
vestigated the time-course of morphological, phonological, and semantic effects separately. Feld-
man (2000) finds that morphological and semantic priming diverge at stimulus onset asynchrony
(SOA) of 300ms and Domínguez et al. (2002) find that manipulating SOA in a visually presented
paradigm dissociates orthographic, morphological, and semantic effects.11 In the auditory domain,
long-distance priming (prime and target separated by a number of intervening items) is used.
Marslen-Wilson and Tyler (1998) find morphological priming in the absence of semantic priming at
a distance of 12 intervening items. Kouider and Dupoux (2009) report facilitation for morphological
priming at long distances (mean 72 intervening items), for which no facilitation for phonological
and semantic priming is found.
To summarise, I provide a sketch of the model I am assuming.
9I thank David Embick for valuable discussion on this topic.
10For visual presentation, orthographic values are also shared.
11Morphological priming effects are available at each SOA, whereas semantic effects are only available at 250ms and
phonological effects are available at only 32 and 64ms.
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• There are separate syntactic units (“morphemes”) and phonological units (“phonological
realisations”).
• There is a process of decomposition followed by a process of recombination.
– This does not preclude storage of recombined representations.
– Recombined units may have hierarchical structure.
• Syntactic decomposition/recombination and phonological decomposition/recombination can
be considered separately.
• Where the phonological realisation is identical, morphologically related forms do not com-
pete, as they involve the same basic units.
• It is an open question as to whether different phonological realisations of a single morpholo-
gical unit compete (discussed in more detail in Chapter 3).
Syntactic
Stimulus
Phonological
/blɪŋk/
/blɪŋkt/
BLINK PAST
BLINK + 
PAST
TIME 1. Decomposition 2. Recombination
/t/
Figure 2.2: Decomposition followed by recombination
2.1.8 Terminological issues
Before moving on to methodological issues, some terminological issues should be clarified.
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Morpheme There are competing definitions of a morpheme. In the psycholinguistic literature,
following Lexicalist approaches within theoretical morphology, the term morpheme is often used
to refer to the minimal sound and meaning units of language (e.g., [/kæt/, “feline creature”] and
[/s/, “plural”] in cats). In separationist approaches such as “Distributed Morphology” (DM), on the
other hand, morphemes are defined as the atomic morpho-syntactic terminal node whose phono-
logical content is provided by additional structures or processes (Embick 2015).12 Irrespective of
terminological choices, all approaches must distinguish syntactic, phonological, and semantic val-
ues associated with a morphological unit. Following DM and related approaches, this dissertation
uses the term morpheme to refer to the syntactic value of a morphological unit (see Section 2.1.5 for
further discussion of DM).
Mental lexicon, lexical access and related terms The term mental lexicon is used by linguists
and psycholinguists to refer the cognitive architecture of word-level representations. Questions
about the representation of morphologically complex words are often couched as asking whether
morphemes are represented in the mental lexicon (e.g., Sandra 1994: 229). Lexical access refers to the
process by which incoming linguistic signal is mapped to an entry in the mental lexicon. Most
theories of morphology maintain a distinction between morphemes with two types of meaning;
functional morphemes with grammatical interpretation (e.g., /s/ ↔ “plural” in cats, or /d/ ↔
“past tense” in loved), and lexical morphemes with conceptual interpretation (/kæt/ ↔ “feline
creature” in cats, or /l2v/ ↔ “feeling of affection” in loved). It is worth clarifying that I use the
terms mental lexicon and lexical access without an assumption that the relevant linguistic units are
limited to lexical morphemes to the exclusion of functional morphemes. Rather, I use the term
“lexical” to indicate involvement with the mechanism by which words are recognised.
Spoken word recognition The morpheme in addition to the word is considered a potential unit
of recognition. As Cutler (2003: 858) states, “...the forms in the mental lexicon are those which
language users store as discrete entities, ... may or may not coincide with forms which are written
as discrete words.”
Stem, affix and base I use the term stem to refer to the morpheme which remains once all the
affixes have been removed. In DM, the term root is used for this object. I use the term stem here as
12Sound-meaning connections are distinguished from morphemes and termed “Vocabulary Items” in Distributed
Morphology, e.g., Halle and Marantz 1993.
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this appears to be the standard use in the psycholinguistic literature. A stem can be free, optionally
bound, or obligatorily bound. Affixes are morphemes which attach to stems and therefore are
always obligatorily bound.
The usage of the term stem, in particular, is worth clarifying because there is some ambiguity in
the linguistic literature: As discussed by Bauer et al. (2013: 19), the term is sometimes restricted to
obligatorily bound stems or the unit to which an inflectional affix attaches. For the latter, I use the
term base.
Word
Base2
Base1
Stem Affix1
Affix2
Affix3
Word
Base
Stem Affix1
Affix2
Figure 2.3: Illustration of how the terminological relates to morphological structure
Abstract and episodic The terms abstract and episodic are used in a number of separate but
related ways in work related to morphological structure and morphological processing. Below I
discuss three ways in which the terms are used. I adopt a specificity oriented definition.
• Memory oriented: The term “episodic” is used in the memory literature to refer to the
recollection of specific experiences (Tulving 1984). “Episodic memory” is contrasted with
“semantic memory”, which is argued to be the memory necessary for language: knowledge
of symbols, facts, ideas, and concepts.
• Processing model oriented: The terms abstract and episodic are also used to describe differ-
ent types of processing model: Abstractionist models claim that speech processing involves
elimination of detail and mapping to discrete representations. Episodic models, on the other
hand, claim that detail is retained (e.g., exemplar models such as Nosofsky 1991). There are
also hybrid models which incorporate abstraction and storage of detail.
• Specificity oriented: The terms “abstract” and “episodic” are used to refer to hypothesised
components of the speech signal: the abstract representations (such phonemes, morphemes,
meaning) and the incidental detail (talker properties or context). There is evidence that these
components have different memory properties: For example, for repetition auditory prim-
ing, there seems to be two components of facilitation: first, a component which is stronger
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and shorter-lasting (episodic) and (ii) a component which is weaker and and longer lasting
(abstract, associated with lexical activation) (Mimura et al. 1997, McKone and Dennis 2000).
It is important to clarify that “episodic” components of the speech signal may be associated
with “episodic” memory, but the use of the term does not entail this association. This notion
of “abstract” in the speech processing literature aligns with the use in the theoretical morpho-
logy literature.
2.2 Methodological issues
For context in this section about methodological issues, the properties of the experiments presented
in this dissertation are described. All of the experiments are continuous lexical decision in the
auditory modality. With the exceptions of Experiments 4.1 and 4.2, which incorporate a variable
lag of 0, 1 or 5 intervening items, primes immediately precede targets. The following sections
conclude this chapter by discussing important methodological concerns.
Prime
Lexical 
decision
ISI
Target
Lexical
decision
ISI
Figure 2.4: Continuous auditory lexical decision
2.2.1 Modality
Research into morphological decomposition has primarily used visual presentation (exclusively, or
in cross-modal designs). It must be investigated whether the effects reported for visual presentation
are also found in auditory presentation, as these modalities involve distinct representations and
processes. Some important differences are as follows: Orthographically presented stimuli are
potentially processed from both left and right (e.g., Rastle et al. 2004), whereas auditorily presented
forms must be processed linearly; The speech signal can contain additional variation not represen-
ted orthographically (e.g., talker properties); There is not a one-to-one mapping from orthography
to phonological form, phonological and allomorphic variants are often not represented, and there
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is no phonetic detail encoded; As Baayen (2014: 5) notes, the time course is also very different, a
reader can process 5 words per second, whereas in auditory form 200 ms typically captures part of
a syllable. Important differences between visual and auditory presentation are presented in Table
2.5.13
Attribute Visual presentation Auditory presentation
(i) Presentation Entire signal presented at
one time, processing not
necessarily linear (allowing
refixations, processing from
both left and right, e.g.,
Rastle et al. 2004)
Signal is incrementally
presented and must be
processed linearly through
time
(ii) Speaker
variation
Not represented (in standard
orthography)
Necessarily represented
(iii) Allophony and
allomorphy
Allophony and predictable
allomorphy usually not
represented
Allophony and all
allomorphy types necessarily
represented
(iv) Co-articulation Not represented (in standard
orthography)
Necessarily represented
(v) Speed Skilled readers typically read
at 250-350 words per minute
(Rayner and Clifton Jr. 2009:
5), so approximately
170-240ms of processing time
per word
In our laboratory’s stimuli
repository, the average
duration of a monosyllabic
English word is 518ms
Table 2.5: Some differences between visual and auditory presentation.
The dissertation project uses auditory presentation. The auditory domain is more suitable
for investigating phonological versus syntactic representations as not all types of phonological
variation are represented in orthography. Given the differences presented in Table 2.5, conclu-
sions about processing visually presented language should not be made on the basis of processing
auditorily presented language, and vice versa. As stated by Cutler (2012: 103) “the ways in which
written language and spoken language are different make it necessary to model visual and auditory
processing of morphology separately.”
2.2.2 Morpheme frequency
Frequency is not directly manipulated in the experiments presented in this dissertation. However,
previous work on frequency motivates controlling for frequency both in experimental design and
statistical modelling. For completeness, I provide an overview of frequency effects below.
13Exposition here has benefited from Baayen (2014) and course material by Knoeferle and Crocker (2006).
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The patterning of morpheme frequency effects have been used to determine whether morph-
emes are processing units in complex word recognition; disambiguating between (1) single mech-
anism: full listing, (2) single mechanism: full decomposition, and (3) dual mechanism models
(Marslen-Wilson 2007: 182-3). In general, if response times are better predicted by frequencies
of entire morphologically complex forms than component pieces, this was taken as evidence for
whole word storage. If the converse holds, this was taken as evidence for decomposition.
Plural nouns have provided a case study for examining frequency effects. For example, Taft
(1979) describes both surface and stem frequency effects in inflected words in English, an effect
which was confirmed for other languages (Italian: Burani et al. 1984; French: Colé et al. 1989;
Dutch: Baayen et al. (1997); Finnish: Lehtonen et al. 2007, cited in Amenta and Crepaldi 2012:
232). Sereno and Jongman (1997) find that lexical decision response latency for inflected nouns
was better predicted by surface frequency then base frequency, and therefore argue in favour of
a single mechanism: full listing account. Baayen et al. (1997) also find that response time was
predominantly determined by surface frequency for plural nouns, arguing that this indicates single
mechanism: full decomposition accounts cannot be correct. However, New et al. (2004) reassess
the results of Sereno and Jongman (1997) in considering the process of singular-dominant versus
plural-dominant nouns (singular-dominant nouns are nouns for which the singular form is more
frequent than the plural form, and plural-dominant nouns are nouns for which the plural form is
more frequent than the singular form). They find that singular vs. plural dominance is a predictor
of response time for nouns presented in the singular form but not the plural form, indicating that
surface frequency does not determine responses to plural words.
However, as Marslen-Wilson (2007: 183) notes, the evidence from frequency effects become
more nuanced as the notion of the role of frequency becomes more complex (Ford et al. 2003). For
example, Taft (2004) argues that presence or absence of base frequency effects can be accommod-
ated in a fully decompositional framework and not just in a dual-route model: Frequency effects
could reflect post-access recombination (see also Fiorentino 2006: 31 for discussion of this under-
determination). In Experiment 1, Taft shows that recombining the stem and affix is harder for high
base frequency words than lower base frequency words when matched for surface frequency14. In
his Experiment 2, Taft shows that a reverse base frequency effect emerges when the combination
stage is crucial for discriminating words from pseudowords.15
14For example, seeming and mending have matched surface frequency, but different base frequencies (seem being more
frequent).
15A “reverse base frequency” effect refers to a pattern in which base frequency is inversely correlated with response time.
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McCormick et al. (2009) investigate morphological decomposition for morphologically complex
pseudowords, morphologically complex low frequency words, and morphologically complex high
frequency words, finding significant and equivalent effects in each group, supporting an account
in which both low and high frequency words are morphologically decomposed.16 Lignos (2013:
Chapter 4), using data from the English Lexicon Project Balota et al. (2007), finds that high fre-
quency morphologically complex words participate in base frequency effects to the same extent as
low frequency morphologically complex words, indicating that morphologically complex words
that are of higher frequency than their bare form are not stored and accessed as whole words.
Lignos (2013) argues for single mechanism: full decomposition, as he finds no evidence for a more
complicated (dual mechanism) account.
2.2.3 Lexical decision task
Fiorentino (2006: 30) provides a valuable overview of lexical decision research. An important
issue is how the stage of processing reflected in lexical decision measures is under-determined,
causing difficulty in interpretation. Fiorentino (2006: 31) notes that both positive evidence con-
sistent with decomposition and negative evidence consistent with a lack thereof, face difficulties
of interpretation due to this under-determination: Positive evidence can be accounted for by a
late-effect in non-decompositional theories, and negative evidence can be accounted for by post-
decompositional processing (e.g., recombination) in theories with morphological decomposition.
Given these concerns, Fiorentino (2006: 31-23) emphasizes the importance of close attention to the
time-course of processing, but also highlights the value of a methodology which can be used to test
hypotheses at various different stages of processing.
Baayen (2014) also discusses benefits and drawbacks of the lexical decision task. One advantage
of the task is that it is straightforward to administer, allowing large-scale “mega-studies” (e.g.,
Balota et al. 2007, Keuleers et al. 2012, Ernestus and Cutler 2015) and “crowd-sourced” online
experiments (e.g., Slote and Strand 2016). Another advantage of the lexical decision task is that
it can be combined with a priming methodology, as it is in this dissertation.
16In experiments investigating stem frequency, whole-word frequency was typically matched. This practice meant that
researchers did not investigate whether stem frequency is modulated by whole-word frequency (Amenta and Crepaldi
2012: 232). Baayen et al. (2007) explore this issue finding no stem frequency effect for low whole-word frequency derived
and inflected words. When a range of whole-word frequencies were included, stem-frequency emerged as a significant
predictor of response time; with a facilitatory effect for low frequency words and a inhibitory effect for high frequency
words.
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The metalinguistic judgment involved and the presentation of the stimuli as isolated words,
raises the question of naturalistic processing. When participants hear an isolated word, which
structures do they build (or not) in order to make a decision about lexicality, and how does this
relate to naturalistic processing? This is a particularly important consideration for morphological
processing: Without a syntactic context, it is unclear how much structure a participant generates
for a morphologically complex word. Ratcliff et al. (2004), in their diffusion model of dichotomous
choice decision applied to lexical decision data, highlight the trade-off between speed and accuracy.
As such, stimuli selection, in particular pseudoword fillers, can have substantial effects upon the
response time data.
2.2.4 Priming
Priming has been used extensively to explore different aspects of lexical representation and pro-
cessing, including morphological structure. The view of priming which I adopt here is to un-
derstand priming through the metaphor of activation. I conceptualise two sources of priming (i)
reactivation of an identical mental unit, or (ii) spreading activation among associated units. This
aligns with an “abstractionist” view of priming (Morton 1969, Bowers 2000), where priming is
attributed to activation of independent pieces in memory.
In the visual priming literature, an important distinction is that of overt versus masked priming.
In masked priming, the prime is presented for such a short period of time that the participants have
no conscious perception of it. In overt priming, in contrast, the prime is consciously perceived.
Masking is thought to eliminate “strategic” effects which might contribute to priming. Most work
in the auditory modality is overt, in the sense that participants consciously perceive it. As such,
care must be taken to avoid “strategic” effects. This is mitigated somewhat in the continuous lexical
decision paradigm, for which primes and targets are not explicitly paired. The proportion of trials
in which the prime and target have an apparent relationship can be kept low to minimise strategic
effects. It should be noted that recent work has incorporated techniques for masking auditory
stimuli (e.g., Ussishkin et al. 2015).
2.2.5 Time-course
Attention must be paid to the time course of lexical processing in work which investigates morpho-
logical representations in the auditory modality. Time-course is relevant in several distinct senses.
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First, as discussed in Section 2.1.6.1, the time-course of the incremental unfolding of auditory
stimuli is crucial for understanding competition effects. Furthermore, depending on the morpho-
logical structure of the word, cues to morphological structure are available at very different time
points. Especially for a lexical decision modality, it should be considered whether suffixes (for
example) are being processed prior to the lexical decisions.
Second, time-course is important for the hypothesized processing stages: In the model assumed
here, these stages are decomposition followed by a process of recombination.
Third, time-course is an important consideration for the activation of various representations.
For example, there is a literature which uses a long lag design to separate “abstract” and “episodic”
representations (e.g., Kouider and Dupoux 2009).
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Chapter 3
Phonological realisations in lexical processing
3.1 Introduction
Chapter 2 discusses a model of morphological processing in which syntactic and phonological
representations are separated. This chapter investigates the representations of phonological real-
isations in more depth. This is achieved with a dual focus.
First, a literature review is provided in which allomorphy is framed as a linguistic phenomenon
which provides dissociations between phonological and syntactic representations. These dissoci-
ations, provided by the language, provide a testing ground for theoretical models. The evidence
from previous experimental work investigating allomorphy is consistent with an account in which
allomorphs share a syntactic representation, in line with the model sketched in 2.1.7. However, the
phonological representations involved remain less clear in both theoretical morphology and psy-
cholinguistic approaches. As discussed by Embick and Shwayder (2018), the question of whether
allomorphs of a morphological unit are stored or derived is a fundamental one in morphological
theory, where the distributional evidence under-determines the analysis. As Stockall and Marantz
noted in 2006, “we need a more articulated and nuanced model of how allomorphy is represented
in the mental lexicon” (Stockall and Marantz 2006: 89). A variety of architectures of allomorphy
have been proposed, but as will be discussed, not all of them are compatible with the model of
morphological processing adopted in this dissertation. The phonological representations involved
with predictable or morpho-phonological allomorphy in lexical comprehension (cf. production)
present a particularly interesting case. According to these theoretical accounts, allomorphs are
phonologically derived from a single underlying phonological representation. However, in lexical
comprehension, the phonologically derived form must be recognised as the output of a phonolo-
gical derivation, which raises the question of whether the output must be stored. Although the
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focus is allomorphy, a secondary theme is the time-course of processing, which, as discussed in
Chapter 2, is particularly pertinent in the auditory modality where the signal unfolds incrementally.
In the second part of this chapter, a novel experimental design which examines the sensitivity
of phonological rhyme priming to morphological structure is introduced and explored. It is argued
that rhyme priming is the appropriate tool because (i), it operates at the level of phonological
representations, and (ii), it distinguishes between similarity and identity. This facilitatory effect,
termed “morphologically sensitive rhyme” (MSR) priming, occurs for an inflected target preceded
by a prime which rhymes with its stem (e.g., the prime dough facilitates the target snowed, relative
to controls). In a series of studies (Sections 3.6.7–3.6.10) an understanding of the representations
involved with this effect is advanced and the theoretical implications are discussed. Per arguments
made in the first part of the chapter, allomorphy is incorporated into the experimental designs
investigating MSR priming as a way of dissociating phonological and syntactic representations.
The MSR effect exhibits a directional asymmetry (facilitation occurs for an inflected target preceded
by a prime which rhymes with its stem, but not vice versa) and is restricted to verbs without
allomorphy.
Experiment 3.1 was a collaboration with Akiva Hezekiah Bacovcin, Robert J. Wilder, and David
Embick and has been published as Bacovcin et al. 2017. Akiva Hezekiah Bacovcin led this pro-
ject. The raw data was re-visited and re-analysed for reasons of consistency and comparability
with other experiments presented in this chapter. As such, the models presented here differ from
Bacovcin et al. 2017 but the overall pattern of findings did not change. Experiment A.1 and A.2,
presented in the Appendix, were follow-ups to Experiment 3.1. Experiment 3.2 was also collabor-
ative, now led by me and Robert J. Wilder. Experiments 3.3-.3.5, which build on Experiment 3.1,
were conducted independently. My collaborators may not agree with the novel interpretations of
the results provided in this chapter.
3.2 Allomorphy
3.2.1 Allomorphy in linguistic theory
To begin, this section provides theoretical background on allomorphy. In allomorphy, a morpheme
is associated with more than one phonological form depending on the linguistic context.17 Mor-
phological theory distinguishes between (i) allomorphy which is conditioned by the phonological
17A more restrictive definition of allomorphy is sometimes used (e.g., Faust and Lampitelli 2016), in which the
phonological realisation of a morpheme must be conditioned by the morphological context.
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versus morphological context, and (ii) allomorphy which shares a phonological underlying form
versus suppletive allomorphy which does not.
Predictable allomorphy involves exclusively phonological mechanisms: Allomorphs are ana-
lysed as phonologically derived from a single underlying form and conditioned by the phon-
ological context. An example of this is plural affix allomorphy in English. For stems ending
with a voiced segment that is a not a sibilant (e.g., dogs) the plural affix is realised as /z/. In
stems ending with a sibilant, the plural affix is realised as /@z/ (e.g., horse s). In stems end-
ing with an unvoiced segment that is not a sibilant the plural affix is realised as /s/ (e.g., cats).
In standard analyses, the underlying phonological form of the suffix is /z/. Epenthetic schwa
insertion between sibilants applies for stems ending in a sibilant (∅ → [@] / [sibilant] __ [sibil-
ant]) and devoicing of the underlying form /z/ applies for stems ending in an unvoiced segment
(/z/→ [voiceless] / [voiceless] _).
In non-predictable allomorphy, morphological context plays a role. We can identify two types
of non-predictable allomorphy: (a) morpho-phonological allomorphy for which the surface realisa-
tions are analysed as derived from one underlying phonological representation, and (b), suppletive
allomorphy for which surface realisations of a morpheme are not analysed as being derived from
a single underlying form. Examples (3.1) and (3.2) formalise the typical analysis of the stems of
brought and sang in DM: Morpho-phonological allomorphy for which the surface realisations are
analysed as derived from one underlying phonological representation. Examples (3.3) and (3.4)
formalise typical analyses of the stem of went and the plural suffix of oxen : Suppletive allomorphy
for which surface realisations of a morpheme are not analysed as being derived from a single
underlying form. See Figure 3.1 for the hypothesized morpho-syntactic structures involved.
v
√
STEM v
[+PAST] n
√
STEM n
[+PL]
Figure 3.1: Morpho-syntactic structures of a past tense verb and a plural noun
(3.1) Morpho-phonological allomorphy analysis of brought
√
BRING↔ /brIN/
/brIN/→ /brO/_[+PAST] Morpho-phonological rule
([+PAST]↔ /t/ /_{√BEND, √LEAVE, ...})
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(3.2) Morpho-phonological allomorphy analysis of sang
√
SING↔ /sIN/
/sIN/→ /sæN/ /_[+PAST] Morpho-phonological rule
([+PAST]↔ ∅ /_{√HIT,√SING, ...})
(3.3) Suppletive allomorphy analysis of went
√
GO↔ /wEn/ /_[+PAST] Suppletion
([+PAST]↔ /t/ /_{√BEND, √LEAVE, ...})
(3.4) Suppletive allomorphy analysis of en in oxen
(
√
OX↔ /Aks/)
[+PL]↔ /@n/ /_{√OX, √CHILD, ...} Suppletion
Importantly, it is not always evident whether forms should be derived by morpho-phonological
changes or analysed as suppletive variants: The distributional evidence from a language often
under-determines the analysis. As such, allomorphy provides an area of research within which
experimental data has the potential to adjudicate between competing analyses in the future. Em-
bick and Shwayder term this uncertainty the “Fundamental Question of Morpho-phonology”:
“Are morpho-phonological alternations the result of phonological rules, or do they result from
the storage in memory of distinct allomorphs?” (2018).
3.2.2 Considerations for allomorphy in experimental work
This section outlines some important considerations for experimental work which investigates
allomorphy.
The focus here is inflectional allomorphy. There are principled reasons to favour inflectional
allomorphy for this kind of investigation. Inflection generally has a consistent semantic contribu-
tion, which is discussed in more detail in Chapter 4. For example, in the English verbal paradigm,
past tense inflection consistently has the same grammatical contribution regardless of the verbal
stem (this excludes homophony between past tense forms and past participles). Inflection is also
productive in the sense that it applies to all bases that meet its broad syntactic criteria. Paradig-
matic gaps present an exception to this generalisation, but these are rare. In contrast to inflection,
derivation generally has a less consistent semantic contribution and is commonly restricted with
regards to its base. In fact, these are criteria upon which morphological changes are categorised as
derivational (versus inflectional, Bauer et al. 2013: 534). For example, consider the derived noun
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suffix realised phonologically as -ery in English (Bauer et al. 2013: 262). The semantic contribution
of this affix is context dependent: It can be conditioned by the base (consider the distinction
between nunnery and buffoonery, Bauer et al. 2013: 262) or the syntactic context (fernery, for example,
can denote a location or a collective noun18). Furthermore, the affix can only apply to a restrictive
set of bases. Moreover, in English, “Latinate” derivational words have some unusual properties,
which are discussed below in Section 3.2.3.2 and in .19
Another important consideration for the investigation of allomorphy in experimental work,
especially in the auditory modality, concerns the time-course of processing. Allomorphy may
influence the time point at which cues to morphological complexity arrive in the signal. For
example, if we consider the following examples:
(3.7) walked /wOkt/
(3.8) spoke /spoUk/
In 3.7, information about the morphological structure comes when the past tense suffix (realised
as /t/) is encountered, whereas for 3.8, depending on the set of phonological competitors for
recognition, this information may come earlier, e.g., at the vowel.
3.2.3 Previous experimental work investigating inflectional allomorphy
This section reviews previous experimental work which investigates allomorphy, explicitly or im-
plicitly, with a focus on inflectional allomorphy.
The “past tense debate” in the language acquisition literature (e.g., McClelland et al. 1986,
Pinker and Prince 1988, Pinker 1999a) concerns the treatment of regular and irregular20 verbs in
English, and as such implicitly investigates inflectional allomorphy. Although the focus of the
past tense debate was language acquisition, the broad alternatives considered have been hugely
influential in the morphological processing literature, and as such it is reviewed here.
18Consider the following examples:
(3.5) A fernery (a conservatory filled with ferns) was the ultimate jolly green indulgence. [Example from Houston Chronicle
1996, cited in Bauer et al. (2013: 263)]
(3.6) On either side were banks knee-deep in lush fernery. [Example from New England Review 2002, cited in Bauer et al.
(2013: 262)]
19For example, consider the unacceptability of *priestery and *idiotery, for which the stems share semantic and syntactic
properties with the stems of nunnery and buffoonery.
20“Regular”, in this literature, is used to describe forms which are related to one another in a predictable or rule-like way.
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3.2.3.1 The past tense debate literature
The past tense debate addressed whether rule-like behaviour should be explained in terms of
symbolic computation or connectionist learning, and therefore had wide-ranging implications for
cognitive science. The English past tense system was adopted as a case-study because the regular
forms (e.g., walk and walked) exhibit apparent rule-like behaviour whereas a heterogeneous class of
irregular forms (e.g., run and ran) are less predictable.21 As discussed by Lignos and Yang (2017),
the past tense debate focused on whether regular forms involved symbolic computation or connec-
tionist learning systems; there was actually consensus among the competing “Words and Rules”
and “Connectionist” camps that irregular verbs involved the latter. A third possibility, in which
both regular and irregular forms involve symbolic computation, in line with generative linguistic
theory, received less attention. The past tense debate generated a huge literature that has been
reviewed elsewhere (e.g., Marslen-Wilson and Tyler 1998, Pinker and Ullman 2002, Seidenberg and
Plaut 2014).
Before returning to the morphological processing literature, it is important to consider how the
distinction between regular and irregular for English verbs, which received so much attention22,
can correlate with a number of linguistic distinctions, including productivity, defaultness, type-
frequency, and allomorphy. The remainder of this subsection clarifies some terminology and briefly
outlines the relationship between productivity and these other distinctions.
Productivity: A linguistic process is described as productive if it generalises to new forms. There
are different levels at which we can consider productivity. As discussed above, the English
past tense is syntactically productive in the sense that all verbal stems can inflect for tense.
However, we can also consider the productivity of the phonological relationship among stems
and past tense forms, which is how the term is normally used in this literature. In this sense,
the English past tense regular forms are productive (consider neologisms such as google ~
googled, venmo ~ venmoed), unlike the irregular forms.23
Defaultness: Defaultness is a sub-type of productivity, referring to the linguistic process which
is the least restricted (in terms of grammatical or phonological context requirements) of the
set under consideration. As a result, the default applies to new forms that do not meet the
21Shortcomings of the English past tense are that it conflates a number of linguistic properties (as outlined on page 34),
and that, cross-linguistically, English is a morphologically impoverished language.
22Pinker calls the English past tense the “drosophila [fruit fly] of psycholinguistics” (Pinker 1999b), a conceptualisation
that has received criticism (e.g., Seidenberg and Plaut 2014).
23“Regularity” is sometimes used synonymously with “productivity”. For clarity, I avoid this usage.
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restrictions of the other processes. Restricting the discussion to phonological productivity
(as described above), the regular past tense in English is productive and also the default.
However, a linguistic process can be productive without being the default. The German
plural inflection system provides an example (see Marcus et al. 1995): The -e plural suffix,
is productive, generalising to new forms which meet its linguistic criteria. However, it is not
the default of the system: The -s plural is the default, as it has no phonological or grammatical
requirements and as a consequence is the system used for novel words which do not meet the
criteria of other plural morpheme realisations.
Type-frequency: Productivity has a relationship with type-frequency. The regular English past
tense is more type-frequent than the irregular system. There is evidence that productivity
is determined by the ratio of the type-frequency of exceptions to the type-frequency of rule
undergoers (cf. Schuler et al. 2016, Yang 2016). This hypothesis is termed “The Tolerance
Principle” (Yang 2005, 2016). The hypothesis is that a process will be acquired as productive
if learning the rule given the number of exceptions is computationally efficient: Specifically,
the type-frequency of exceptions cannot exceed Nln(N) (where N is the number of undergoers).
It is not necessary that a productive system or the default system be the most type-frequent
system, as there can be multiple productive systems, and defaultness (described above) is de-
termined by linguistic constraints concerning potential undergoers (and not type-frequency).
Allomorphy: Finally, and of particular relevance to this chapter, productivity and stem allomorphy
pattern together in the English past tense. However, morpho-phonological allomorphy has
no necessary relationship to productivity. Suppletive allomorphy, in contrast, has a rela-
tionship with productivity: If one suppletive variant cannot be computed on the basis of
another (i.e., the suppletive variants are unpredictable), the linguistic process involved cannot
generalise to new forms.24
3.2.3.2 Morphological processing literature
Echoing the past tense debate, lexicon-based morphological processing models differ as to whether
morphologically complex words are processed as whole-word units (“full-listing accounts”), as
component sub-word units (“full decomposition”), or as a hybrid of whole-word units and com-
ponent sub-word units (“dual-mechanism”; the relevant mechanism dependent on some criterion
24Explain cases such as “underwent”.
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such as regularity or frequency). These crucial differences among morphological processing models
were discussed in Chapter 2.1.1.
As the preponderance of work in this domain involves visual presentation, work using the
visual modality is included. However, as discussed in Chapter 2 there are crucial differences
between modalities which must be taken into consideration. The incrementality of presentation
and its implications for lexical competition are of special interest here.
Early work implicitly investigated allomorphy through comparisons of regular and irregular
verbs of English (e.g., Stanners et al. 1979, Kempley and Morton 1982, Fowler et al. 1985). Asymmet-
ries in morphological priming between regular and irregular forms were interpreted as evidence
for distinct lexical organisation: for regulars, the stem morpheme was regarded as a basic unit of or-
ganisation, with no similar claim made for irregular forms. Stanners et al. 1979 found no differences
between repetition priming and morphological stem priming for regulars (e.g., jumped/jump →
jump) in a long distance primed lexical decision task in the visual modality, where no stem priming
effect was found for irregular verbs (also discussed in Chapter 4). In Kempley and Morton 1982,
stem priming facilitation was found for regular forms (e.g., jump → jumped) but not for irregular
forms (e.g., teach→ taught) a long-distance auditory recognition-in-noise task. In Fowler et al. 1985,
in contrast, priming effects were found for both regular and irregular items in short-lag and long-
lag primed lexical decision tasks in the auditory and visual modalities, which the authors explained
with reference to Dell’s network model (e.g., Dell 1986) includes representations of morphological
structure, shared among both regular and irregular words which are morphologically related.
More recent work makes finer-grain distinctions among irregular verbs by considering degree
of phonological relatedness or phonological sub-regularities.
In a visual masked priming lexical decision experiment investigating English verbs, Pastizzo
and Feldman (2002) compared regularly inflected forms to two categories of irregularly inflected
forms (“low overlap” and “high overlap”) in a design which included both an unrelated and an
orthographically related baseline, finding facilitation compared to the orthographic baseline for
the regular and “high overlap” irregular forms (inflected→ stem). Facilitation did not surpass the
threshold for significance for the “low overlap” irregulars. Allen and Badecker (2002: Experiment
2), in a cross-modal (auditory prime, visual target, ) primed lexical decision experiment, investigate
similar questions to Pastizzo and Feldman 2002 (inflected→ stem). They find the converse pattern
of results for irregulars, whereby orthographically “dissimilar” forms exhibit facilitation unlike the
“similar” forms.
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Building upon the work of Allen and Badecker (2002), Stockall and Marantz (2006) investigate
a neural response (the M35025) to visually presented primes and targets in an experiment which
also involves a behavioural lexical decision component (inflected→ stem). Evidence for a neural
response to morphological priming is found across “identity”, “high overlap”, and “low overlap”
conditions but not in a phonological control condition. For the behavioural responses, Stockall and
Marantz (2006: Experiment 1) find facilitation for the “high overlap” forms whereas facilitation
for the “low overlap” forms does not reach significance (patterning with the results of Pastizzo
and Feldman 2002 rather than Allen and Badecker 2002: Experiment 2). In their Experiment 2,
Stockall and Marantz (2006) change the direction of prime and target so targets are inflected (stem
→ inflected). Additionally, the identity condition is replaced with regular inflected pairs and the
control condition is composed of pairs that are both phonologically and semantically related (e.g.,
boil and broil). Again, evidence for a neural response to morphological priming is found across
“regular”, “high overlap”, and “low overlap” conditions but not in the control condition. For
the lexical decision response time data, the pattern of response times indicates facilitation for all
morphologically related conditions ( “regular”, “high overlap”, and “low overlap”) and an absence
of facilitation for the control condition.
In a study which combines visual masked priming with EEG, Morris and Stockall (2012) invest-
igate allomorphy in a comparison of regular and irregular verbs of English.26 Within each verb
type condition, there were four prime conditions: identity, morphological (inflected → stem), or-
thographic controls, and unrelated). In the EEG data, identity and morphological priming pattern
together in both verb type conditions, whereas a different pattern is observed for the orthographic
controls. In the behavioural data, they find priming effects for identity and morphological priming
in both verb types. However, the magnitude of priming is smaller in the irregular morphological
prime condition than in the regular morphological prime condition and identity prime conditions
in both verb types.
Orfanidou et al. (2011) investigate allomorphy in Greek verbal forms in a masked visual prim-
ing and delayed visual priming studies. In Experiment 1 (masked priming), they find priming
between pairs which share orthography, regardless of morphological relationship. In Experiment
25This neural response occurs at 300-400ms and is thought to index lexical activation (Stockall and Marantz 2006,
Pylkkänen and Marantz 2003).
26Morris and Stockall (2012) use 120 stems in each verb type condition, which as they discuss, is a large proportion of the
set of English irregular verbs (170 in CELEX, Baayen et al. 1993).
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2 (delayed priming: 12 intervening items/30s delay between prime and target), they find priming
for morphologically related items regardless of allomorphy.
In a series of studies, Kielar et al. (2008) investigate whether stem priming differs for irregular
verbs with different properties, investigating regular, “vowel change irregular” and “suffixed irreg-
ular” forms (inflected → stem). In masked visual priming (Experiment 1A), they find facilitation
for regulars and “suffixed irregular” forms. In an overt visual priming lexical decision study with
the same stimuli (Experiment 1B), they find morphological priming in all three morphologically
related categories (regular, “vowel change irregular” and “suffixed irregular” forms) and not for
semantic or phonological controls. The same overall pattern is found in short and long ISI cross-
modal primed lexical decision studies (Experiments 2A and 2B, which had ISIs of 0ms and 500ms
respectively): morphological priming is found for all morphologically related items and not for
semantic or phonological controls.
Also focusing upon phonological sub-regularities among some irregular verbs, Crepaldi et al.
(2010) find facilitation for irregular verb pairs compared to orthographically matched and unrelated
controls in a series of visual masked priming lexical decision experiments (inflected→ stem). They
do not find such an effect for unrelated words sharing the same phonological pattern, attribut-
ing the facilitation to morphological relatedness rather than phonological sub-regularities which
characterise some irregular verbs.
Although the focus of this chapter is inflectional allomorphy, influential work investigating
derivational allomorphy is also relevant. In a series of studies, Marslen-Wilson et al. investigate
derivational allomorphy in lexical processing, asking whether allomorphs of a morpheme or a
more abstract representation are the basic unit of access (Marslen-Wilson et al. 1994, Marslen-
Wilson and Zhou 1999). It is important to note, as discussed by Creemers et al. (in prep), that
English derivational morphology associated with the “Latinate” vocabulary, investigated in the
Marslen-Wilson et al studies, has some unusual properties: first, diachronically, these words were
borrowed into English from a variety of Romance languages, which increases the likelihood that
etymologically related words are not morphologically related in the minds of native language users
due to a lack of systematicity in the input. Second, synchronically, the age of acquisition for many of
these words is late, occurring post-critical period, which may also have interesting implications for
mental representations (I refer the reader to Creemers et al. in prep for discussion of these points).
Marslen-Wilson et al. (1994: Experiment 1) used a cross-modal variation of the priming paradigm
(auditory→ visual, inflected→ stem) to investigate stem priming for derived words. Targets were
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stems (for the phonological condition, the target was a substring). They compared the following
four prime conditions:
1. Morphologically related (+M) and phonologically transparent (i.e., no allomorphic variation)
(+P), e.g., friendly→ friend
2. +M and phonologically non-transparent (i.e., allomorphic variation) (−P), e.g., elusive→ elude
3. +M, −P, e.g., serenity→ serene
4. −M, −P, e.g., tinsel→ tin
The second and third conditions were divided into two hypothesised architectures for morpho-
phonological allomorphy, (2) “phonologically opaque in that the stem had a different phonetic
form in isolation compared with when it appeared in the derived word” (i.e., elude was analysed as
the underlying form for both elusive and elude) and (3) “the surface form of the stem in isolation
also diverged from its assumed underlying representation” i.e., serene was not analysed as the
underlying form, adopting an underspecified underlying representation per Myers 1987 (Marslen-
Wilson et al. 1994: 8). Priming effects were found for all the morphologically related conditions. In
Marslen-Wilson and Zhou 1999, Experiment 1 uses the same prime conditions as Marslen-Wilson
et al. 1994: Experiment 1, but changes the task to auditory primed lexical decision (both primes
and targets presented auditorily). The same pattern is observed: priming effects are observed for all
morphologically related items. Derived forms primed their stems even when allomorphic variation
was present. Marslen-Wilson et al. interpret these effects as evidence that allomorphic variants of a
stem map directly onto an abstract phonological representation at the level of the lexical entry. Taken
together, Marslen-Wilson et al.’s results indicate that surface realisation is not the only relevant
representation for a stem priming effect. The question is raised of whether the observed priming
effects are due to similarity at the morpho-phonological surface realisation level of representation,
identity at a different level of representation, or a combination of both.
Although there are some discrepancies among the results, some generalisations can be made.
First, allomorphic variation seems to attenuate facilitation due to stem priming; regular stem prim-
ing is generally greater in magnitude than irregular stem priming. Allen and Badecker (2002)and
Stockall and Marantz (2006) attribute this to competition among allomorphs of a morpheme. How-
ever, this could simply be due to non-morphological phonological factors, e.g., reduced overlap.
Second, despite allomorphy, stem priming is greater than facilitation among phonological con-
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trols, especially in overt priming designs with a delay between prime and target. Third, among
stems with allomorphic variation, degree of phonological overlap seems to influence facilitation,
depending on the task (perhaps specific to visual modality27). Overall, previous experimental
work supports a model of allomorphy in which there is (i) a shared representation corresponding
to abstract morphological identity, and (ii) phonological representations of allomorphs which can
sometimes result in competition.
3.3 Towards a morphological processing model incorporating allomorphy
A variety of representational architectures are proposed for allomorphy. I distil these into six types
(see Figure 3.2), which result from varying two properties: (i) shared versus unshared represent-
ations for allomorphs of a morpheme (or both shared and unshared), and (ii) one-level versus
two-levels of lexical structure. There is not a one-to-one correspondence between models of mor-
phological processing and representational architecture for allomorphy: for example, within a
given model of morphological processing, the representational architecture of allomorphy can be
dependent on the type of allomorphy: predictable, morpho-phonological or suppletive.
The schematisations in Figure 3.2 represent two separate stimuli which are allomorphs of a
morpheme (e.g., sing and sang). time-course is not represented. In (a), there is one representation
for two allomorphs of a morpheme which includes both phonological and syntactic/semantic
features. In contrast, in (b), there are two representations for two allomorphs of a morpheme.
In (c), two phonological representations mediate access from two allomorphs to a single syntactic
representation. In (d), two phonological representations mediate access to two separate syntactic
representations for two allomorphs. In (e), one phonological representation mediates access to one
syntactic representation for two allomorphs. In (f), two allomorphs are represented with separate
phonological representations that link to a shared phonological representation (underlying form)
which in turn links to one syntactic representation.
For models (b) and (d), the allomorphs of a morpheme do not share a lexical representation
corresponding to a morpheme. Morphological relatedness must be handled through correspond-
ences outwith the lexical system. For connectionist models, for example, this is handled through
separate networks of semantic and phonological relatedness. The model sketched out in Chapter
2.1.7 incorporates hypotheses from morphological theory into a model of processing. It argues
27This is in line with accounts of morphological processing put forth by Rastle and Davis (2008) whereby there is an
early morpho-orthographic stage of segmentation. Phonological overlap seems to be a greater determinant of facilitation in
masked priming than overt priming.
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for a separation between phonological and syntactic representations. Furthermore, the evidence
from previous experimental work which investigates allomorphy indicates that allomorphs share
a syntactic representation. As such, we are left with architectures from (c), (e) and (f).
(a)
Syntactic
Stimulus
Phonological
(b)
Syntactic
Stimulus
Phonological
(c)
Syntactic
Stimulus
Phonological
(d)
Syntactic
Stimulus
Phonological
(e)
Syntactic
Stimulus
Phonological
(f)
Syntactic
Stimulus
Phonological
Figure 3.2: Schematisation of allomorphy architectures
Marslen-Wilson and Zhou (1999) proposed the “direct access model” for processing of morpho-
phonological allomorphy, in which allomorphs are linked to a single representation, a “lexical
entry”, which specifies syntactic, semantic, and phonological information. This model is repres-
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ented in (a). For suppletion (which they term “irregular morpho-phonological alternations”), they
state that stored representations of the allomorphic forms would be required, the architecture for
which is represented in (b).
Allen and Badecker (2002) argue for two-levels of lexical structure to account for evidence for
syntactic morphological effects and competition effects between allomorphs of a morpheme. In (c),
two phonological representations mediate access from two allomorphs to a single syntactic repres-
entation. This corresponds to the model of Allen and Badecker (2002) (for whom the phonological
level is termed the Lemma and the syntactic level is termed the Lexeme).
Stockall and Marantz (2006) argue for an architecture of allomorphy which influences the model
developed here. Also incorporating hypotheses from “Distributed Morphology”, they argue for an
architecture in which both regular and irregular forms activate syntactic representations corres-
ponding to the stem at an early stage of processing. Their model differs from the one developed
here in that it proposes that the default allomorph as well as any applicable morpho-phonological
rules are stored with the syntactic representation. As such, their model also provides an account of
processing asymmetries between default allomorphs and derived allomorphs, which I leave aside
here. Their model best matches the architecture in (e).
taught
√teach
/titʃ/  *129
[past]
*13
Figure 3.3: “Schematic representation of initial stage of root activation. Processing the past tense
form activates the root TEACH and the functional morpheme [PAST]. The *s indicate specific
morpho-phonological rules. Rule 129, for example, would generate the irregular taught form in
the past tense.” (Stockall and Marantz 2006: 89)
The morphological theory adopted in this dissertation is generative and derivational. As such,
it presents some inherent questions for accounting for comprehension in addition to production.
A generative theory does not necessarily present a problem: “Analysis by synthesis” (see Bever
and Poeppel 2010) holds that both bottom-up and top-down mechanisms are involved in language
processing, as do many other accounts. However, a particularly interesting question does arise for
morpho-phonological allomorphy. Section 3.2.1 explains that morpho-phonological allomorphy
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is analysed as derived from a single phonological underlying form. This raises the question of
how the allomorph is comprehended, i.e., how is the derived form recognised as the output of
a morpho-phonological rule? One approach to this question, provided by Stockall and Marantz
(2006), is that the language user is sensitive to phonological patterns associated with both regular
and irregular allomorphy, and therefore form-based decomposition occurs in both cases. This
involves storage of the phonological pattern associated with the derived allomorph but not a
phonological representation of the allomorph per se. As discussed, a suppletive analysis is also
consistent with the distributional evidence, which would hold that phonological representations of
the allomorphs are stored. A hybrid account is also possible, in which phonological representations
of the allomorph are stored but also associated with an underlying phonological form. Ultimately,
the work presented here does not disambiguate between these potential accounts, but they are
important considerations for future work concerning the representation of allomorphy. The ar-
chitecture in (c) is what “Distributed Morphology” would predict for suppletive allomorphy. The
architecture in (e) is what “Distributed Morphology” might predict for morpho-phonological or
predictable allomorphy. The architecture presented in (f) is the hybrid alternative discussed.
3.4 Interim discussion
Previous work concerning the role of allomorphy in inflectional processing has been more pre-
occupied with the question of whether there is evidence for a shared syntactic representation
between morphological variants which exhibit allomorphy than the nature of the phonological
questions. The experimental work presented in the remainder of this chapter probes the role
of phonological realisations by investigating the ways in which rhyme priming is sensitive to
morphological structures. Rhyme priming is where facilitation is observed for words which share
a phonological rhyme (syllable nucleus + coda, e.g., frog → blog) and is very well-established in
visual and auditory modalities (Slowiaczek et al. e.g., 1987, Radeau et al. e.g., 1994, Monsell and
Hirsh e.g., 1998, Slowiaczek et al. e.g., 2000).
Rhyme priming is a well-suited tool for probing these representations involved in allomorphy
for two critical reasons. First, it appears to be a pre-lexical effect which is sensitive to phonolo-
gical structure as it has been shown to occur for words and nonwords (e.g., Radeau et al. 1994,
Slowiaczek et al. 2000). As a pre-lexical effect, we can be more confident that effects are about
phonological realisations and not due to other properties that often co-occur (see Section 3.2.3.1).
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Second, it is sensitive to identity versus similarity: qualitatively different patterns of facilitation
are observed for full phonological rhyme overlap versus partial phonological rhyme overlap. For
example, Slowiaczek et al. (2000) find that targets preceded by words which share a rhyme are
facilitated compared to a weak priming effect for words which only partially overlap in their rhyme
(e.g., ranch only weakly facilitates bunch). Radeau et al. (1995), in contrast, found no effect in
similar conditions. This is important because allomorphs are often phonologically similar and in
order to distinguish between there being one identical phonological representation involved versus
two (or more) similar phonological representations this sensitivity is crucial.
All else equal, a comparison of morphological processing for words with and without allo-
morphic variation allows us to examine the role of phonological and syntactic representations
in morphological effects: When there is no change in a morphological effect irrespective of allo-
morphy, the effect may be due to phonological or syntactic representations. When a morphological
effect diverges for words with and without allomorphy, we can attribute this divergence to phono-
logical representations.
To the extent to which we have confidence in our theoretical analyses of predictable allomorphy
versus morpho-phonological allomorphy versus suppletive allomorphy, a similar logic can be ap-
plied: If an effect dissociates predictable allomorphy and morpho-phonological allomorphy from
suppletive allomorphy, we might conclude that the effect is sensitive to underlying phonological
forms. Work investigating this question would be at pains to control for effects of phonological
relatedness. Furthermore, as discussed in Section 3.2.3.1 below, allomorphy can co-occur with other
linguistic properties which must also be considered.
Although the focus is allomorphy, as mentioned, a secondary theme is the time-course of pro-
cessing, which is particular pertinent in the auditory modality where the signal unfolds increment-
ally (as discussed in Chapter 2).
3.5 Morphologically sensitive rhyme priming
Bacovcin et al. 2017 (included as Experiment 3.1 below) presents a novel design for investigat-
ing phonological aspects of morphological processing. In this design, the prime rhymes with a
morphological relative of the target or vice versa. Through this design, the sensitivity of phonolo-
gical priming to morphological structure is examined. If participants decompose morphologically
complex words into component representations (e.g., snowed into snow + ed), then snowed should
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be facilitated by dough, to a greater extent than code because the component stem snow and dough
rhyme, with no such decomposition occurring for code or grove.
Syntactic
Stimulus
Phonological
/doʊ/ /snoʊ/ /d/
DOUGH SNOW PAST
TIME
PRIME TARGET
Figure 3.4: Schematisation of predicted facilitation between a prime which rhymes with the stem
of the target
In a series of studies described in Sections 3.6.7-3.6.10, four variations of the design are used.
The focus is (D1) and (D2). These four variations are schematised in (D1)-(D4) below:
(D1) dough snow−−−→ snowed
(D2) snowed snow−−−→ dough
(D3) code snowed−−−−→ snow
(D4) snow snowed−−−−→ code
Figure 3.5: MSR Design Variations
(D1) investigates facilitation for a morphologically complex target preceded by a prime which
rhymes with the stem of the target. In (D2), the prime and target order from (D1) is reversed. In
(D3), a different directional change is made, investigating whether a stem target is facilitated by a
prime which rhymes with a morphologically complex word containing the stem. In (D4), the prime
and target order from (D3) is reversed.
For (D3) and (D4), there was not a clear prediction that “MSR” priming would occur. If so, it
would be attributed to rhyme priming activating the complex form, which in turn, facilitates the
stem.
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Prime rhyme is phon.
substring of target rhyme
Prime rhyme is phon.
superstring of target
rhyme
Inflected stem D1 D2
Uninflected stem D4 D3
Table 3.1: MSR Design Variations
3.6 Experiments
3.6.1 Shared methods
As a similar methodology was employed in all of the of experiments presented in this chapter, for
brevity, the methodology is described once. Unless noted, the following properties did not vary
across the studies.
Auditory stimuli were recorded in a sound-attenuated booth using a Blue Snowball microphone
by a male speaker of General American English. These recordings were segmented by hand in Praat
(Boersma 2001). All stimuli were monosyllabic. In each study, stimuli were matched for frequency
using the Lg10CD28 frequency measure from SUBTLEX-US (Brysbaert and New 2009) frequency
across conditions and lists to the extent possible.
Stimuli were presented to the participants in a continuous lexical decision task. Participants
were instructed to indicate whether each sound they heard was a word of English as quickly and
as accurately as possible. The ISI (detailed per experiment) was measured from the end of the
sound file or participant response, whichever was later.
3.6.2 Shared data removal and analysis procedures
Similarly, aspects of the data removal and analysis procedures are reviewed once for reasons of
brevity.
1. Participants who had an overall accuracy of below 70% were removed.
2. Inaccurate responses to primes and targets were removed.
3. Data were trimmed for outliers following recommendations in Baayen and Milin (2010).
4. Log-transformed response times were analysed in R using linear mixed effects regression.
(a) P-values were calculated using the Kenward-Roger approximation for degrees of free-
dom (using the pbkrtest package)
28This is the base 10 log of the number of films in which a word appears in a database of 8388 films.
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(b) The following control fixed effects were added to models:
i. Inter-stimulus interval (ISI)
ii. Trial number
iii. Prime RT (centred by prime condition)
iv. Target soundfile duration
v. Target word frequency
For presenting the results, I am consistent in the use of data visualisation. The charts are
described in detail the first time they appear.
3.6.3 Experiment 3.1: MSR priming in regular verbs (D1) (Bacovcin et al. 2017)
3.6.3.1 Stimuli
Critical stimuli were built around 16 critical items, which included a group of two primes and four
targets built around a single regular verb, illustrated in Table 3.2. For a full list of critical items see
Section A.3 in the Appendices.
Prime TargetNon-rhyme Rhyme
Bare stem
void dough
snow
Past tense snowed
Past tense rhyme control code
Embedded control grove
Table 3.2: Experiment 3.1: Prime and target conditions
The past tense rhyme control condition consisted of words which ended with /d/ but the
pseudo-stem was not a word or stem of English. The embedded word control consisted of words
which contained an embedded stem but were not morphologically complex and did not end with
/d/.
Condition Example Embedded word Potential affix
Past tense /snoU/+/d/ (snowed) /snoU/ (snow) /d/ (-ed)
Embedded control /koU/+/d/ (code) 7 /d/ (-ed)
Past tense rhyme control /groU/+/v/ (grove) /groU/ (grow) 7
Table 3.3: Example stimuli for morphologically sensitive rhyme priming studies
Overall, stimuli consisted of 96 unique critical words, 64 unique phonotactically-licit nonwords,
and 32 unique filler words. The design was within-subjects: Per critical item, each participant
responded to each target in both prime conditions, as such responded to 256 critical stimuli. Fillers
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were repeated such that critical items comprised 25% of the experiment and 50% of stimuli were
words (256 word fillers, 512 nonword fillers).
3.6.3.2 Procedure
34 participants from the University of Pennsylvania completed the study in return for course credit.
Participants heard stimuli through headphones. Subjects first responded to 6 practice trials (50%
nonwords) before being assigned to one of the 8 experimental lists. The experiment was run
using E-Prime (Psychology Software Tools 2012) in the lab and responses were recorded using
an Empirisoft Rotary Controller. The ISI was randomised between 400 and 600 ms.
3.6.3.3 Results
One critical item was excluded from analysis, because it was determined not to satisfy our control
criteria after the experiment had been run.29 One subject was removed, due to global accuracy
below 70%.
Accuracy by prime-target relationship is detailed in Table 3.4. There is a small accuracy im-
provement for conditions which facilitated response times, as generally expected for a priming
effect.
P-t relationship % accuracy
No relationship 88.5
Rhyme 92.9
Partial rhyme 88.4
MSR 93.7
Table 3.4: Experiment 3.1: Mean accuracy per prime-target relationship
Table 3.5 summaries data removal (following Baayen and Milin 2010).
Datapoints Percentage
Total pre-removal 3960 100
Inaccurate trials 913 23.06
< 300ms or > 3000ms 77 1.94
Subject-trimming 16 0.4
Item-trimming 26 0.66
Total removed 1032 26.06
Total remaining 2928 73.94
Table 3.5: Experiment 3.1: Summary of datapoint removal
29For critical item 7 (see A.3), lord was erroneously included as the embedded control despite the final segment being /d/.
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A linear mixed effects model was fitted to log-transformed response time to targets. In an
attempt to control for repetition effects across the experiment, the following additional control
predictors were entered into the model: (i) Whether the target’s stem was previously encountered
in the experiment, and (ii) whether the target word was previously encountered by the participant.
The critical predictors were the main effects of prime condition and target condition and their
interaction. Prime condition was dummy coded with stem rhyme as the reference level and target
condition was dummy coded with the past tense as the reference level, as such, the prime condition
predictor is indicative of the effect of prime condition for a past tense target: the MSR effect. In the
process of fitting the linear mixed effects model, an additional 82 datapoints were removed because
they had a standardised residual greater than 2.5 standard deviations from zero (2.8%). The model
is summarised in Table 3.6.
Table 3.6: Experiment 3.1: Model summary
Log-transformed RT
Betas CI p-values
Fixed Effects
Intercept 9.873 9.79, 9.96 <.001
Target condition
Stem vs. past tense 0.052 -0.04, 0.15 0.297
Emb. word cntrl. vs. past tense -0.01 -0.10, 0.08 0.833
past tense rhyme cntrl vs. past tense 0.009 -0.08, 0.10 0.848
Prime condition -0.131 -0.17, -0.09 <.001
Inter-stimulus interval 0.003 -0.01, 0.01 0.527
Trial number -0.028 -0.05, -0.00 0.026
Log-transformed previous RT 0.075 0.06, 0.09 <.001
Target duration 0.081 0.05, 0.11 <.001
Target frequency -0.045 -0.07, -0.02 0.002
Stem repetition -0.016 -0.06, 0.02 0.419
Word repetition -0.057 -0.10, -0.01 0.018
Prime cond. (R vs. NR) × Target cond. (S vs. PT) 0.016 -0.04, 0.07 0.592
Prime cond. (R vs. NR) × Target cond. (EWC vs. PT) 0.112 0.05, 0.17 <.001
Prime cond. (R vs. NR) × Target cond. (PTRC vs. PT) 0.103 0.04, 0.16 <.001
N Primes 30
N Targets 60
N Subjects 33
N Datapoints 2846
R2 / Ω02 .319 / .318
Abbreviations: R = Rhyme, NR = Non-rhyme, S = Stem, PT = Past tense, EWC = Embedded word control,
PTRC = Past tense rhyme control
Response times to past tense verbs in the MSR prime condition were 8.7% faster than responses
in the unrelated prime condition (β=0.131, p<0.001). The prime and target condition interactions
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are informative: There was no interaction for prime condition and the comparison between stem
and past tense targets, indicating no difference in the facilitatory effect for both rhyme priming
and MSR priming. Turning to the phonological controls, there interactions are significant: inter-
pretation of interactions for the embedded word control and the past tense rhyme control indicate
effect sizes of 1.4% and 2.0%. Separate analyses with each phonological control as the reference
level indicate no effect of a stem-rhyme prime. As expected in a lexical decision task, the following
variables speeded response times: trial number, prime RT, target duration, target frequency, and
whether a word was repeated within the experiment.
Figure 3.6 presents the response time distribution for target preceded by a rhyming and non-
rhyming prime. This plot combines a box and whisker plot with a density plot (to provide more
information about the distribution of response times).
Stem Past−tense
Embedded
word
control
Past−tense
rhyme control
Unrelated Stem
rhyme
Unrelated Stem
rhyme
Unrelated Stem
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Unrelated Stem
rhyme
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R
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Prime−target
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Figure 3.6: Experiment 3.1: Response time distributions
Figure 3.7 plots the mean facilitation due to the stem rhyme prime for each condition.
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Figure 3.7: Experiment 3.1: Mean facilitation
Figure 3.8 plots predicted RTs from the statistical model summarised in Table 3.5. The points are
the predicted means and the notches are the predicted 95% confidence intervals. The overlapping
notches are not indicative of statistical significance.
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Figure 3.8: Experiment 3.1: The model’s predicted response times
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3.6.4 Interim conclusions and discussion
In Experiment 3.1, facilitatory priming effects were observed between primes which rhyme with
the stem of a morphologically complex word and that morphologically complex word (e.g., dough→
snowed). Morphological relatedness is usually confounded with semantic and phonological re-
latedness. The MSR methodology has the benefit of avoiding semantic confounds and mitigating
phonological confounds: for example, in prime-target pairs dough→ snowed, dough does not have a
semantic relationship with snowed and does not share more phonological material with snowed than
phonological controls (e.g., code, grove). In Bacovcin et al. (2017), this effect is taken as evidence for
“Independent Morphological Processing”, i.e., a morphological effect which cannot be attributed
to phonology or semantics.
However, some key questions remain unanswered.
1. What are the representations involved? Does the priming effect target phonological repres-
entations or syntactic representations?
2. How are processing stages involved? How does phonological and/or syntactic recombina-
tion interact with this effect?
These are the questions addressed in subsequent experimental work presented in this chapter.
3.6.4.1 Representational questions
As discussed in this chapter, we can use allomorphy to dissociate phonological and syntactic
components of morphological relatedness. Through the inclusion of allomorphy, we are able to
address questions about the locus of the representations involved. The following paragraphs detail
some potential accounts of the effect and their predictions for forms with and without allomorphy.
Phonological representations mediated by semantic association Assuming a full-listing account
of morphological processing where morphologically related words are semantically associated, the
MSR effect in Experiment 3.1 could be attributed to a phonological effect mediated by semantic
association. There is evidence that a cohort of rhyming words are activated in lexical processing
(e.g., Allopenna et al. 1998). The pattern of facilitation would be accounted for if it assumed that
members of this rhyme cohort, in turn, increase the activation of their semantic associates. This
account predicts no asymmetry between regular and irregular verbs.
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(3.9) dough RHYME ASSOC.−−−−−−−−→ snow
snow SEMANTIC ASSOC.−−−−−−−−−−→ snowed
(3.10) mink RHYME ASSOC.−−−−−−−−→ sink
sink SEMANTIC ASSOC.−−−−−−−−−−→ sank
There is some previous work suggesting phonological and semantic effects can interact in a similar
way. For example, O’Seaghdha and Marin (1997) find a small phonological interference effect of
semantic associates of a prime (e.g., pen ink−−→ inch) and Farrar et al. (2001) find a rhyme-related
phonological interference in a similar design (e.g., sofa couch−−−→ touch/pouch). However, this account is
not compatible with the decompositional account assumed here.
Phonological representations mediated by syntactic representation Assuming a decomposi-
tional account, the facilitation could be attributed to rhyme priming of the stem in the regular
case, but also predict a similar MSR effect for irregular verbs, if there is syntactic mediation of the
effect.
(3.11) dough RHYME−−−−→ [snow][ed]
(3.12) mink RHYME−−−−→ sink
sink SYNTACTIC MEDIATION−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ sank
This account would predict the effect for both morpho-phonological and suppletive allomorphy.
Syntactic
Stimulus
Phonological
Syntactic
Stimulus
Phonological
Figure 3.9: Schematisation of an MSR effect mediated by syntactic representations
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Phonological representations (can be mediated by shared underlying phonological representa-
tion) Alternatively, if the effect were mediated by underlying phonological form, it would be pre-
dicted that MSR would dissociate morph-phonological allomorphy from suppletive allomorphy.
Allomorphs of a morpheme are activated due to shared underlying phonological form.
(3.13) mink RHYME−−−−→ sink
sink PHON. UR−−−−−−→ sank
If MSR is a phon effect mediated by shared underlying form MSR dissociates suppletion and
morpho-phonological allomorphy
Syntactic
Stimulus
Phonological
Syntactic
Stimulus
Phonological
Figure 3.10: Schematisation of an MSR effect mediated by an underlying phonological representa-
tion
Phonological representations (cannot be mediated by shared underlying phonological repres-
entation) Alternatively, MSR may be a phonological effect which is restricted to surface allo-
morphs
(3.14) dough RHYME−−−−→ [snow][ed]
If MSR is a phonological effect restricted to surface allomorphs it will dissociate morphologically
related words with and without allomorphy.
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No
allomorphy
Morpho-
phonological
allomorphy
Suppletive
allomorphy
Phonological representation
mediated by semantic
representations
3 3 3
Phonological representation
mediated by syntactic
representations
3 3 3
Phonological representation
mediated by underlying
phonological representation
3 3 7
Phonological representation
only
3 7 7
Table 3.7: Predictions for potential different accounts of the MSR effect
3.6.4.2 Processing stages
There is evidence for a recombination stage in the processing of morphologically complex words.
Adopting the perspective outlined in Chapter 2, we can consider the phonological and syntactic
recombination separately. If the recombined phonological representation is the one relevant for
the priming effect, we would expect a directional asymmetry. In the dough snow−−−→ snowed direction,
the prime dough rhymes with a component of the target (snow in snowed). However, in the reverse
direction snowed snow−−−→ dough, if snowed is phonologically recombined the prime does not rhyme
with any component of the target (partial rhyme only).
3.6.5 Additional follow-up studies
With laboratory colleagues, two additional experiments were run which incorporated allomorphy
(see Appendices A.1 and A.2). In Experiment A.1 a two-way distinction between regular and
irregular verbs is investigated and in Experiment A.2, a three-way distinction between regular,
semi-weak, and irregular verbs. Experiment A.1 compares (D1) (e.g., dough snow−−−→ snowed) and (D3)
(e.g., code snowed−−−−→ snow). Experiment A.2 compares (D2) (e.g., snowed snow−−−→ dough) and (D4) (e.g.,
snow snowed−−−−→ code). The only potential MSR effect that emerged for Experiment A.1 was the regular
(D1), replicating Experiment 3.1. For Experiment A.3, the model indicates very small effects for
(D4) in regular and irregular verbs. However, these effects were not dissociated from controls,
suggesting they may represent a partial rhyme effect.
Figures below summarise the predicted response times for models fitted to those data sets.
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Figure 3.11: The model’s predicted response times in Experiments A.1 and A.2
3.6.6 The new experiments
The new experiments reported in this chapter focus on the comparison of regular versus irregular
and (D1) versus (D2). A concern about experiments A.1 and A.2 is that regular and irregular
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conditions involved stems with different phonological properties. In order to address this concern,
the design was modified such that the stems of the regular and irregular verb conditions were
matched on rhyme, thus reducing extraneous variance between conditions. However, this design
decision had several implications. First, this restriction further limited the extent to which stimuli
could be matched on frequency. Second, it was no longer possible to restrict regular past tense
words to the /d/ allomorph of the past tense morpheme. Finally, the phonological structure of the
stimuli precluded inclusion of the embedded word phonological control or the past tense rhyme
phonological control for the regular verbs.
Furthermore, Experiments 3.3 and 3.5 extend the design to incorporate stem priming and repe-
tition priming in order to directly compare MSR effects with stem priming and repetition priming
and ensure any directional asymmetries in the MSR effect were not due to directional asymmetries
in stem priming.
Exp. MSR direction Rhyme MSR Stem Repetition
3.2 (D1) incl. incl.
3.3 (D1) incl. incl. incl. incl.
3.4 (D2) incl. incl.
3.5 (D2) incl. incl. incl. incl.
Table 3.8: New experiments
An additional motivation for revisiting the original question concerning the MSR is that design
shortcomings of Experiment 3.1 may have introduced confounds.30 First, in Experiment 3.1 all
targets were repeated within the experiment twice. Second, participants responded to both the
bare stem and past tense form of a verb within a block. These two aspects of the design may
have introduced long-distance repetition and stem priming effects throughout the experiment.
Potentially exacerbating this, whether the stem had previously occurred within a block was not
balanced across stem and past tense forms: 75% of the time the bare stem occurred first. In
Bacovcin et al. 2017, these confounds were addressed by including a predictor for both repetition
priming and whether the stem had been previously encountered within a block. As an interaction
between these predictors and the experimental predictors of interest did not reach significance it
was assumed that these effects were orthogonal to MSR effect. The (D1) MSR effect is re-visited
in experiments 3.2 and 3.3. This serves as a conceptual replication addressing concerns about the
original design, and further extending the study to new stimuli.
30Thanks to anonymous reviewer of unfunded NSF-DDRI grant for highlighting this concern.
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It is important to note that this series of experiments was exploratory rather than hypothesis
driven, and therefore should be replicated before firmer conclusions are made.
3.6.7 Experiment 3.2: MSR priming in regular versus irregular verbs (D1)
3.6.7.1 Stimuli
Each critical item included a group of 3 primes and 6 targets built around a pair of stem rhyme
primes (e.g., mink and pink). Each critical item included a group of 3 primes and 6 targets built
around a pair of stems (e.g., blink and sank). 3 primes were included so participants encountered 3
prime target pairs from each critical item without any word repetition. There were 18 conditions:
Prime condition × Target condition. Each participant encountered 96 critical words, 144 phonot-
actically licit non-words, and 48 filler words.
Prime conditions Target
conditionsStem rhyme 1 Stem rhyme 2 Non-rhyme
Regular stem
mink pink void
blink
Regular past tense blinked
Irregular stem sink
Irregular past tense sank
Irregular past tense
rhy. control
dank
Control batch
Table 3.9: Experiment 3.2: Prime and target conditions
3.6.7.2 Procedure
84 participants were recruited from the online experiment hosting site Prolific (prolific.ac/).
Participants were compensated £5/hour. Subjects first responded to 20 practice trials (50% non-
words) before being assigned to one of the 8 experimental lists. The experiment was run using
Ibex (Drummond 2017), and as such participants used their auditory presentation equipment and
responded using their keyboard. The ISI was randomised between 400 and 800 ms.
3.6.7.3 Results
34 subjects were removed for accuracy below 70% or technical problems with Ibex.31
The accuracy for this experiment was low compared to the other experiments in this series. This
effect appears to be driven by participants, rather than items.
31The technical problems were due to an Ibex-internal issue which was resolved for other work.
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P-t relationship % accuracy
No relationship 86.3
Rhyme 88.4
Partial rhyme 85.9
MSR 83.5
Table 3.10: Experiment 3.2: Mean accuracy
Datapoints Percentage
Total pre-removal 3060 100
Inaccurate trials 777 25.39
< 300ms or > 3000ms 235 7.68
Subject-trimming 242 7.91
Item-trimming 13 0.42
Total removed 1267 41.41
Total remaining 1793 58.59
Table 3.11: Experiment 3.2: Summary of datapoint removal
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Figure 3.12: Experiment 3.2: Response time distributions
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Figure 3.13: Experiment 3.2: Mean facilitation
A linear mixed effects model was fitted to log-transformed response time to targets, summarised
in Table 3.12. The critical predictors were the main effects of prime condition and target condition,
as well as the interaction. Target condition was dummy coded with the control as the reference
level. Prime condition was sum-coded for whether the prime was a stem rhyme. In the process of
fitting the linear mixed effects model, an additional 48 datapoints were removed because they had
a standardised residual greater than 2.5 standard deviations from zero (2.7%).
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Table 3.12: Experiment 3.2: Model summary
Log-transformed RT
Betas CI p-values
Fixed Effects
Intercept 9.96 9.90, 10.01 <.001
Target condition
Irregular stem vs. Control -0.03 -0.09, 0.03 0.358
Regular stem vs. Control -0.05 -0.12, 0.01 0.096
Irregular past tense vs. Control 0.05 -0.01, 0.12 0.122
Regular past tense vs. Control -0.07 -0.14, 0.00 0.058
Irregular past tense rhyme cntrl vs. Control 0.01 -0.06, 0.07 0.809
Prime type -0.03 -0.10, 0.05 0.472
Inter-stimulus interval 0 -0.01, 0.01 0.914
Trial number -0.02 -0.03, -0.01 <.001
Log-transformed previous RT 0.05 0.04, 0.06 <.001
Target duration 0.13 0.11, 0.15 <.001
Target frequency -0.02 -0.04, 0.00 0.089
Prime cond. (Rhy vs. C) × Target cond. (IS vs. C) -0.09 -0.15, -0.02 0.008
Prime cond. (Rhy vs. C) × Target cond. (RS vs. C) -0.11 -0.18, -0.05 <.001
Prime cond. (Rhy vs. C) × Target cond. (IPT vs. C) -0.01 -0.08, 0.05 0.677
Prime cond. (Rhy vs. C) × Target cond. (RPT vs. C) -0.09 -0.16, -0.02 0.012
Prime cond. (Rhy vs. C) × Target cond. (IPTRC vs. C) -0.03 -0.10, 0.04 0.369
N Primes 96
N Targets 119
N Subjects 50
N Datapoints 1745
R2 / Ω02 .656 / .654
Abbreviations: Rhy = Rhyme, C = Control, IS = Irregular stem, RS = Regular stem, IPT = Irregular past
tense, RPT = Regular past tense, IPTRC = Irregular past tense rhyme control
The model is coded such that interactions are informative about facilitatory effects. There is
evidence for a (D1) MSR effect in regular verbs ( dough snow−−−→ snowed): There is an interaction between
Prime cond. (Rhy vs. C) and Target cond. (RPT vs. C) (β=−0.09, p=0.012). Interpretation of the
effect size indicates that this facilitation was a speed-up of 8.83%. However, there is no evidence
for a similar (D1) MSR effect for irregular verbs (mink sink−−→ sank ): The interaction between Prime
cond. (Rhy vs. C) and Target cond. (IPT vs. C) did not reach significance (p=0.677).
As for rhyme priming, there is a rhyme priming effect for both regular and irregular stem
targets. For regulars, there is an interaction between Prime cond. (Rhy vs. C) and Target cond.
(RS vs. C) (β=−0.09, p<0.001). Interpretation of the effect sizes indicates that this facilitation was a
speed-up of 8.3%. For irregulars, there is an interaction between Prime cond. (Rhy vs. C) and Target
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cond. (IS vs. C) (β=−0.09, p=0.008). Interpretation of the effect sizes indicates that this facilitation
was a speed-up of 5.43%.
The MSR effect for regular past tense targets and the rhyme priming effects can be visualised in
Figure 3.14.
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Figure 3.14: Experiment 3.2: Predicted response times
3.6.8 Experiment 3.3: Investigating relative effects of repetition, stem, MSR and rhyme priming
in regular versus irregular verbs (D1)
3.6.8.1 Stimuli
The design for this experiment is similar to Experiment 3.2, but stem priming and repetition prim-
ing were also incorporated into the design. This was achieved by replacing the stem rhyme primes
with stems. Each critical item included a group of 3 primes and 6 targets built around a pair of stems
(e.g., blink and sank). 3 primes were included so participants encountered 3 prime target pairs from
each critical item without any word repetition. There were 18 conditions: Prime condition× Target
condition. The design allows investigation of the following effects for regular and irregular verbs:
• Rhyme
• MSR (D1) (e.g., dough snow−−−→ snowed)
• Partial rhyme
• Repetition
• Stem
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In addition, the design includes the (D4) effect for irregular verbs (i.e., sink sank−−→ dank), although this
was not an aim of the study. Each participant encountered 96 critical words, 144 phonotactically
licit non-words, and 48 filler words.
Prime conditions Target
conditionsRegular stem Irregular stem Non-rhyme
Regular stem
blink sink void
blink
Regular past tense blinked
Irregular stem sink
Irregular past tense sank
Irregular past tense
rhy. control
dank
Control batch
Table 3.13: Experiment 3.3: Prime and target conditions
3.6.8.2 Procedure
74 participants were recruited. In all other respects the procedure was identical to Experiment 3.2.
3.6.8.3 Results
15 subjects were removed for accuracy below 70% or for technical problems with the experiment.
P-t relationship % accuracy
No relationship 90.2
Rhyme 92.7
MSR 90.2
MSR (D4) 87.0
Stem 95.1
Repetition 96.4
Table 3.14: Experiment 3.3: Mean accuracy
Datapoints Percentage
Total pre-removal 2953 100
Inaccurate trials 461 15.61
< 300ms or > 3000ms 63 2.13
Subject-trimming 24 0.81
Item-trimming 17 0.58
Total removed 565 19.3
Total remaining 2388 80.87
Table 3.15: Experiment 3.3: Summary of datapoint removal
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Figure 3.16: Experiment 3.3: Mean facilitation
A linear mixed effects model was fitted to log-transformed response time to targets. The critical
predictors were the main effects of prime condition and target condition, as well as the interaction.
Target condition was dummy coded with the control as the reference level. Prime condition was
dummy coded with the control as the reference level. In the process of fitting the linear mixed
effects model, an additional 48 datapoints were removed because they had a standardised residual
greater than 2.5 standard deviations from zero (2.7%).
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Table 3.16: Experiment 3.3: Model summary
Log-transformed RT
Betas CI p-values
Fixed Effects
Intercept 9.91 9.86, 9.97 <.001
Prime type
Irregular stem vs. Control -0.02 -0.07, 0.04 0.527
Regular stem vs. Control 0.02 -0.04, 0.07 0.582
Target condition
Irregular stem vs. Control -0.03 -0.09, 0.04 0.471
Regular stem vs. Control -0.02 -0.09, 0.05 0.528
Irregular past tense vs. Control 0.02 -0.05, 0.08 0.66
Regular past tense vs. Control -0.11 -0.19, -0.04 0.003
Irregular past tense rhyme cntrl vs. Control -0.02 -0.09, 0.05 0.519
Inter-stimulus interval 0.01 -0.00, 0.02 0.09
Trial number -0.03 -0.04, -0.02 <.001
Log-transformed previous RT 0.04 0.03, 0.05 <.001
Target duration 0.12 0.10, 0.14 <.001
Target frequency -0.03 -0.05, -0.01 0.005
Prime cond. (IS vs. C) × Target cond. (IS vs. C) -0.18 -0.25, -0.11 <.001
Prime cond. (RS vs. C) × Target cond. (IS vs. C) -0.09 -0.16, -0.02 0.015
Prime cond. (IS vs. C) × Target cond. (RS vs. C) -0.11 -0.18, -0.03 0.005
Prime cond. (RS vs. C) × Target cond. (RS vs. C) -0.27 -0.34, -0.19 <.001
Prime cond. (IS vs. C) × Target cond. (IPT vs. C) -0.18 -0.25, -0.10 <.001
Prime cond. (RS vs. C) × Target cond. (IPT vs. C) 0.02 -0.05, 0.09 0.58
Prime cond. (IS vs. C) × Target cond. (RPT vs. C) -0.05 -0.13, 0.02 0.177
Prime cond. (RS vs. C) × Target cond. (RPT vs. C) -0.09 -0.17, -0.02 0.013
Prime cond. (IS vs. C) × Target cond. (IPTRC vs. C) 0.03 -0.05, 0.10 0.524
Prime cond. (RS vs. C) × Target cond. (IPTRC vs. C) -0.01 -0.09, 0.06 0.757
N Primes 96
N Targets 142
N Subjects 59
N Datapoints 2346
R2 / Ω02 .537 / .534
Abbreviations: C = Control, IS = Irregular stem, RS = Regular stem, IPT = Irregular past tense, RPT =
Regular past tense, IPTRC = Irregular past tense rhyme control
Again, due to the model’s coding scheme, the interactions are informative about effects of the
prime conditions for each target condition. There is tentative evidence for a (D1) MSR effect for
regular verbs (dough snow−−−→ snowed): There is a marginal interaction between Prime cond. (IS vs. C)
and Target cond. (RPT vs. C) (β=−0.05, p=0.117). Interpretation of the effect sizes indicates that
this facilitation was a speed-up of 4.87%. However, there is no such evidence for (D1) mink snow−−−→
sank in irregular verbs: The interaction between Prime cond. (RS vs. C) and Target cond. (IPT vs.
C) did not reach significance (p=0.58). Furthermore, there is no evidence for (D4) sink sank−−→ dank in
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irregular verbs: The interaction between Prime cond. (IS vs. C) × Target cond. (IPTRC vs. C) did
not reach significance (p=0.524).
Turning to rhyme priming, replicating Experiment 3.2, there are rhyme priming effects for both
regular and irregular conditions. For regular stem targets, there is an interaction between Prime
cond. (IS vs. C) and Target cond. (RS vs. C) (β=−0.11, p=0.005). Interpretation of the effect
sizes indicates that this facilitation was a speed-up of 8.14%. For irregular stem targets, there is
an interaction between Prime cond. (RS vs. C) and Target cond. (IS vs. C) (β=−0.09, p=0.015).
Interpretation of the effect sizes indicates that this facilitation was a speed-up of 5.14%.
As expected by the literature on stem priming, stem priming facilitation was observed for both
regular and irregular past tense targets. There is an interaction between Prime cond. (RS vs. C)
and Target cond. (RPT vs. C) (β=−0.18, p<0.001). Interpretation of the effect sizes indicates that
this facilitation was a speed-up of 8.3%. There is an interaction between Prime cond. (IS vs. C)
and Target cond. (IPT vs. C) (β=−0.09, p=0.013). Interpretation of the effect sizes indicates that this
facilitation was a speed-up of 5.43%.
Repetition priming was also observed for both regular and irregular stems which is also ex-
pected given the literature. For regulars, there is an interaction between Prime cond. (RS vs. C)
× Target cond. (RS vs. C) (β=−0.27, p<0.001). Interpretation of the effect sizes indicates that this
facilitation was a speed-up of 16%. There is an interaction between Prime cond. (IS vs. C) and
Target cond. (IS vs. C) (β=−0.18, p=0.008). Interpretation of the effect sizes indicates that this
facilitation was a speed-up of 12.8%.
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Figure 3.17: Experiment 3.3: Model’s predicted response times
3.6.9 Experiment 3.4: MSR priming in regular versus irregular verbs (D2)
3.6.9.1 Stimuli
The design here is conceptually the reverse of Experiment 3.1. However, as there was no motivation
to include a non-stem rhyme target, the design differs in that respect. Each critical item included a
group of six primes and three targets built around a pair of stem rhyme targets (e.g., mink and pink).
Two targets were included so participants encountered two prime target pairs from each critical
item without any word repetition (separated by block). There were 6 conditions: Prime condition
(Stem, Past) × Verb type condition (Regular, Irregular, Control). Each participant encountered 96
critical words, 192 phonotactically licit non-words, and 96 filler words.
Prime conditions Target conditionsStem rhyme Target 1 Stem rhyme Target 2
Regular stem blink
mink pink
Regular past tense blinked
Irregular stem sink
Irregular past tense sank
Irregular past tense
rhy. control
dank
Control batch
Table 3.17: Experiment 3.4: Prime and target conditions
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3.6.9.2 Procedure
111 participants were recruited. In all other respects the procedure was identical to Experiment 3.2
and 3.3.
3.6.9.3 Results
17 subjects were removed for global accuracy below 75%.
P-t relationship % accuracy
No relationship 90.2
Rhyme 93.3
Partial rhyme 90.6
MSR 89.0
Table 3.18: Experiment 3.4: Mean accuracy
Datapoints Percentage
Total pre-removal 4512 100
Inaccurate trials 781 17.31
< 300ms or > 3000ms 67 1.48
Subject-trimming 23 0.51
Item-trimming 6 0.13
Total removed 877 19.44
Total remaining 3635 80.56
Table 3.19: Experiment 3.4: Summary of datapoint removal
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Figure 3.18: Experiment 3.4: Response time distributions
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Figure 3.19: Experiment 3.4: Mean facilitation
A linear mixed effects model was fitted to log-transformed response time to targets. The critical
predictors were the main effects of prime condition and target condition, as well as the interaction.
Prime condition was dummy coded with the control as the reference level. Target condition was
sum-coded. In the process of fitting the linear mixed effects model, an additional 92 datapoints
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were removed because they had a standardised residual greater than 2.5 standard deviations from
zero (2.5%).
Table 3.20: Experiment 3.4: Model summary
Log-transformed RT
Betas CI p-values
Fixed Effects
Intercept 9.96 9.90, 10.01 <.001
Prime condition
Irregular stem vs. Control -0.09 -0.13, -0.05 <.001
Regular stem vs. Control -0.12 -0.16, -0.08 <.001
Irregular past tense vs. Control 0.02 -0.02, 0.06 0.339
Regular past tense vs. Control 0.03 -0.01, 0.07 0.137
Irregular past tense rhyme cntrl vs. Control -0.05 -0.09, -0.01 0.016
Target type -0.03 -0.10, 0.05 0.472
Trial number 0 -0.01, 0.01 0.564
Log-transformed previous RT 0.08 0.07, 0.09 <.001
Target duration 0.08 0.05, 0.11 <.001
Target frequency -0.03 -0.06, -0.00 0.049
Prime cond. (IS vs. C) × Target cond. (1 vs. 2) -0.01 -0.07, 0.04 0.646
Prime cond. (RS vs. C) × Target cond. (1 vs. 2) -0.03 -0.09, 0.03 0.327
Prime cond. (IPT vs. C) × Target cond. (1 vs. 2) 0 -0.06, 0.06 0.982
Prime cond. (RPT vs. C) × Target cond. (1 vs. 2) 0.01 -0.05, 0.07 0.755
Prime cond. (IPTRC vs. C) × Target cond. (1 vs. 2) 0.04 -0.02, 0.10 0.179
N Primes 144
N Targets 48
N Subjects 94
N Datapoints 3543
R2 / Ω02 .584 / .583
Abbreviations: C = Control, IS = Irregular stem, RS = Regular stem, IPT = Irregular past tense, RPT =
Regular past tense, IPTRC = Irregular past tense rhyme control
Due to the coding scheme and the design, the main effects of prime condition are informat-
ive about the relevant effects. There is tentative evidence for a (D2) MSR effect in regular verbs
(snowed snow−−−→ dough): Comparisons between Regular past tense and the Control approach signific-
ance (p=0.137). There is no evidence for a (D2) MSR effect in irregular verbs (snowed snow−−−→ dough):
Comparisons between Irregular past tense and Control did not reach significance (p=0.339).
As for rhyme priming, response times in the regular stem condition were 7.8% faster than
responses in the control condition (β=−0.12, p<0.001) and response times in the irregular stem
condition were 6.1% faster than responses in the control condition (β=−0.09, p<0.001).
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Interestingly, there is evidence for “ablaut” facilitation for the irregular past tense rhyme control
(mink ablaut−−−→ dank): Response times in the regular past tense rhyme control condition were 3.3%
faster than responses in the control condition (β=−0.05, p=0.016).
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Figure 3.20: Experiment 3.4: Model’s predicted response times
3.6.10 Experiment 3.5: Investigating relative effects of repetition, stem, MSR and rhyme prim-
ing in regular versus irregular verbs (D2)
3.6.10.1 Stimuli
This experiment is a conceptual reversal of Experiment 3.3. As in Experiment 3.4, it was not
necessary to include a non-rhyme target. Each critical item included a group of six primes and three
targets built around a pair of stem targets (e.g., sink and blink). There were 12 conditions: Prime
condition (Stem, Past, Control) × Target Condition (Stem rhyme 1, Stem Rhyme 2) × Verb type
condition (Regular, Irregular). Each participant encountered 96 critical words, 192 phonotactically
licit non-words, and 96 filler words.
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Prime conditions Target conditionsStem Target 1 Stem Target 2
Regular stem blink
sink blink
Regular past tense blinked
Irregular stem sink
Irregular past tense sank
Irregular past tense rhy. control dank
Control batch
Table 3.21: Experiment 3.5: Prime and target conditions
3.6.10.2 Procedure
79 participants were recruited. In all other respects the procedure was identical to Experiment 3.2,
3.3, and 3.4.
3.6.10.3 Results
18 subjects were removed for accuracy below 70%.
P-t relationship % accuracy
No relationship 93.0
Rhyme 93.4
MSR 91.8 / 94.8
MSR (D3)
Partial rhyme 89.0
Repetition 94.5
Stem 96.5
Table 3.22: Experiment 3.5: Mean accuracy
Datapoints Percentage
Total pre-removal 2928 100
Inaccurate trials 449 15.33
< 300ms or > 3000ms 60 2.05
Subject-trimming 15 0.51
Item-trimming 18 0.61
Total removed 542 18.51
Total remaining 2386 81.49
Table 3.23: Experiment 3.5: Summary of datapoint removal
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Figure 3.21: Experiment 3.5: Response time distributions
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Figure 3.22: Experiment 3.5: Median facilitation
A linear mixed effects model was fitted to log-transformed response time to targets. The critical
predictors were the main effects of prime condition and target condition, as well as the interaction.
In Model 1, prime-target relationship was dummy coded with MSR as the reference level and
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target condition was dummy coded with regular as the reference level. In Model 2, prime-target
relationship was dummy coded with MSR as the reference level and target condition was dummy
coded with irregular as the reference level. In the process of fitting the linear mixed effects model,
an additional 64 datapoints were removed because they had a standardised residual greater than
2.5 standard deviations from zero (2.7%).
Table 3.24: Experiment 3.5: Model 1 (Target cond. reference = Irregular) summary
Log-transformed RT
Betas CI p-values
Fixed Effects
Intercept 9.906 9.83, 9.98 <.001
Prime-target relationship
Ablaut vs. No rel 0.034 -0.07, 0.14 0.516
MSR. vs. No rel 0.016 -0.09, 0.12 0.764
Repetition vs. No rel -0.388 -0.44, -0.34 <.001
Rhyme vs. No rel -0.141 -0.19, -0.09 <.001
Stem vs. No rel -0.174 -0.28, -0.07 0.001
Target condition 0.063 -0.05, 0.17 0.272
Trial number -0.003 -0.01, 0.01 0.575
Log-transformed previous RT 0.058 0.05, 0.07 <.001
Target duration 0.092 0.07, 0.12 <.001
Target frequency -0.024 -0.05, 0.00 0.1
Prime cond. (A vs. NR) × Target cond. (Reg. vs. Irreg) -0.124 -0.31, 0.06 0.19
Prime cond. (MSR vs. NR) × Target cond. (Reg. vs. Irreg) -0.105 -0.29, 0.08 0.271
Prime cond. (Rep. vs. NR) × Target cond. (Reg. vs. Irreg) 0.045 -0.02, 0.11 0.201
Prime cond. (Rhy. vs. NR) × Target cond. (Reg. vs. Irreg) 0.005 -0.07, 0.08 0.896
Prime cond. (S vs. NR) × Target cond. (Reg. vs. Irreg) -0.125 -0.31, 0.06 0.189
N Primes 144
N Targets 48
N Subjects 61
N Datapoints 2337
R2 / Ω02 .616 / .615
Abbreviations: A = Ablaut, NR = Non-rhyme, MSR = Morphologically sensitive rhyme, Rhy = Rhyme, S
= Stem
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Table 3.25: Experiment 3.5: Model 2 (Target cond. reference = Regular) summary
Log-transformed RT
Betas CI p-values
Fixed Effects
Intercept 9.969 9.88, 10.05 <.001
Prime-target relationship
Ablaut vs. No rel -0.091 -0.19, 0.01 0.083
MSR. vs. No rel -0.089 -0.19, 0.01 0.085
Repetition vs. No rel -0.342 -0.40, -0.29 <.001
Rhyme vs. No rel -0.136 -0.19, -0.08 <.001
Stem vs. No rel -0.3 -0.40, -0.20 <.001
Target condition -0.063 -0.17, 0.05 0.272
Trial number -0.003 -0.01, 0.01 0.575
Log-transformed previous RT 0.058 0.05, 0.07 <.001
Target duration 0.092 0.07, 0.12 <.001
Target frequency -0.024 -0.05, 0.00 0.1
Prime cond. (A vs. NR) × Target cond. (Reg. vs. Irreg) 0.124 -0.06, 0.31 0.19
Prime cond. (MSR vs. NR) × Target cond. (Reg. vs. Irreg) 0.105 -0.08, 0.29 0.271
Prime cond. (Rep. vs. NR) × Target cond. (Reg. vs. Irreg) -0.045 -0.11, 0.02 0.201
Prime cond. (Rhy. vs. NR) × Target cond. (Reg. vs. Irreg) -0.005 -0.08, 0.07 0.896
Prime cond. (S vs. NR) × Target cond. (Reg. vs. Irreg) 0.125 -0.06, 0.31 0.189
N Primes 144
N Targets 48
N Subjects 61
N Datapoints 2337
R2 / Ω02 .616 / .615
Abbreviations: A = Ablaut, NR = Non-rhyme, MSR = Morphologically sensitive rhyme, Rhy = Rhyme, S
= Stem
There is tentative evidence for a (D2) MSR effect (blinked blink−−→ sink) for regular verbs: Compar-
isons between the MSR condition and the non-rhyme condition approach significance (β=−0.089,
p=0.085). There is no evidence for (D2) sank sink−−→ blink in irregular verbs: Comparisons between
the MSR condition and the non-rhyme condition did not reach significance (p=0.764). As for
rhyme priming, response times in the regular stem condition were 9.31% faster than responses
in the control condition (β=−0.141, p<0.001) and response times in the irregular stem condition
were 9.02% faster than responses in the control condition (β=−0.136, p<0.001). With regards to
stem priming, response times in the regular stem condition were 11.38% faster than responses
in the control condition (β=−0.174, p<0.001) and response times in the irregular stem condition
were 18.75% faster than responses in the control condition (β=−0.3, p<0.001). Finally, for repetition
priming, response times in the regular stem condition were 23.56% faster than responses in the
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control condition (β=−0.388, p<0.001) and response times in the irregular stem condition were
21.12% faster than responses in the control condition (β=−0.342, p<0.001).
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Figure 3.23: Experiment 3.5: Model’s predicted response times
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3.7 Summary
Table 3.26 provides a full summary of all of the MSR effects investigated in this chapter.
Taken together, Experiments 3.1-3.5 find evidence to suggest this effect is restricted to regular
verbs, which do not exhibit allomorphy. No evidence for an MSR effect was found in either
direction for irregular verbs. In my view, additional work is required to ascertain that this effect is
not due to exclusively phonological factors. As discussed in Section 3.6.6, the experimental design
in these experiments did not allow phonological controls for regular verbs due to limitations of the
language (e.g. no suitable32 mono-morphemic words of English rhyme with blinked).
There is weaker evidence to suggest a directional asymmetry in the effect for the regular verbs:
significant facilitatory effects were found in the D1 direction (dough snow−−−→ snowed) but not the D2 dir-
ection (snowed snow−−−→ dough). However, it should be noted that effects in the D2 direction approached
significance and trended towards evidence for facilitation. Furthermore, a similar result was found
for one of the four experiments investigating the MSR effect in the D1 direction: The MSR effect
in Experiment 3.5 did not reach significance although it trended towards evidence for facilitation.
For these reasons, additional research is required to provide appropriate empirical support for the
directional asymmetry.
32The word tinct, for example, rhymes with blinked. However, this word is so specialised and infrequent that it is not
suitable for a lexical decision task: few participants would recognise it as a word.
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3.8 General discussion
Experiment 3.1 (Bacovcin et al. 2017) finds evidence that rhyme priming is sensitive to morpholo-
gical structure, which I term a “morphologically sensitive rhyme” (MSR) priming effect. However,
as discussed in Section 3.6.4.1, the precise components of morphological structure involved in the
MSR priming effect are under-determined by Experiment 3.1. Is the rhyme priming effect sensitive
to surface phonological representations, underlying phonological representations, and/or syntactic
representations? Does the time-course of decomposition and recombination interact with the ef-
fect? Experiments 3.2-3.5 elucidate the morphological representations involved in two directions:
D1 (stem rhyme stem−−−→ inflected stem) and D2 (inflected stem stem−−−→ stem rhyme). In this general
discussion, I leave aside concerns raised in Section 3.7, and consider how we might interpret the
overall pattern summarised in Table 3.27 and Table 3.28 below:
MSR
Direction
Verb
type Example stimuli
Prime
condi-
tion
Target
condi-
tion
Evidence
for
MSR?
D1 Regular dough snow−−−→ snowed Stemrhyme
Past
tense 3
D1 Irregular ink sink−−→ sank Stemrhyme
Past
tense 7
D2 Regular snowed snow−−−→ dough Pasttense
Stem
rhyme 7
D2 Irregular sank sink−−→ ink Pasttense
Stem
rhyme 7
Table 3.27: Summary of overall MSR priming pattern
Priming
type
Direction 1: Inflected stem target Direction 2: Inflected stem prime
Regular Irregular Regular Irregular
MSR 3 7 7 7
Rhyme 3 3 3 3
Stem 3 3 3 3
Repetition 3 3 3 3
Table 3.28: Summary of overall priming pattern
We can describe this overall pattern as follows. Whereas rhyme priming, stem priming, and
repetition priming are observed across the board regardless of verb type and direction, the MSR
effect appears to be restricted to regular verbs and to one direction: the inflected stem must be the
target (and not the prime).
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3.8.1 The asymmetry between regular and irregular verbs
I attribute the asymmetry in the MSR effect between regular and irregular verbs to the phonological
representations involved in allomorphy. Activating a phonological representation associated with
a morphological unit does not necessarily activate the syntactic representation associated with that
morphological unit, which is inconsistent with an account in which phonological and syntactic rep-
resentations are inextricably linked. If phonological and syntactic representations were “bundled
together” in this way, we would expect to observe the MSR priming effects for irregular verbs,
because activation of one allomorph would activate the syntactic representation which would in
turn facilitate any morphologically related items, as detailed in example (3.15).
(3.15) ink activates /sINk/
/sINk/ activates
√
SINK
√
SINK activates sank
This asymmetry informs our understanding of the cognitive architecture of allomorphy by provid-
ing support for an account in which phonological and syntactic representations are separate. Provid-
ing a more precise account of the phonological representations involved remains elusive, however,
as there are two aspects of the analysis which are under-determined:
1. What kind of phonological representation is the MSR effect sensitive to? Is it sensitive to
derived allomorph representations or underlying phonological representations?
2. What is the correct analysis of the allomorphy in the English irregular verbs included in these
experiments, morpho-phonological allomorphy, or suppletive allomorphy?
(a) Morpho-phonological allomorphy
Syntactic
Stimulus
Phonological
(b) Suppletive allomorphy
Syntactic
Stimulus
Phonological
Figure 3.24: Potential analyses of allomorphy in English irregular verbs
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If we had independent evidence that the MSR effect was sensitive to underlying phonological
representations, the pattern of results observed here would support a suppletive analysis of the
irregular verbs as they would be consistent with a lack of an underlying phonological representa-
tion. However, given the possibility that the MSR effect is only sensitive to derived allomorphs, the
overall pattern does not disambiguate morpho-phonological and suppletive analyses of irregular
verbs. Consideration of the pattern does however raise an interesting question about stored versus
derived representations within an architecture of morpho-phonological allomorphy, which were
also discussed in Section 3.3: How are derived allomorphs recognised in comprehension, i.e.,
how does the language user “reverse-engineer” the derivation to recognise the incoming signal
as an allomorph? If we want to maintain an morpho-phonological analysis of the allomorphy,
one solution would be to adopt a hybrid account, in which both the phonological underlying
representation and the derived allomorph are stored (perhaps only for the purposes of language
comprehension), as illustrated below:
Syntactic
Stimulus
Phonological
Figure 3.25: Morpho-phonological allomorphy with stored derived allomorphs
See Stockall and Marantz (2006) for discussion of an alternative account in which derived
allomorphs are recognised as the output of a phonological rule due to statistical regularities among
irregular verbs (see also work on “islands of reliability” in Albright 2002 and Albright and Hayes
2003).
3.8.2 The directional asymmetry
If we were to consider the MSR effect for regular verbs in isolation, we might attribute the direc-
tional asymmetry to the time-course of whole word competition effects: for (D1) dough snow−−−→ snowed,
there is rhyme facilitation of the stem on the target before the past tense suffix is encountered.
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Inhibition of snow occurs after the past tense suffix is heard and does not counteract the rhyme
priming facilitation.
(3.16) dough facilitates snow as a member of its rhyming cohort
snow facilitates snowed (as a phonological substring)
snowed inhibits the rhyming cohort originally activated by dough (which includes snow, but
this inhibition does not affect processing times for the target)
For (D2) snowed snow−−−→ dough, there is inhibition of snow in the prime. Any rhyme priming facilitation
which might be due to the stem is counteracted by this inhibition.
(3.17) snow facilitates dough as a member of its rhyming cohort
snowed inhibits the rhyming cohort originally activated by snow (which includes dough)
dough is not facilitated by snow due to inhibition from snowed
However, this whole word competition account is inconsistent with the decompositional assump-
tions made in this dissertation. Instead, I propose a subtly different account in which the directional
asymmetry is attributed to the time-course of decomposed and recombined representations and
properties of rhyme priming. For (D1) dough snow−−−→ snowed, there is rhyme facilitation of the stem
on the target before the past tense suffix, realised as /t/ or /d/, is encountered. As the stem is a
component of the inflected form, facilitation of the stem results in facilitation of the entire inflected
form. This contrasts with controls, in which the effect is one of partial rhyme: the phonological
representation of grow is not a discrete component of grove.
(3.18) dough facilitates snow as a member of its rhyming cohort
snow facilitates snowed (as a phonological representation of one of the decomposed
morphological units)
However, for (D2) snowed snow−−−→ dough, there is are two intervening phonological representations
between the stem of the prime and the target: the phonological representation of the affix and the
phonological representation of the recombined phonological form of stem and affix. Rhyme prim-
ing effects are only available between a phonological representation which immediately precedes
another phonological representation.
(3.19) snow facilitates dough as a member of its rhyming cohort
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snowed facilitates its rhyming cohort
dough is not facilitated by snow due to intervening phonological representations
(a) MSR facilitation for dough snow−−−→ snowed
Syntactic
Stimulus
Phonological
/doʊ/ /snoʊ/ /d/
/snoʊd/
DOUGH SNOW PAST
SNOW + 
PAST
TIME
MSR
(b) Lack of MSR effect for snowed snow−−−→ dough
Syntactic
Stimulus
Phonological
/snoʊ/ /d/
/snoʊd/
SNOW PAST
SNOW + 
PAST
TIME
/doʊ/
DOUGH
Figure 3.26: Schematisation of directional asymmetry
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Chapter 4
Inflectional representations in lexical processing
4.1 Introduction
This chapter explores inflectional representations in lexical processing, specifically inflectional af-
fixation. Before delving in to the experimental work, there are a number of linguistic distinctions
to consider in investigating inflectional affixation: First, the distinction between stems and affixes.
Second, the distinction between functional and lexical morphemes. Third, the distinction between
derivational and inflectional morphology. These distinctions and some of their implications for
experimental work are discussed below in Sections 4.2-4.4.
The experimental work presented in this chapter investigates plural affixation in English. The
experimental work is organised into two parts: Part I investigates the representations involved
in processing inflectional variants of the same stem (e.g., doves and dove) by comparing whole
word repetition priming and morphological stem priming across varying distances (0, 1, and 5
intervening items). Part II focusses on the representation of the inflectional affix by examining
whether morphological priming is observed for the affix. A pilot study (Experiment 4.3) provides
tentative evidence for such an effect. With careful attention to statistical power, Experiment 4.4 also
finds evidence for inflectional affix identity priming effects.
The project presented in Part I is a collaboration with Robert J. Wilder and David Embick. For
Experiment 4.1, Robert J. Wilder and I led the project. For Experiment 4.2, I led. A paper based on
Experiment 4.2 is currently under review (Wilder et al. under review). The project in Part II was
conducted independently. A paper based on Experiment 4.4 is also under review (Goodwin Davies
and Embick under review).
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4.2 Functional versus lexical morphemes
Functional morphemes contribute grammatical information, whereas lexical morphemes contrib-
ute contentful information. In DM, a distinction is made between functional morphemes and
lexical roots: functional morphemes are bundles of grammatical features or a single grammatical
feature, whereas lexical roots have lexical or conceptual content (see Embick 2015 for discussion).
A closely related distinction is that of closed-class and open-class morphemes. Lexical morphemes
are open-class; new morphemes are easily added to this category. Functional morphemes are
closed-class; new morphemes are rarely added. Previous work examining processing differences
between lexical and functional morphemes or processing of functional morphemes is limited. It
is possible that functional morphemes have a different processing profile due to the grammatical
rather conceptual nature of their semantic contribution. Schmauder et al. (2000: Experiment 1)
find that function and content words in English exhibit similar levels of facilitation in a semantic
priming experiment (orthographic presentation), which they argue is consistent with similar lexical
storage and access for both word types. 33 The dearth of previous experimental work comparing
functional and lexical morphemes may be due to claims or assumptions that functional morphemes
have a separate processing profile than lexical morphemes due to the grammatical rather than
lexical nature of their semantic contribution. As discussed in Chapter 2, no such assumption is
made here. The lack of previous work investigating functional morphemes may also be due to
more practical concerns: As functional morphemes are closed-class, the number of total stimuli
is limited and within the limited set it is difficult to control for other linguistic properties, such
as frequency. A lexical decision task typically involves presenting words in isolation: functional
morphemes may be more difficult for participants to process outwith a syntactic context. Another
contributing factor to the lack of published research on this topic, in particular affix priming studies
as discussed in Section 4.4 below, may be the “file-drawer problem” (Rosenthal 1979). Previous
work on lexical processing of functional morphemes may not have not been published because it
yielded null results.
33In eye-tracking data, they find evidence for dissociation of the processing of function and content words at later stages
of processing Schmauder et al. (2000: Experiment 2).
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4.3 Inflection versus derivation
The distinction between inflection and derivation is notoriously difficult to define (Bauer et al. 2013:
533-534). As discussed by Bauer et al. (2013), one approach is to describe the criteria for prototypical
examples of each category. A range of criteria have been proposed, including: (i) inflection con-
textualises the meaning of the base, whereas derivation adds to it, and (ii) inflection is relevant to
the syntax, unlike derivation. In DM, the distinction is not explicitly encoded but words described
as “inflectional” or “derivational” may have systematically different morphological architectures
(David Embick, p.c.). In the psycholinguistic literature, these notions of semantic consistency and
syntactic relevance have also been identified as key features for the distinction between inflection
and derivation. For example, Marslen-Wilson (2007: 176) identifies two functional properties of
inflectional morphological processes:
• Meaning preservation: Inflectional morphology does not create new words requiring lexical
entries
• Context sensitivity (syntactic): Inflectional morphology is responsive in a regular and pre-
dictable way to the properties of the grammatical environment in which it occurs
4.4 Affixes versus stems
As discussed in Chapter 2, I use the term “stem” to refer to the morpheme which remains once
all the affixes have been removed. A stem can be free, optionally bound, or obligatorily bound.
Affixes are morphemes which attach to stems and are therefore always obligatorily bound. Stems
which are always affixed are termed bound morphemes. Affixes, by definition, are also bound
morphemes. Free morphemes, on the other hand, do not require affixation. The affix versus stem
distinction has a relationship to the lexical versus functional distinction: a stem can be functional
(e.g., light verbs), but an affix cannot be lexical.
As discussed by Amenta and Crepaldi (2012: 3), morphological models do not generally predict
that affixes should be represented differently than stems. If both stems and affixes are units of lex-
ical access with similar properties, we should expect comparable results in morphological priming
experiments targeting stems and affixes. However, there are a number of correlated properties
which might explain why stem priming effects are greater than affix priming effects.
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• Affixes tend to be shorter then stems, which may limit potential speed-up due to facilitation
(see Forster 1999: 10-12 for discussion of priming as a “savings effect” ) which could even be
within the margin of the experimental method (Bauer 2001: 104) and thus undetectable.
• In general, affixes are more prosodically weak than stems, resulting in a general lack of
salience which may limit priming effects. Furthermore, in the typical case, stems are syllabic,
whereas affixes can be syllabic or non-syllabic. There is evidence that it is easier to identify
a word if it coincides with a syllable boundary. For example, in a word spotting study
participants are slower and less accurate to spot a word if its residue is a single consonant
rather than a syllable (e.g., maff egg versus fegg, or sugarthig versus sugarth, Norris et al.
1997 cited in Cutler 2012). This may also apply to identifying syllabic versus non-syllabic
morphemes in speech.
• Affixes can be high frequency. Identity priming effects have been shown to be smaller for
high-frequency items than lower-frequency items (cf. “frequency attenuation effect” in For-
ster and Davis 1984, Kinoshita 200634). As such, priming effects may be diminished for affixes
owing to their high frequency.
• Among affixes, effects in the auditory modality may be particularly difficult to detect for
suffixes as they come late in the signal. This is especially likely to have an effect for a task
like lexical decision, where if the stem can occur as a free morpheme, sufficient information
to make a lexical decision is encountered prior to the suffix.
4.5 Part I: Representation of inflected words
Part I investigates the processing of inflected words through two long lag primed auditory lexical
decision experiments which compare repetition priming to morphological stem priming.
4.5.1 Previous literature
Although the literature on stem priming is vast (see reviews in Marslen-Wilson 2007, Amenta and
Crepaldi 2012), few studies directly compare repetition and morphological priming. This compar-
ison is important, as the comparison is informative about the role of morphological complexity in
lexical processing.
34This is also consistent with surprisal effects found in structural priming studies (e.g., Bernolet and Hartsuiker 2010,
Bock 1986, Ferreira 2003, Jaeger and Snider 2013).
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In early work, researchers asked whether various conditions would produce “full” or “partial”
priming (e.g., Stanners et al. 1979), where “full” priming means of a similar magnitude to word
repetition priming and “partial” priming means attenuated compared to word repetition priming.
In recent work, with experimental and statistical advances, finer grained comparisons are possible
so there has been a move away from this conceptualisation of “full” and “partial” priming and
more focus on gradience of the facilitatory effects.
Stanners et al. (1979) investigate long distance (6-15 intervening items) stem priming in a visual
lexical decision task. In their Experiment 1, they compare primes which are regular English verbs
inflected with -ed, -ing, and -s to complete repetition priming of a stem target. They find no
differences in the pattern of facilitation between repetition priming and stem priming, which they
attribute to a shared representation corresponding to them stem which is responsible for any facil-
itation. This finding was replicated by Fowler et al. (1985: Experiment 1). Similarly, in a masked
primed lexical decision task, Forster et al. (1987: Experiment 7) compare repetition and morpho-
logical priming for English in the visual modality, also finding equivalent effects among the two
conditions.35
Kouider and Dupoux (2009) investigate repetition versus morphological priming in the aud-
itory modality for French. Their critical stimuli are adjectives or nouns inflected for gender. In
three separate experiments they compare four prime-target relationship conditions (repetition,
morphological, semantic, and phonological) at three lag conditions: short (12-24), medium (48-96),
and long (96-192). Kouider and Dupoux (2009) do not find semantic or phonological priming in any
of the experiments. They find a decreasing pattern for repetition priming, whereas morphological
priming remains relatively stable. Kouider and Dupoux (2009) conceptualise the stem priming
effect as the abstract contribution, whereas the differences among the repetition and morphological
conditions are episodic in nature.
One important difference among these studies is modality. As discussed in Section 2.2.1, visual
and auditory presentation differ in crucial ways. Perhaps the most relevant difference here is the
incrementality of auditory presentation (from start to finish) compared with visual presentation
where the entire signal is available at once (although what the reader can perceive is constrained
by foveation range). This difference in time-course may have implications for how morphological
complexity is processed which in turn effects morphological priming effects.
35The morphological condition in Forster et al. (1987: Experiment 7) consisted of inflectional variants: strong verb
inflections (e.g., creep→ crept) and irregular plurals (women→ woman).
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4.5.2 Accounting for differences between word repetition priming and stem priming
In the model I adopt, stem priming effects are attributed to reactivation of the same stem represent-
ation shared between prime and target. If this were the only factor which determines the degree of
facilitation, we would not predict differences between uninflected and inflected primes or targets
which share a stem representation. This is illustrated in Figure 4.1 below.
(a) Singular prime→ Singular target
Syntactic
Phonological
/dʌv/
DOVE
/dʌv/
DOVE
TIME
(b) Plural prime→ Singular target
/dʌv/
DOVE
Syntactic
Phonological
/dʌv/ /z/
DOVE PL
TIME
Figure 4.1: Equivalent stem activation in repetition and morphological priming conditions
However, stem reactivation may not be the only factor which determines degree of facilitation.
In the model assumed here, decomposition is followed by a process of recombination, illustrated
in Figure 4.2.
Syntactic
Phonological
/dʌv/ /z/
DOVE PL
/dʌvz/
DOVE + 
PL
TIME
Figure 4.2: A process of decomposition followed by a process of recombination
There are at least two ways in which these processes of decomposition and recombination
may influence facilitation. First, the process of decomposition or recombination may have some
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cost associated with it which diminishes activation of the stem. If this is the case, the prediction
would be that inflected primes attenuate stem priming effects compared to uninflected primes,
regardless of whether the stem is inflected in the target. This cost could potentially be attributed
to decomposition, or recombination, or both. However, evidence that decomposition is a fast and
automatic process, especially for words with an “inflectional rhyme pattern” in English (e.g. Tyler
et al. 2002, Post et al. 2008, Bozic et al. 2010), suggests recombination is a more likely locus of the
cost than decomposition. Second, the recombined representation of a morphologically complex
word may contribute to differences between inflected and uninflected words. If this is the case,
we would expect that primes and targets which are mismatched in their morphological structure
would exhibit attenuated stem priming facilitation compared to primes and targets which match.
The alternatives discussed above can be summarised as three potential hypotheses:
(H0) Inflection has no effect on stem priming.
(H1) Inflection has a processing cost which attenuates stem priming.
(H2) Inflection is a component of a recombined representation which is relevant for
word repetition priming effect.
Incorporating a distance manipulation provides information about time-course of any facilitatory
effects. As discussed in Section 2.1.8, there is evidence for both “abstract” and “episodic” represent-
ations, which have different memory properties. For example, in repetition priming effects, there
seem to be two components of facilitation: first, a component which is stronger and shorter-lasting
(episodic) and (ii) a component which is weaker and and longer lasting (abstract, associated with
lexical activation) (Mimura et al. 1997, McKone and Dennis 2000).
4.5.3 Experiment 4.1: Morphological versus repetition priming for singular targets
Experiment 4.1 compares word repetition priming and stem repetition priming. Henceforth, these
are labelled repetition (Rep.) priming and morphological (Morph.) priming respectively. Com-
parisons to a Baseline condition indicate the magnitude of the priming effects whereas comparing
the Rep. to the Morph. condition is informative about the role of representations associated with
inflection. Targets are kept constant in these three conditions, summarized below in Table 4.1.
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Condition Prime example Target example
Baseline flame
doveMorphological doves
Repetition dove
Table 4.1: Prime and target conditions in Experiment 4.1
The experiment varies the lag: By varying the number of stimuli intervening between prime and
target (0, 1, and 5 intervening items), the patterns of priming effect attenuation between conditions
can be examined.
4.5.3.1 Stimuli
Primes and targets in the Rep. condition are based on 90 singular noun stems. Stems were chosen
according to two criteria: (i) inflecting with the voiced plural allomorph /z/ and (ii) more frequent
in the singular than in the plural variant.36 In Experiment 4.1, the Rep. condition primes and
targets were identical sound files, which presents a potential confound due to increased phonetic
similarity. This confound was addressed in Experiment 4.2. The plural variants of these nouns
comprised the Morph. condition primes. An additional 90 singular nouns were selected as primes
for the Baseline condition. Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA: Dennis 2007) was used to restrict
semantic relatedness (mean = 0.064, range = [-0.04,0.2]) between the targets and the Baseline primes.
These primes were selected to match the Rep. primes on frequency using the Lg10CD37 measure
from SUBTLEX-US (Brysbaert and New 2009, mean Rep. = 2.41, mean Baseline = 3.07) and in
phonological neighbourhood density using the relevant measure from the English Lexicon Project
(Balota et al. 2007, mean Rep. = 17.18, mean Baseline = 18.02).38
60 words (30 prime/target pairs) were filler items.39 For these items, targets were phonologic-
ally identical to the primes except for the addition of an additional final phoneme (e.g., gray →
grape). These pairs were also selected to be minimally semantically related using LSA (mean =
0.073, range = [-0.05,0.2]) and matched on frequency using the Lg10CD measure (mean prime =
2.54, mean target = 2.52).
Nonword filler stimuli were included, as required for a lexical decision task. 240 phonotactically-
licit monosyllabic nonwords were selected.
36This decision was made as some dual-mechanism models of morphological processing predict different storage of forms
which are more frequent in the singular than in the plural (e.g., Baayen et al. 1997, see discussion in Chapter 2).
37This is the base 10 log of the number of films in which a word appears in a database of 8388 films.
38Due to an error, four Baseline primes were repeated within the experiment.
39 Originally these stimuli were designed to form a phonological condition but they were not analysed as such.
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Auditory stimuli were recorded in a sound-attenuated booth using a Blue Snowball microphone
by a male speaker of General American English. These recordings were segmented by hand in Praat
(Boersma 2001).
The presentation of stimuli was counterbalanced so every subject encountered each target once
and encountered an equal number of pairs in each condition. As the three prime conditions had
identical targets (Rep., Morph., and Baseline) with three distance conditions (0, 1, or 5 intervening
stimuli), 9 experimental lists were created. Each list had a 50% word to non-word ratio among the
480 items per list. In total, 330 unique monosyllabic words were used across lists.
4.5.3.2 Procedure
The experiment was run using PsychoPy (Peirce 2007). Responses were recorded using an Empir-
isoft Rotary Controller. Stimuli were presented to the participants binaurally through headphones
in a continuous lexical decision task, with a random inter-stimulus interval (ISI) between 900 and
1100ms. The ISI was measured from the end of the sound file or participant response, whichever
was later. The experimental procedure had two blocks with a break between blocks. Each block
contained 50% of the critical items with targets equally dispersed across the 9 main experiment
conditions (i.e., 5 targets per condition in each block and 10 targets per condition in the entire
experiment). Critical and filler stimuli were randomly interleaved within each block to disperse
stimuli across the block according to the required distance condition.
65 participants from the University of Pennsylvania completed the study in return for course
credit. Participants were instructed to indicate whether each sound they heard was a word of
English as quickly and as accurately as possible. Subjects first responded to 10 practice trials (50%
nonwords) before being assigned to one of the 9 experimental lists.
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4.5.3.3 Results
Rep. Morph.
0 1 5 0 1 5
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Figure 4.3: Mean facilitation at each distance in Experiment 4.1 (calculated as mean Baseline RT
mean RT per prime condition)
Of the 65 participants, four participants were removed due to an overall accuracy score below 70%
and one was removed for taking unscheduled breaks during blocks. From the remaining 60 par-
ticipants, trials were removed for which responses to the prime or target stimuli were inaccurate.
Response time (RT) was measured from the start of the soundfile and RTs less than 300ms and
greater than 2500ms were deemed unreasonable and removed, resulting in the removal of 3.09%
of the data. An additional 6.2% of the data was removed following minimal trimming procedures
recommended by Baayen and Milin (2010). Mean error rates across conditions were 7.98%, 3.12%,
and 3.99% for Baseline, Morph., and Rep. conditions respectively. Targets in both Rep. and Morph.
conditions were responded to more accurately, as predicted by the literature on priming effects.
Log-transformed RT was analysed using linear mixed effect models (lme4 package, implemen-
ted in R). Random effects were optimized following Bates et al. 2015 for all models. P-values were
calculated using the Kenward-Roger approximation for degrees of freedom (using the pbkrtest
package). Millisecond effect sizes were calculated using percentages of the fixed-effect predictors,
given that the dependent variable was logarithmically transformed. In Figure 4.4 below, points are
predicted means and notches are 95% confidence intervals.40
40See stats.idre.ucla.edu/other/mult-pkg/faq/general/
faqhow-do-i-interpret-a-regression-model-when-some-variables-are-log-transformed/.
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Figure 4.4: The model’s predicted values for Rep., Morph. and Baseline conditions at 0, 1 and 5
intervening items in Experiment 4.1.
Number of interveners
Prime condition 0 1 5
Morphological 14.76 8.19 4.6
Repetition 4.52 2.64 3.05
Morphological =% faster than Baseline; Repetition =% faster than Morphological
Table 4.2: Summary of transformed betas for Experiment 4.1
Prime condition was treatment-coded so that Baseline vs. Morph. and Morph. vs. Rep.
conditions were compared. The intercept corresponds to the Baseline condition.41 Distance was
also treatment-coded, comparing intervening item distances of 1 vs. 0 and 5 vs. 1, with the 0
intervener condition as the intercept. In Table 4.2, the percentage increases in millisecond RT from
the interpretation of the full model coefficients are reported. A summary of the full model can be
found in Table 4.3.
In the full model, significant main effects of condition were found. The results indicate that,
at immediate distances, Morph. was significantly faster than Baseline (β=−0.23, p<0.001) and that
Rep. was significantly faster than Morph. (β=−0.067, p<0.001). In order to evaluate whether
prime conditions were significantly different at 1 and 5 interveners, it was necessary to construct
additional separate models. In the model of responses at 1 intervener, the Morph. condition was
41This type of coding scheme is sometimes called “repeated contrasts”.
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significantly faster than the Baseline (β=−0.13, p<0.001) and the Rep. condition was significantly
faster than the Morph. condition (β=−0.04, p=0.022). A similar pattern of significance was found
in the model of responses at 5 interveners; Morph. was faster than Baseline (β=−0.07, p<0.001) and
Rep. was faster than Morph. (β=−0.04, p=0.013).
Significant interaction effects were found between distance and the Morph. vs. Baseline com-
parison. Significant differences in slopes exist at both 1 vs. 0 (β=0.107, p<0.001) and 5 vs. 1
comparisons (β=0.055, p=0.004). This is due to responses to the unrelated Baseline remaining
relatively constant across distances as expected, whereas facilitation effects diminish over time for
the Morph. and Rep. conditions. The interactions between distance and the Rep. vs. Morph.
comparison were not significant in either the 1 vs. 0 or 5 vs. 1 intervener comparisons. This
finding is consistent with there being no differential rate of facilitation attenuation between the
two conditions.
As anticipated for lexical decision tasks, the control variables of target duration, RT to the previous
item, and trial were all significant predictors. Longer targets were recognized more slowly: RT
was calculated from the start of the sound file, and the speed at which a participant responded
to the immediately preceding item influenced RTs. Participants’ responses became faster as the
experiment progressed.
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Table 4.3: Experiment 4.1 model summary
Log-transformed RT
Betas CI p-values
Fixed Effects
Intercept 9.93 9.89, 9.97 <.001
Distance
0 vs. 1 interveners 0 -0.03, 0.03 0.929
1 vs. 5 interveners 0.02 -0.01, 0.05 0.152
Prime relationship
Morphological vs. Baseline -0.23 -0.26, -0.20 <.001
Repetition vs. Morphological -0.07 -0.10, -0.04 <.001
Target frequency -0.02 -0.03, -0.00 0.041
Target duration 0.06 0.05, 0.08 <.001
Inter-stimulus interval 0 -0.01, 0.01 0.862
Target phonological neighbourhood 0.01 -0.00, 0.03 0.106
Log-transformed previous RT 0.05 0.05, 0.06 <.001
Transitional probability of plural suffix 0 -0.01, 0.02 0.863
Trial number -0.05 -0.06, -0.04 <.001
Previous trial accuracy 0.03 -0.00, 0.06 0.053
Previous trial lexicality 0.01 -0.01, 0.03 0.386
Participant gender 0.02 -0.03, 0.07 0.431
Distance (0 vs. 1) × P-t rel. (Morph. vs. Baseline) 0.11 0.07, 0.14 <.001
Distance (1 vs. 5) × P-t rel. (Morph. vs. Baseline) 0.06 0.02, 0.09 0.004
Distance (0 vs. 1) × P-t rel. (Repetition vs. Morph.) 0.03 -0.01, 0.07 0.138
Distance (1 vs. 5) × P-t rel. (Repetition vs. Morph.) -0.01 -0.04, 0.03 0.751
N Primes 266
N Targets 90
N Subjects 60
N Datapoints 4225
R2 / Ω02 .514 / .512
4.5.4 Interim conclusion
In conclusion, significant effects for both repetition priming and morphological priming are found
at all distances. The model additionally shows a significant effect of greater facilitation in the Rep.
condition than in the Morph. condition. In Experiment 4.1, there is no evidence of different rates
of facilitation attenuation between Rep. and Morph. conditions. Returning to the three hypotheses
from Section 4.5.2, the results from Experiment 4.1 rule out the null hypothesis:
(H0) Inflection has no effect on stem priming.
(H1) Inflection has a processing cost which attenuates stem priming.
(H2) Inflection is a component of a recombined representation which is relevant for
word repetition priming effect.
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Whether the prime is inflected clearly has an effect on facilitation of the uninflected target. There
are two potential accounts under discussion. First, the process of decomposition and recombination
may have some cost associated with it which diminishes activation of the stem. If this is the case, an
inflected prime should result in reduced facilitation compared to an uninflected prime, regardless
of whether the target is inflected. Second, the recombined representation may contribute to the
word repetition priming effect. If this is the case, we would expect that primes and targets which
are mismatched are mismatched in their morphological structure results in diminished facilitation
compared to primes and targets which match. Through inclusion of inflected targets, Experiment
4.2 teases these alternatives apart. Furthermore, a phonological sub-experiment is incorporated to
increase confidence that the effects observed are due to morphological structure rather than purely
phonological factors.
In Experiment 4.1, identical soundfiles were used in the repetition condition, which confounded
morphological structure with phonetic identity. Experiment 4.2 addresses this concern by using
different soundfiles (i.e., different tokens from the same speaker) in the repetition condition.
4.5.5 Experiment 4.2: Morphological versus repetition priming for singular and plural targets
Experiment 4.2 was divided into two sub-experiments: a stem sub-experiment and a phonological
sub-experiment.
In the stem sub-experiment there are 18 conditions: Target condition (Singular vs. Plural) ×
Prime condition (Rep., Morph., vs. Baseline) × Distance (0, 1, and 5 intervening items).
PLURAL (frogs3)
SINGULAR (frog2)
REP.
MORPH.
Primes: Targets:
SINGULAR (frog1)
PLURAL (frogs4)
Figure 4.5: Illustration of the repetition and morphological conditions of Experiment 4.2
The phonological sub-experiment is designed to investigate possible phonological priming ef-
fects. The phonological sub-experiment includes two target types analogous to the stem sub-
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experiment conditions in that they involve the same degree of phonological similarity but lack
any morphological relationship. These are labelled Substring (gray) and Superstring (grape). In
all, there are 18 conditions for the phonological sub-experiment as well, crossing Target condition
(Superstring vs. Substring) × Prime condition (Rep., Phon., vs. Baseline) × Distance (0, 1, and 5
intervening items), shown in Table 4.4.
Table 4.4: Prime and target conditions in the two sub-experiments of Experiment 4.2
Sub-experiment Prime condition Target condition
Stem
Baseline flame
Singular doveMorphological doves
Repetition dove
Baseline flame
Plural dovesMorphological dove
Repetition doves
Phonological
Baseline mug
Substring grayPhonological grape
Repetition gray
Baseline mug
Superstring grapePhonological gray
Repetition grape
4.5.5.1 Stimuli
Targets and primes in the stem sub-experiment were constructed from the same 90 pairs as in Ex-
periment 4.1. The unrelated prime list was modified to correct four stimuli which were erroneously
repeated in Experiment 4.1. Additionally, one filler word which was determined not to meet criteria
was replaced.42
For the phonological sub-experiment, 6 additional Superstring/Substring pairs were added to
the stimuli from Experiment 4.1 to allow the 18 condition factorial design (36 phonological targets
in total). Baseline primes for the phonological sub-experiment were constructed from stimuli which
were filler words in Experiment 4.1.
12 additional non-words were added to maintain a 50% word ratio across the experiment. All
stimuli were prepared using the same procedure as Experiment 4.1. The presentation of stimuli was
counterbalanced so every subject encountered only one of the two target types per stem. This was
42The word noise which has an “inflectional rhyme pattern” was removed and replaced with bait. An “inflectional rhyme
pattern” is a word-final coronal consonant (/d/, /t/, /s/, /z/) that shows agreement in voice between the final coronal
consonant and the preceding segment. Segmentation effects for stems/pseudo-stems and affixes in “inflectional rhyme
pattern” words are reported (e.g., Tyler et al. 2002, Bozic et al. 2010, Post et al. 2008) so we excluded any non-inflected
stimuli with this property.
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done to avoid confounds of any additional stem repetition effects separate from the prime-target
conditions.
The structure of Experiment 4.2 reduces power relative to Experiment 4.1, as each participant
saw half as many items per condition compared to Experiment 4.1. To compensate for this, ad-
ditional subjects were recruited: roughly double the number who participated in Experiment 4.1.
Each target occurred with all three prime types and distances between subjects. Within the stem
and phonological sub-experiments, subjects encountered an equal number of stimuli in each con-
dition.
4.5.5.2 Procedure
177 participants from the University of Pennsylvania completed the study in return for course
credit. The implementation of the experiment was identical to Experiment 4.1 aside from the
following changes: Experiment 4.2 was run online using the experimental presentation software
Ibex (Drummond 2017) instead of in the lab. As a result, participants used their auditory present-
ation equipment and responded using their keyboard. Participants were assigned to one of 18
experimental lists and were given an additional break due to the increased length of the experiment.
As in Experiment 4.1, conditions were dispersed evenly and randomly among the resulting three
blocks in Experiment 4.2. Consecutive trials were not in the same experimental condition.
4.5.5.3 Results
Of the 177 participants, 20 participants were removed because they indicated that they were not
native speakers of North American English. An additional 7 subjects were removed due to accuracy
across all stimuli below 70%. The accuracy and RT data from the remaining 150 participants were
analysed using the same methods to Experiment 4.1 resulting in the removal of 6.8% of the data
with unreasonable RTs and 1.4% of the data following minimal trimming procedures.
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Sub-experiment Prime condition Target condition Error rate (%)
Stem
Baseline Singular 11.1Plural 13.9
Morphological Singular 6.1Plural 7.8
Repetition Singular 7.4Plural 8.2
Phonological
Baseline Substring 16.4Superstring 5.7
Phonological Substring 14.1Superstring 7.1
Repetition Substring 11.2Superstring 2.6
Table 4.5: Accuracy Data for Experiment 4.2
Similar to Experiment 4.1, targets in the Rep. and Morph. conditions were responded to more
accurately, as seen in Table 4.5. For the phonological sub-experiment, accuracy was globally worse
for Substring targets, but crucially this did not interact with the prime conditions.
In the following sections, all linear mixed effect models were constructed as in Experiment
4.1, with random effects optimized following (Bates et al. 2015), P-values were calculated using
the Kenward-Roger approximation for degrees of freedom (using the pbkrtest package) and
percentage millisecond effect sizes also reported.
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(b) Plural targets
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(c) Substring targets
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(d) Superstring targets
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Figure 4.6: Predicted log-transformed RTs from the Mixed Effects Models for each target type in
Experiment 4.2. Points are predicted means and notches are predicted 95% confidence intervals.
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(b) Plural targets
Figure 4.7: Plots of facilitation for each target type in the stem sub-experiment of Experiment 4.2
(facilitation calculated as raw mean BASELINE RT− raw mean RT for each Distance× Prime-target
relationship condition)
Number of interveners
Target condition Prime condition 0 1 5
Singular targets Morphological 16.13 7.68 7.15
Repetition 5.23 4.56 1.93
Plural targets Morphological 11.33 7.95 8.52
Repetition 8.09 5.42 −0.13
Morphological =% faster than Baseline; Repetition =% faster than Morphological
Table 4.6: Summary of transformed betas from the stem sub-experiment of Experiment 4.2
Stem sub-experiment Using the same treatment-coding of condition and distance as in Exper-
iment 4.1, separate models were constructed for the singular and plural targets summarized in
Tables 4.7 and 4.8 respectively. Table 4.6, percentage increase in RT from the interpretation of the
full singular and plural model coefficients are reported.
Significant main effects of the two prime condition contrasts were found in both singular and
plural models. Starting with the singular model, the results indicate that, at immediate distances,
Morph. was significantly faster than Baseline (β=−0.25, p<0.001) and that Rep. was significantly
faster than Morph. (β=−0.08, p<0.001). In order to evaluate whether prime conditions were
significantly different at 1 and 5 interveners, additional separate models were constructed. In the
model of responses at 1 intervener, the Morph. condition was significantly faster than the Baseline
(β=−0.13, p<0.001), and the Rep. condition was significantly faster than the Morph. condition
(β=−0.06, p<0.001). A similar pattern of significance was found in the model of responses at 5
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interveners: Morph. was faster than Baseline (β=−0.11, p<0.001) and Rep. was faster than Morph.
(β=−0.03, p=0.048).
A similar overall pattern was observed in the plural model. The results indicate that, at im-
mediate distances, Morph. was significantly faster than Baseline (β=−0.17, p<0.001) and that Rep.
was significantly faster than Morph. (β=−0.12, p<0.001). To evaluate whether prime conditions
were significantly different at 1 and 5 interveners, additional separate models were constructed. At
1 intervener, the Morph. condition was significantly faster than the Baseline (β=−0.12, p<0.001),
and the Rep. condition was significantly faster than the Morph. condition (β=−0.07, p<0.001). At
5 interveners, Morph. was significantly faster than Baseline (β=−0.13, p<0.001). The comparison
between Rep. and Morph. was not significant however (β=0.01, p=0.65), which contrasts with the
results of Experiment 4.1 and the singular model of Experiment 4.2.
We found significant interaction effects between the distance and prime condition contrasts in
both models. For singular and plural targets, significant differences in slopes exist between Baseline
and Morph. conditions at 0 vs. 1 intervening items (Singular: β=0.14, p<0.001; Plural: β=0.05,
p=0.007), whereas no such interaction was found at 1 vs. 5 intervening items (Singular: β=0.01,
p=0.687; Plural: β=−0.01, p=.651). This is due to responses to the unrelated Baseline remaining
relatively constant between 0 and 1 interveners, whereas facilitation effects diminish over time
for the Morph. and Rep. conditions. In the plural model, the interaction between Morph. and
Rep. conditions was significant at both 0 vs. 1 (β=0.04, p=0.04) and 1 vs. 5 intervening items
(β=0.08, p<0.001), indicating a different rate of priming reduction between the two conditions at
these distances.
We also constructed a large model which subsumes both target types in order to investigate
whether target type interacted with prime condition and/or distance manipulations. In this model,
there was a significant main effect of target condition (β=0.07, p=0.06) indicating that responses to
plural targets were 5.4% slower than responses to singular targets.
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Table 4.7: Experiment 4.2 Singular model summary
Log-transformed RT
Betas CI p-values
Fixed Effects
(Intercept) 9.96 9.92, 10.00 <.001
Distance
0 vs. 1 interveners -0.02 -0.05, 0.01 0.167
1 vs. 5 interveners 0.04 0.01, 0.07 0.013
Prime-target relationship
Morphological vs. Baseline -0.25 -0.28, -0.22 <.001
Repetition vs. Morphological -0.08 -0.11, -0.05 <.001
Stem frequency -0.01 -0.03, 0.00 0.061
Target duration 0.07 0.05, 0.08 <.001
Inter-stimulus interval 0.01 0.00, 0.02 0.004
Target phonological neighbourhood 0 -0.02, 0.01 0.71
Log-transformed previous RT 0.07 0.06, 0.08 <.001
Transitional probability of plural suffix 0.01 0.00, 0.03 0.053
Trial number -0.02 -0.03, -0.02 <.001
Previous trial accuracy -0.01 -0.04, 0.02 0.466
Previous trial lexicality 0.01 -0.01, 0.03 0.252
Participant gender 0.05 -0.00, 0.11 0.056
Distance (0 vs. 1) × P-t rel. (Morph. vs. Baseline) 0.14 0.10, 0.18 <.001
Distance (1 vs. 5) × P-t rel. (Morph. vs. Baseline) 0.01 -0.03, 0.05 0.687
Distance (0 vs. 1) × P-t rel. (Rep. vs. Morph.) 0.01 -0.03, 0.05 0.621
Distance (1 vs. 5) × P-t rel. (Rep. vs. Morph.) 0.04 -0.00, 0.08 0.062
N Primes 264
N Participants 150
N Targets 88
N Datapoints 5019
R2 / Ω02 .536 / .535
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Table 4.8: Experiment 4.2 Plural model summary
Log-transformed RT
Betas CI p-values
Fixed Effects
(Intercept) 10.02 9.98, 10.06 <.001
Distance
0 vs. 1 interveners -0.02 -0.05, 0.01 0.196
1 vs. 5 interveners 0.04 0.01, 0.06 0.011
Prime-target relationship
Morphological vs. Baseline -0.17 -0.21, -0.14 <.001
Repetition vs. Morphological -0.12 -0.15, -0.09 <.001
Stem frequency -0.05 -0.07, -0.03 <.001
Target duration 0.09 0.07, 0.11 <.001
Inter-stimulus interval 0.01 0.00, 0.02 0.032
Target phonological neighbourhood 0 -0.01, 0.02 0.638
Log-transformed previous RT 0.07 0.06, 0.08 <.001
Transitional probability of plural suffix 0.03 0.01, 0.05 0.001
Trial number -0.05 -0.05, -0.04 <.001
Previous trial accuracy 0.03 0.00, 0.06 0.042
Previous trial lexicality 0 -0.02, 0.02 0.911
Participant gender 0.02 -0.03, 0.08 0.368
Distance (0 vs. 1) × P-t rel. (Morph. vs. Baseline) 0.05 0.01, 0.09 0.007
Distance (1 vs. 5) × P-t rel. (Morph. vs. Baseline) -0.01 -0.05, 0.03 0.651
Distance (0 vs. 1) × P-t rel. (Rep. vs. Morph.) 0.04 0.00, 0.08 0.04
Distance (1 vs. 5) × P-t rel. (Rep. vs. Morph.) 0.08 0.04, 0.12 <.001
N Primes 264
N Participants 150
N Targets 88
N Datapoints 4888
R2 / Ω02 .564 / .562
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Figure 4.8: Plots of facilitation for each target type in the phonological sub-experiment of
Experiment 4.2 (facilitation calculated as raw mean BASELINE RT− raw mean RT for each Distance
× Prime-target relationship condition)
Number of interveners
Target condition Prime condition 0 1 5
Substring targets Phonological 1.29 0.65 −2.36Repetition 20.83 14.13 10.47
Superstring targets Phonological 6.24 1.51 3.95Repetition 11.37 9.81 3.98
Phonological =% faster than Baseline; Repetition =% faster than Phonological
Table 4.9: Summary of transformed betas in the phonological sub-experiment of Experiment 4.2
Phonological sub-experiment As in the stem sub-experiment, separate models were constructed
for the Substring and Superstring targets summarized in Tables 4.10 and 4.11 respectively. In Table
4.9, the percentage increase in millisecond RT from the interpretation of the full Substring and
Superstring model coefficients are reported. Significant main effects of only the Rep. versus Phon.
condition were consistently found.
In the Substring model, at 0 interveners there was no significant difference between a Phon.
prime (grape→ gray) versus a Baseline prime (β=−0.02, p=0.503), whereas targets preceded by a
Rep. prime were responded to significantly faster than a Phon. prime (β=−0.34, p<0.001). Separate
models for each distance indicate that only the comparison between Rep. vs. Phon. conditions was
significantly different, and this was consistent across all distances (0 interveners: β=−0.35, p<0.001;
1 intervener: β=−0.22, p<0.001; 5 interveners: β=−0.16, p<0.001).
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In the Superstring model, targets preceded by the same word in the Rep. condition were
responded to significantly faster than targets in the Phon. condition (β=−0.17, p<0.001). Unlike
the Substring model, Phon. priming was significantly faster than Baseline at immediate distances
(β=−0.09, p<0.001). Separate models for each distance indicate that Rep. vs. Phon. conditions
are significantly different at the first two distances (0 interveners: β=−0.17, p<0.001; 1 intervener:
β=−0.18, p<0.001; 5 interveners: β=−0.04, p=0.13). The contrast between Phon. vs. Baseline was
only significantly different at 0 and 5 interveners (0 interveners: β=−0.09, p=0.002; 1 intervener:
β=0.01, p=0.659; 5 interveners: β=−0.05, p=0.037).
As for interactions between distance and prime condition, in the Substring model one effect was
statistically significant. The slopes between 0 and 1 interveners were different between the Rep.
condition and the Phon. condition (β =0.12, p=0.003). In the Superstring model, two interactions
between distance and prime condition were significant. The slopes between 0 and 1 interveners
were different between the Phon. condition and the Baseline condition (β=0.07, p=0.031) and
the slopes between 1 and 5 interveners were different between the Rep. condition and the Phon.
condition (β=0.09, p=0.014). As in the stem sub-experiment, a large model was constructed in order
to investigate whether target type interacted with prime condition and/or distance manipulations.
In this model, there was no three-way interaction between target condition, distance, and prime
condition which suggests that, even though different patterns are observed in the separate models,
these interaction effects for the two target types are not themselves significantly different from one
another.
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Table 4.10: Experiment 4.2 Substring model summary
Log-transformed RT
Betas CI p-values
Fixed Effects
(Intercept) 9.99 9.93, 10.06 <.001
Distance
0 vs. 1 interveners 0.01 -0.06, 0.08 0.796
1 vs. 5 interveners 0.03 -0.02, 0.08 0.273
Prime-target relationship
Phonological vs. Baseline -0.02 -0.07, 0.04 0.503
Repetition vs. Phonological -0.34 -0.39, -0.28 <.001
Substring frequency -0.03 -0.08, 0.02 0.235
Target duration 0.1 0.06, 0.13 <.001
Inter-stimulus interval 0 -0.02, 0.01 0.874
Target phonological neighbourhood 0 -0.03, 0.03 0.974
Log-transformed previous RT 0.09 0.08, 0.10 <.001
Transitional probability of final segment 0 -0.05, 0.05 0.97
Trial number -0.01 -0.03, 0.00 0.061
Previous trial accuracy 0.07 0.01, 0.12 0.016
Previous trial lexicality 0 -0.04, 0.04 0.996
Participant gender 0.04 -0.01, 0.10 0.103
Distance (0 vs. 1) × P-t rel. (Phon. vs. Baseline) 0.01 -0.06, 0.08 0.803
Distance (1 vs. 5) × P-t rel. (Phon. vs. Baseline) 0.04 -0.03, 0.12 0.277
Distance (0 vs. 1) × P-t rel. (Rep. vs. Phon.) 0.12 0.04, 0.19 0.003
Distance (1 vs. 5) × P-t rel. (Rep. vs. Phon.) 0.06 -0.02, 0.14 0.123
N Participants 150
N Primes 105
N Targets 35
N Datapoints 1834
R2 / Ω02 .528 / .525
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Table 4.11: Experiment 4.2 Superstring model summary
Log-transformed RT
Betas CI p-values
Fixed Effects
(Intercept) 9.95 9.89, 10.00 <.001
Distance
0 vs. 1 interveners 0.02 -0.03, 0.08 0.392
1 vs. 5 interveners 0.02 -0.02, 0.07 0.329
Prime-target relationship
Phonological vs. Baseline -0.09 -0.14, -0.04 <.001
Repetition vs. Phonological -0.17 -0.22, -0.13 <.001
Substring frequency -0.02 -0.06, 0.02 0.264
Target duration 0.12 0.10, 0.15 <.001
Inter-stimulus interval 0.02 0.00, 0.03 0.009
Target phonological neighbourhood 0.03 0.00, 0.06 0.027
Log-transformed previous RT 0.06 0.05, 0.07 <.001
Transitional probability of final segment 0.02 -0.01, 0.06 0.208
Trial number -0.02 -0.03, -0.01 <.001
Previous trial accuracy 0.05 0.00, 0.09 0.037
Previous trial lexicality 0.04 0.00, 0.07 0.045
Participant gender 0.03 -0.02, 0.09 0.249
Distance (0 vs. 1) × P-t rel. (Phon. vs. Baseline) 0.07 0.01, 0.14 0.031
Distance (1 vs. 5) × P-t rel. (Phon. vs. Baseline) -0.04 -0.10, 0.03 0.276
Distance (0 vs. 1) × P-t rel. (Rep. vs. Phon.) 0.03 -0.04, 0.09 0.438
Distance (1 vs. 5) × P-t rel. (Rep. vs. Phon.) 0.09 0.02, 0.16 0.014
N Participants 150
N Primes 105
N Targets 35
N Datapoints 2029
R2 / Ω02 .564 / .560
4.5.6 Conclusion
For the stem sub-experiment, the results clearly indicate increased facilitation between primes
and targets which match in their morphological structure (i.e., dove → dove and doves → doves).
Returning to the hypotheses discussed in Section 4.5.2,
(H0) Inflection has no effect on stem priming.
(H1) Inflection has a processing cost which attenuates stem priming.
(H2) Inflection is a component of a recombined representation which is relevant for
word repetition priming effect.
Moreover, the effect of the recombined representation diminishes with increasing lag, consistent
with characterising it as an episodic effect or “trace”. The role of stem priming appears to be more
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stable, consistent with a view in which stems involve abstract representation in memory that are
activated.
For the phonological experiment, results are consistent with the assumptions about spoken
word recognition adopted in this dissertation. For Superstring targets (grape), there is a significant
effect of phonological priming at 0 lag (gray→ grape) whereas no such effect is found for Substring
targets (grape→ gray). In processing gray, grape is a member of the activated cohort. In processing
grape, gray has been inhibited when the final segment /p/ is processed (as /p/ is inconsistent with
gray). The phonological priming effect for the Superstring targets does not persist to 1 intervener,
indicating that the cohort activation decays quickly.
4.6 Part II: Representation of inflectional affixes
4.6.1 Previous literature
In early work, Emmorey (1989: Experiment 2) investigated identity priming effects for derivational
suffixes and inflectional suffixes in English in a paired auditory lexical decision task (responses
only to targets). Compared to phonological controls sharing a final syllable with a target (e.g.,
shadow→widow), no additional facilitation is observed for pairs of words sharing a derivational
or inflectional suffix (e.g., smiling→breaking and madness→weakness). Compared to unrelated
primes, there was a mean 29ms and 62ms reduction in response times for derivational and inflec-
tional conditions respectively.
In a study of inflectional priming in Russian, VanWagenen and Pertsova (2014) find priming
effects for verbal inflectional affixes but no significant priming for nominal inflectional affixes. They
use an immediate visual primed lexical decision paradigm, where inflected targets were preceded
by a morphological prime, a phonological prime (which shared the same degree of phonological re-
latedness as the plural prime), or an unrelated prime. For verbs, there was a significant facilitatory
effect of the plural prime (est. 49ms, p=0.028) compared to the unrelated prime with no facilitation
for the phonological prime. No such effect was observed for nouns.
In a study of affix priming in Polish, Reid and Marslen-Wilson (2000) report a cross-modal
(auditory prime, visual target) affix priming task for a group of four affixes, two of which were
determined to have both inflectional and derivational properties. The effect was significant when
the data for all four suffixes was considered together as a group (est. 8ms, p<0.001).
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In a study of Czech, Smolík 2010 investigates inflectional affix priming in an immediate visual
primed lexical decision paradigm at two different inter-stimulus intervals (henceforth ISI). The
study included both verbal and nominal targets. The nominal targets were preceded by no prime (a
series of check marks), a prime with an identical affix, a prime with a homophonous affix, or a prime
with a different allomorph of the target’s affix. The verbal targets were either preceded by a prime
with an identical or a homophonous affix. For the nominal targets, small inhibitory effects were
observed for identical and allomorph conditions compared to the Baseline of no prime at both ISIs,
whereas for the homophonous condition no effect was observed for the 50ms ISI, and inhibition
was observed for the 150ms condition43; there was no significant difference between identical and
homophonous conditions at either ISI. For the verbal targets, targets in the identical condition were
faster than in the homophonous condition, a comparison which approached significance (est. 14ms,
p=0.08).
Turning to derivational affixes, there is more evidence for priming. VanWagenen (2005) uses
the delayed repetition priming to investigate morphological priming, where her focus is shared
derivational affixes, finding the following: a facilitatory priming effect of morphological relative:
darkness primes happiness. No effects of phonological relatives (phonologically related words):
harness does not prime happiness. No priming effects of semantic relatives: joy does not prime
happiness. Gaskell and Marslen-Wilson (1997) also investigate affix priming. They test both pre-
fixes and suffixes, split into productive and unproductive groups. For them, unproductive means
no longer used to form new words (i.e., potentially part of the diachronic rather than synchronic
grammar). Using a cross-modal task, they find significant priming effects in productive prefixes
and suffixes: Gaskell and Marslen-Wilson (1997) take this as evidence that bound morphemes “are
isolable and independent processing structures in the mental lexicon” (Gaskell and Marslen-Wilson
1997: 4). Duñabeitia et al. (2008), in a masked visual primed lexical decision paradigm, find
evidence for morphological priming in a number of conditions (in Spanish). A target primed by a
suffix in isolation, was responded to faster than the same target primed with a different suffix (mean
39ms speed up). This priming effect was not present for targets primed with a letter string which
matched a final sequence of the word. The same pattern was found if the primes were embedded in
nonsense letter or symbol strings e.g., “%%%dad" (mean 26ms speed up). Finally, targets preceded
43The inhibitory effects made have been due to phonological interference from the unrelated stems compared to absence
of a prime.
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by real word primes which shared a suffix were responded to faster than targets preceded by real
word primes which did not share a suffix but shared a final letter sequence (mean 33ms speed up).
4.6.2 Present studies
In Experiments 4.3 and 4.4, inflectional affix priming effects for English plural inflectional affixes
are investigated (restricted to the voiced allomorph, /z/44).
Experiment 4.3 was the initial pilot. In Experiment 4.4, care was taken to ensure that the study
was appropriately powered. A power curve analysis was conducted in R with the package simr
(Green and MacLeod 2016).45 Using data from the pilot, new data was simulated with increasing
numbers of participants. With an effect size of 15ms46, the study was determined to reach power
of >80% with approximately 200 participants. The procedure and the analyses for Experiment 4.4
were preregistered with “AsPredicted.org”.
4.6.3 Experiment 4.3: Inflectional affix priming (pilot)
4.6.3.1 Stimuli
3 prime conditions were constructed to compare facilitation due to shared morphological structure
to phonological and semantic controls (Table 4.12). Targets are plural nouns ending with /z/.47
The plural primes share this morphological and phonological structure. Per target, the semantic
control prime is the singular version of the plural prime, thus controlling for semantic relatedness
among stems. The phonological control primes share the phonological structure of the target but
not the morphological structure, i.e., non-plural words which end with /z/ but are not plural.
Table 4.12: Prime and target design
Prime Target
Plural prime crimes
treesPhonological control prime cleanse
Semantic control prime crime
44There are several reasons motivating this choice. /z/ is productive, applying to novel nouns (e.g., Berko 1958). It
has syntactic reflexes, i.e., triggering agreement on verbs which demonstrates it has processing consequences in sentence
production. By restricting to the voiced allomorph, phonological realization is kept consistent, which removes any effects
that might arise from morpho-phonological alternations.
45See Supplementary Materials.
46We specified a 15ms average speed-up for targets in the plural condition compared to the semantic control condition.
This was selected as a lower bound because in the means per condition of the pilot data the plural condition was 17.4ms
faster than the phonological control condition and 15.9ms faster than the semantic control condition.
47Due to coding issues, this was not completely consistent in the pilot.
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The presentation of stimuli was counterbalanced such that every participant encountered each
of the 36 targets once and encountered 12 primes in each condition. To achieve this, there were
3 lists. As such, across all lists there were 36 plural primes, 36 semantic control primes, and 36
phonological control primes. Latent Semantic Analysis (henceforth LSA, Dennis 2007) was used in
stimuli selection to restrict semantic relatedness below a threshold of 0.3 between critical primes
and targets to minimise any semantic priming (where a value of 1 indicates maximum relatedness).
No critical primes and targets shared an onset to avoid phonological inhibition. Across the 3
conditions, primes were matched for frequency using the Lg10CD48 frequency from SUBTLEX-US
(Brysbaert and New 2009).
Table 4.13: Mean LSA and frequencies in each prime condition
Mean LSA Mean frequency
Inflectional plural prime 0.062 2.040
Phonological control prime 0.050 2.151
Semantic control prime 0.056 2.624
The critical stimuli made up 16.1% of the experiment. 152 filler words and 224 phonotactically
licit nonwords were included resulting in an equal number of words and nonwords. All stimuli are
monosyllabic. Each participant encountered 448 stimuli arranged into pairs which were balanced
for all four lexicality combinations.49 Parings were not made explicit to participants.
Due to the high proportion of /z/ final and plural words in the critical stimuli, plurality and
whether a stimulus ended with /s/ or /z/ was carefully controlled within the fillers. Word fillers
were restricted not to end with /z/. 28 word fillers ended with /s/, 50% of which were plural.
Aside from these plural words, all other fillers were monomorphemic. Of the nonword fillers,
28 ended with /z/ and 28 ended with /s/. 54 nonword fillers were constructed to be “foils”
which encouraged participants to attend to the final segments of a stimuli prior to making a lexical
decision. 28 phonologically embedded a real word (e.g., /kIs/ of kiss embedded in the nonword
kisp /kIsp/), and 28 shared an initial (C)VC sequence with a real word (e.g., /tr2s/ in nonword
trusk shared with the word trust). Composition of the stimuli is summarised in Table 4.14 below
(note that columns do not sum to 448 because a single stimulus can be a member of multiple
categories). See Appendices for complete stimuli lists.
48This is the base 10 log of the number of films in which a word appears in a database of 8388 films.
49Word-word, word-nonword, nonword-nonword, and nonword-word.
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Table 4.14: Composition of the stimuli across the experiment, per participant
Count Percentage
Critical stimuli 72 16.1
Word 224 50
/z/ final word 100 22.3
/s/ final word 56 12.5
Plural word 76 17.0
/z/ final nonword 28 6.25
/s/ final nonword 28 6.25
Embedded word nonword 28 6.25
Shared (C)VC nonword 28 6.25
Stimuli were recorded in a soundproof booth using a Blue Snowball microphone by a male
speaker of General American English and segmented in Praat.
4.6.3.2 Procedure
Participants were instructed to indicate whether each sound they heard was a word of English as
quickly and as accurately as possible. Participants first responded to 16 practice trials (50% non-
words) before being randomly assigned to one of the three experimental lists. The order of stimulus
presentation was randomised within a template to ensure that critical pairs were never adjacent, a
block never began with a critical pair, and that, aside from the critical pairs, no stimuli ending with
/z/ were adjacent. There was a random ISI between 600 and 800ms. The ISI was measured from
the end of the soundfile or participant response, whichever was later. The experimental procedure
had 4 blocks with a break between blocks. Response time was measured from the onset of stimulus
presentation.
4.6.3.3 Results
Table 4.15: Mean RT and Percent accuracy across conditions
Mean RT Percent accuracy Count
Plural prime 946.27 95 417
Phonological control prime 963.74 91 401
Semantic control prime 962.16 95 411
After subsetting the data to include only critical trials, inaccurate trials were removed. Response
time outliers were removed following procedures in Baayen and Milin 2010 which involve examin-
ing RT distributions by participant and by target (see Table 4.16 for a summary).
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Table 4.16: Data removal
Datapoints Percentage
Experimental trials 1496 100
Inaccurate trials 224 14.97
Initial trimming (300>RT<3000) 7 0.47
Participant trimming 19 1.27
Item trimming 17 1.14
Residual trimming 28 1.87
Total removed 295 19.72
Total remaining 1201 80.28
A linear mixed effects model was fitted to log-transformed response time to targets. Residuals
greater than 2.5 standard deviations from the mean were trimmed following Baayen and Milin
2010. Prime condition was coded with plural as the reference level so that separate comparisons
were made between (i) the plural prime and the singular prime and (ii) the plural prime and
the phonological control prime. The following z-scored control fixed effects were included: trial
number, LSA value corresponding to semantic relatedness between prime and target, ISI between
prime and target, duration of target soundfile, and target frequency. The fixed effects which were
predicted to co-vary with prime condition were z-scored and centred by prime condition: Mel-
frequency Cepstral Coefficient (henceforth MFCC) value corresponding to phonetic relatedness
between prime and target, phonological Levenshtein distance value corresponding to phonological
relatedness between prime and target, prime frequency, and prime response-time. The model’s
fixed effect estimates are summarised in Table 4.17.
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Table 4.17: Response time model summary
Log-transformed RT
Betas CI p-values
Fixed Effects
Intercept 6.843 6.807, 6.879 <.001
Prime condition
Phon. cntrl versus Plural -0.017 -0.038, 0.004 0.112
Sem. cntrl versus Plural -0.005 -0.026, 0.016 0.653
Trial number -0.002 -0.011, 0.006 0.597
Prime-target LSA -0.007 -0.022, 0.009 0.406
ISI 0.01 0.001, 0.018 0.027
Target duration 0.051 0.022, 0.079 0.002
Target frequency -0.043 -0.072, -0.013 0.007
Prime-target MFCC 0.011 -0.004, 0.025 0.142
Prime-target Levenshtein distance 0.004 -0.011, 0.019 0.625
Prime frequency 0.01 -0.002, 0.022 0.105
Prime response time 0.045 0.035, 0.055 <.001
N Participants 44
N Targets 3450
N Datapoints 1201
R2 / Ω02 .483 / .481
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Figure 4.9: Experiment 4.3: Response time distributions
Regarding the experimental manipulation, results were inconclusive. In terms of raw means,
the plural condition was 17.4ms faster than the phonological control condition and 15.9ms faster
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than the semantic control condition. However, these results were not statistically significant. The
control variables of Target duration, Target frequency and Prime response time were significant
predictors, as is anticipated in a lexical decision task. Curiously, ISI was also a significant predictor.
4.6.4 Experiment 4.4: Inflectional affix priming
As mentioned, the procedure and the analyses for Experiment 4.4 were preregistered with “AsPre-
dicted.org”. Two changes were made to the preregistered plan. Firstly, following Milin et al. (2017),
prime was added as a random effect. This is more conservative as it reduces the extent to which
random variation among the prime words is attributed to the experimental conditions. Secondly,
due to a technical issue, there was unwanted variation in the ISI. To address this, trials where the
ISI was shorter than 500ms or longer than 900ms were removed.
4.6.4.1 Stimuli
Stimuli were identical to the pilot, aside from the following changes:
• Stimuli were corrected such that all targets are plural nouns ending with /z/.
• A change was made to increase consistency across lists. Plural primes and semantic control
primes varied per list to avoid stem repetition whereas the phonological control primes re-
mained constant. As such, across all lists there were 36 plural primes, 36 semantic control
primes and 12 phonological control primes.
4.6.4.2 Procedure
200 participants completed the study. Participants were financially compensated for their participa-
tion (managed through the research crowdsourcing platform “Prolific”51). The experiment was run
online using the experimental presentation software “Ibex” (Drummond 2017). In other respects,
the procedure was identical to Experiment 4.3.
4.6.4.3 Results
Participants with overall accuracy below 70% were excluded from the study (n=29).52
51https://prolific.ac/
52This was unusually high because a number of participants did not properly attempt the task.
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Table 4.18: Mean RT and Percent accuracy across conditions
Mean RT Percent accuracy Count
Plural prime 1000.75 92 2277
Phonological control prime 1024.07 89 2264
Semantic control prime 1023.84 90 2270
After subsetting the data to include only critical trials, inaccurate trials were removed. Response
time outliers were removed following procedures in Baayen and Milin 2010 which involve examin-
ing RT distributions by participant and by target (see Table 4.19 for a summary). As discussed, ISI
outliers were also removed.
Table 4.19: Data removal
Datapoints Percentage
Experimental trials 7200 100
Accurate trials 1200 16.67
Initial trimming (300>RT<3000) 89 1.24
ISI trimming (500>ISI<900) 165 2.29
Participant trimming 79 1.1
Item trimming 45 0.62
Residual trimming 126 1.75
Total removed 1704 23.67
Total remaining 5496 76.33
A linear mixed effects model was fitted to log-transformed response time to targets. Residuals
greater than 2.5 standard deviations from the mean were trimmed following Baayen and Milin
2010. Prime condition was coded with plural as the reference level so that separate comparisons
were made between (i) the plural prime and the singular prime and (ii) the plural prime and
the phonological control prime. The following z-scored control fixed effects were included: trial
number, LSA value corresponding to semantic relatedness between prime and target, ISI between
prime and target, duration of target soundfile, and target frequency. The fixed effects which were
predicted to co-vary with prime condition were z-scored and centred by prime condition: Mel-
frequency Cepstral Coefficient (henceforth MFCC) value corresponding to phonetic relatedness
between prime and target, phonological Levenshtein distance value corresponding to phonological
relatedness between prime and target, prime frequency, and prime response-time. Random effects
for participants and targets were optimised following Bates et al. 2015 which resulted in random
intercepts for participants, primes, and targets. The model’s fixed effect estimates are summarised
in Table 4.20.
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Table 4.20: Response time model summary
Log-transformed RT
Betas CI p-values
Fixed Effects
Intercept 9.911 9.867, 9.955 <.001
Prime condition
Phon. cntrl versus Plural 0.037 0.009, 0.064 0.015
Sem. cntrl versus Plural 0.027 0.005, 0.049 0.02
Trial number -0.015 -0.021, -0.009 <.001
Prime-target LSA -0.014 -0.026, -0.002 0.024
ISI 0.006 0.000, 0.013 0.05
Target duration 0.064 0.024, 0.105 0.004
Target frequency -0.069 -0.110, -0.029 0.002
Prime-target MFCC 0.011 -0.001, 0.023 0.078
Prime-target Levenshtein distance -0.012 -0.026, 0.001 0.085
Prime frequency 0.001 -0.012, 0.014 0.906
Prime response time 0.074 0.067, 0.081 <.001
N Participants 200
N Primes 84
N Targets 36
N Datapoints 5496
R2 / Ω02 .510 / .509
Responses to targets following phonological control primes were 2.58% slower than responses
following plural primes (β=0.037, p=0.015). Responses to targets following semantic control primes
were 1.9% slower than responses following plural primes (β=0.027, p=0.02). The model indicates
that, for an average target word, the speed-up for a plural prime compared to a phonological
control prime was 24.85ms, whereas the speed-up compared to a semantic control prime was
18.33ms.
As anticipated for lexical decision tasks, the control variables of trial number, target duration,
target frequency, and prime response time were significant predictors of response time. Surpris-
ingly, LSA was a significant predictor of response time indicating that despite restricting related-
ness between primes and targets to be below a threshold (0.3), semantic relatedness nevertheless
influenced response time.
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Figure 4.10: Experiment 4.4: Response time distributions
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Figure 4.11: Experiment 4.4: Mean facilitation
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4.6.5 Conclusion
Experiment 4.4 finds small but significant effects in the expected direction. As anticipated, the size
of the apparent effects are small relative to identity priming effects for stems, which are around the
10-15% RT speed-up range in Experiments 4.1 and 4.2. This inflectional affix priming effect should
be replicated for English plural suffixes and other inflectional affixes within English and in other
languages before strong claims are made.
The finding is consistent with a decompositional account is consistent with a decompositional
account in which affixes, like stems, are discrete mental units which can be facilitated through
identity priming. Additional work is required to understand the role of phonological, syntactic,
and semantic representations. If the effect is associated with a morphological unit, the precise
locus of the effect remains under-determined: Requirements about phonological realisation [±P],
morpheme identity [±M], and whether the unit is concatenative [±C] should be investigated in
future work.
Locus Requirements Example primes
and targets
Phonological
representation
(allomorph )
+P+M+C trees→ cars
(versus oxen→
cars)
Syntactic
representations
(morpheme)
±P+M± C people→ cars
Concatenative
syntactic
representation
±P+M+C oxen→ cars
Concatenative
phonological
representation
+P±M+C jogs (3rd person
agreement)→ cars
(plural)
Table 4.21: Potential loci of an inflectional affix priming effect
With regards to the first alternative in Table 4.21, I conducted a pilot study which investigated
the role of voicing allomorphy in a plural inflectional affix priming study. Although the study was
underpowered, the results trended in a direction which is consistent with there being a role of both
phonological and syntactic representations: Response times were fastest for +M+P and slowest for
−M−P (see Table 4.22, for a summary).
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Prime
condition
Example
prime
Example
target
Mean
response
latency
Count
+M+P: Plural
/z/
beds
dogs
882.23 121
+M−P: Plural
/s/
hats 896.16 113
−M+P:
Monomor-
phemic
/z/
gauze 922.25 131
−M−P:
Monomor-
phemic
/s/
box 932.52 125
Table 4.22: Plural affix allomorphy priming pilot: Summary
Another important next step would be to distinguish the morphological effect from a semantic
effect. The effect might be due to collectivity (or related notion) rather than a morpho-syntactic
plural feature. This could be explored by investigating whether plural words which lack collective
semantics exhibit similar effects (e.g pants or scissors) or by investigating whether non-plural
words which have a collective interpretation (such as team or company in North American English)
exhibit similar effects.
4.7 General discussion
Part I investigates the representations involved in processing inflectional variants of the same
stem (e.g., doves and dove) by comparing whole word repetition priming and morphological stem
priming across varying distances (0, 1, and 5 intervening items). Experiment 4.1 indicates that
for uninflected targets, repetition priming is greater than morphological priming at all distances.
However, results from Experiment 4.1 do not disambiguate between two potential accounts: (i)
a general cost associated with processes of decomposition and recombination in processing the
inflected prime, or (ii) reduced match among recombined representations for prime and target.
Experiment 4.2 disambiguates among these accounts by incorporating inflected targets into the
design. Results clearly indicate increased facilitation between primes and targets which match
in their morphological structure (i.e., dove → dove and doves → doves), supporting the second ac-
count. Turning to the time-course of the effects, the difference between repetition priming and
morphological priming decreases with increasing lag. This finding is consistent with an account in
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which the recombined representation is episodic in nature rather than abstract. The longer-lasting
component of both repetition priming and morphological priming is attributed to reactivation of
an identical abstract representation associated with the stem. The results from Part I indicate that
inflection has a role in lexical processing as a component of a recombined representation, but does
not elucidate the representation of the inflectional affix. Part II focusses on the representation of
the inflectional affix by examining whether morphological affix priming can be observed. A pilot
study (Experiment 4.3) provides tentative evidence for such an effect. With careful attention to
experiment design and statistical power, Experiment 4.4 also finds evidence for inflectional affix
identity priming effects. This finding is taken as evidence to support and account in which affix
priming, like stem priming, involves reactivation of an identical abstract representation.
Taken together, the results are consistent with a decompositional model in which both stems
and affixes are discrete mental representations. Furthermore, Experiments 4.1 and 4.2 suggests
that the time-course of recombined representations may be much shorter in duration, which is
consistent with an account in which these representations are not basic units in memory which
can be reactivated in the same way as stems and affixes. Additional work is required to better
understand the time-course of the effects: For stem priming, it would be valuable to investigate
how long-lasting the effects are compared to the differences between repetition and morphological
priming (which I attributed to the role of a recombined representation). As mentioned, I attribute
the affix priming effect to reactivation of an abstract representation. This would predict that affix
priming effects are also long-lasting, although this may be difficult to investigate due to the small
effects involved.
This work presented in this chapter does not directly dissociate the role of syntactic and phon-
ological representations associated with a morphological unit. Experiment 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 include
phonological controls to exclude a purely phonological account, however this does not dissociate
the phonological and syntactic representations which might be involved with the morphological
effect. One intriguing possibility is that the different types of representation have different proper-
ties with regards to their time-course: Perhaps the syntactic representations are responsible for the
longer-lasting abstract facilitation, whereas the phonological representations are episodic in nature
with much faster decay profiles. This might amount to attributing the effect of the recombined
representation in Experiment 4.1 and 4.2 to the phonological level of representation. Following the
approach in Chapter 3, incorporation of allomorphy into a long-distance morphological priming
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study, would be one way of dissociating syntactic and phonological representations associated
with these effects.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
To conclude, this chapter briefly reviews the main findings of the dissertation, as well as some open
questions and directions for future research.
5.1 Contributions
One contribution of this dissertation is that it adds to a growing which demonstrates that integ-
rating linguistic theory with psycholinguistic approaches can be a productive endeavour. In this
dissertation, research questions and hypotheses were generated through integrating morphological
theory with spoken word recognition and morphological processing literatures. Turning to specific
findings, I review contributions by chapter.
Chapter 3, which investigates morpho-phonological representations, makes the following con-
tributions. Following Marantz (2013), it argues that allomorphy provides dissociations between
syntactic and phonological representations which can be investigated in experimental work. Previ-
ous work has focussed on the question of whether there is a shared syntactic representation. Based
on evidence in the theoretical and experimental literature, I assume that allomorphs do indeed
share a syntactic representation and shift focus to questions concerning the architecture of the phon-
ological representations. These phonological representations are investigated in the experimental
work presented in this chapter. Bacovcin et al. (2017) found evidence for a morphological sensitive
rhyme (MSR) priming effect, which was taken as evidence to support morphological processing
which is independent of phonology and semantics: stems of complex words are available for rhyme
priming. The most recent experimental work presented in this chapter, although preliminary,
advance an understanding of the effect. There is evidence to suggest that rhyme priming can
facilitate phonological representations without facilitating syntactic structure, which is consistent
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with separationist theories of morphology. Furthermore, there is a directional asymmetry in the
effect whereby stems in complex words are available for rhyme priming in targets but not primes.
This asymmetry is attributed to the time-course of auditory processing and the role of phonological
recombination.
Chapter 4 focusses on the representations associated with inflectional affixation. In two studies
which compare word repetition priming to stem repetition priming, a variable lag is incorporated
to elucidate “abstract” versus “episodic” components of the effects. Repetition priming is greater
than stem priming at all distances, for both inflected and uninflected targets. This finding is not
immediately reconcilable with a simple stem priming account which would predict equivalent
effects. Differences between repetition priming and stem priming are attributed to the recombined
representation, which attenuates quite quickly, compared with a more stable effect of stem priming.
The second part of the chapter focusses on the representation of the inflectional affix itself. A
decompositional morphological theory predicts that affixes are isolable, basic units like stems, are
therefore should be available for facilitation through repetition. In Experiment 4.4, which pays
attention to statistical power, an affix priming effect consistent with this prediction is found.
5.2 Open questions and future directions
As is always desirable for experimental work investigating language, the experimental results
presented in this dissertation should be replicated with similar materials and also extended to
new materials both within English and cross-linguistically. Replication should be highlighted for
Experiments 3.2-3.5 in Chapter 3 in particular, as these studies were exploratory in nature and
the overall pattern was not completely clear. An important next step would be to conceptually
replicate the studies with attention to statistical power, to examine whether the same overall pattern
is observed. For Experiments 4.1 and 4.2, the finding was recently replicated (Experiment 2 of
Wilder et al. under review). Good next steps would involve replicating the result for another type
of inflection in English (e.g., past tense) and to cross two types of inflection in a similar design. An
additional direction would be to incorporate insights from Chapter 3 in teasing apart syntactic and
phonological components of the effect. For Experiment 4.4, a next step would be to replicate the
study for a different set of materials, before moving on to tease apart the alternatives discussed in
Section 4.6.5.
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Taking the findings from Chapter 3 and 4 together raises interesting questions. The overall
pattern of results is consistent with an account in which syntactic representations are responsible
for longer lag “abstract” effects, whereas phonological representations of a morphological unit have
a different time-course, and are “episodic” in nature. In Chapter 3, the directional asymmetry is
consistent with phonological effects having shorter lags. In Experiment 4.2, facilitation is observed
only at short distances for a phonological condition. The differences between repetition and mor-
phological priming in Experiments 4.1 and 4.2 might be attributed to phonological representations.
For now this alternative remains speculative, and can be investigated in future work.
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Appendices
A.1 Experiment A.1: MSR priming in regular versus irregular verbs (D1) & (D3)
A.1.1 Stimuli
Each critical item included a group of three primes and three targets built around a single verb (16
regular verbs and 16 irregular verbs). There were 18 conditions: Prime condition (Rhyme, Partial
Rhyme, Unrelated) × Target condition (Stem, Past tense, Past tense rhyme) × Verb type (Regular,
Irregular). The partial rhyme condition included both stem rhyme primes and past tense targets
(dough → snowed) and past tense rhyme targets and stem targets (node → snow). Each participant
encountered 48 critical words, 96 phonotactically licit non-words, and 48 filler words. Non-words
and fillers did not rhyme with any other item in the experiment.
Primes TargetsUnrelated Stem rhyme past tense rhyme
Regular stem
void dough node
snow
Regular past tense snowed
Regular past tense rhyme control code
Irregular stem
world mink plank
sink
Irregular past tense sank
Irregular past tense rhyme control dank
Table A.1: Experiment A.1: Prime and target conditions
A.1.2 Procedure
51 participants from the University of Pennsylvania completed the study in return for course credit.
The procedure was the same as for Experiments 3.1, aside from changes due to running the study
online. The experiment was run using the experimental presentation software Ibex (Drummond
2017) so participants used their auditory presentation equipment and responded using their key-
board.
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A.1.3 Results
P-t relationship % accuracy
No relationship 88.5
Rhyme 91.6
Partial rhyme 88.3
MSR 90.2
Table A.2: Experiment A.1: Mean accuracy
The following datapoints were removed, following recommendations in Baayen and Milin (2010):
Datapoints Percentage
Total pre-removal 4794 100
Inaccurate trials 1217 25.39
< 300ms or > 3000ms 96 2
Subject-trimming 25 0.4
Item-trimming 34 0.71
Total removed 1372 28.62
Total remaining 3422 71.38
Table A.3: Experiment A.1: Summary of datapoint removal
A linear mixed effects model was fitted to log-transformed response time to targets. The critical
predictors were the main effects of prime condition and target condition, as well as the interaction.
In Model 1, prime condition was dummy coded with the stem-rhyme as the reference level and
target condition was dummy coded with regular past tense as the reference level. In Model 2, prime
condition was dummy coded with the past tense rhyme as the reference level and target condition
was dummy coded with regular stem as the reference level. In the process of fitting the linear
mixed effects model, an additional 79 datapoints were removed because they had a standardised
residual greater than 2.5 standard deviations from zero (2.3% of the data).
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Table A.4: Experiment A.1: Model 1 summary
Log-transformed RT
Betas CI p-values
Fixed Effects
Intercept 9.87 9.79, 9.95 <.001
Prime condition
Non-rhyme vs. Stem rhyme 0.11 0.05, 0.16 <.001
past tense rhyme vs. Stem rhyme 0.01 -0.04, 0.06 0.681
Target condition
Reg. stem vs. Reg. past tense -0.04 -0.12, 0.04 0.367
Reg. past tense rhyme cntrl vs. Reg. past tense 0.07 -0.01, 0.15 0.084
Irreg. stem vs. Reg. past tense -0.02 -0.10, 0.07 0.654
Irreg. past tense vs. Reg. past tense 0.1 0.02, 0.18 0.015
Irreg. past tense rhyme cntrl vs. Reg. past tense 0.05 -0.04, 0.13 0.272
Trial number -0.02 -0.03, -0.02 <.001
Log-transformed previous RT 0.07 0.06, 0.08 <.001
Target duration 0.08 0.05, 0.10 <.001
Target frequency -0.02 -0.05, -0.00 0.032
Prime cond. (NR vs. SR) × Target cond. (RS vs. RPT) 0.02 -0.05, 0.08 0.576
Prime cond. (PTR vs. SR) × Target cond. (RS vs. RPT) 0.11 0.05, 0.17 <.001
Prime cond. (NR vs. SR) × Target cond. (RPTRC vs. RPT) -0.13 -0.20, -0.07 <.001
Prime cond. (PTR vs. SR) × Target cond. (RPTRC vs. RPT) -0.18 -0.24, -0.12 <.001
Prime cond. (NR vs. SR) × Target cond. (IS vs. RPT) 0.01 -0.06, 0.08 0.793
Prime cond. (PTR vs. SR) × Target cond. (IS vs. RPT) 0.11 0.03, 0.18 0.004
Prime cond. (NR vs. SR) × Target cond. (IPT vs. RPT) -0.09 -0.16, -0.02 0.018
Prime cond. (PTR vs. SR) × Target cond. (IPT vs. RPT) -0.11 -0.19, -0.04 0.002
Prime cond. (NR vs. SR) × Target cond. (IPTRC vs. RPT) -0.13 -0.20, -0.06 <.001
Prime cond. (PTR vs. SR) × Target cond. (IPTRC vs. RPT) -0.18 -0.25, -0.10 <.001
N Primes 96
N Targets 94
N Subjects 51
N Datapoints 3343
R2 / Ω02 .612 / .612
Abbreviations: NR = Non-rhyme, SR = Stem rhyme, PTR = Past tense rhyme, RS = Regular stem, RPT =
Regular past tense, RPTRC = Regular past tense rhyme control, IS = Irregular stem, IPT = Irregular past
tense, IPTRC = Irregular past tense rhyme control
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Table A.5: Experiment A.1 Model 2 summary
Log-transformed RT
Betas CI p-values
Fixed Effects
Intercept 9.95 9.87, 10.03 <.001
Prime condition
Non-rhyme vs. past tense rhyme -0.12 -0.17, -0.07 <.001
Stem rhyme vs. past tense rhyme 0 -0.05, 0.05 0.91
Target condition
Reg. past tense vs. Reg. stem -0.07 -0.15, 0.01 0.073
Reg. past tense rhyme cntrl vs. Reg. stem -0.19 -0.26, -0.11 <.001
Irreg. stem vs. Reg. stem 0.01 -0.07, 0.09 0.76
Irreg. past tense vs. Reg. stem -0.09 -0.17, -0.01 0.031
Irreg. past tense rhyme cntrl vs. Reg .stem -0.2 -0.28, -0.12 <.001
Trial number -0.02 -0.03, -0.02 <.001
Log-transformed previous RT 0.07 0.06, 0.08 <.001
Target duration 0.08 0.05, 0.10 <.001
Target frequency -0.02 -0.05, -0.00 0.032
Prime cond. (NR vs. PTR) × Target cond. (RPT vs. RS) 0.09 0.03, 0.16 0.006
Prime cond. (SR vs. PTR) × Target cond. (RPT vs. RS) 0.11 0.05, 0.17 <.001
Prime cond. (NR vs. PTR) × Target cond. (RPTRC vs. RS) 0.14 0.07, 0.20 <.001
Prime cond. (SR vs. PTR) × Target cond. (RPTRC vs. RS) 0.29 0.23, 0.35 <.001
Prime cond. (NR vs. PTR) × Target cond. (IS vs. RS) 0 -0.08, 0.07 0.914
Prime cond. (SR vs. PTR) × Target cond. (IS vs. RS) 0.01 -0.07, 0.08 0.887
Prime cond. (NR vs. PTR) × Target cond. (IPT vs. RS) 0.12 0.05, 0.19 0.001
Prime cond. (SR vs. PTR) × Target cond. (IPT vs. RS) 0.22 0.15, 0.30 <.001
Prime cond. (NR vs. PTR) × Target cond. (IPTRC vs. RS) 0.14 0.06, 0.21 <.001
Prime cond. (SR vs. PTR) × Target cond. (IPTRC vs. RS) 0.29 0.21, 0.36 <.001
N Primes 96
N Targets 94
N Subjects 51
N Datapoints 3343
R2 / Ω02 .612 / .612
Abbreviations: NR = Non-rhyme, SR = Stem rhyme, PTR = Past tense rhyme, RS = Regular stem, RPT =
Regular past tense, RPTRC = Regular past tense rhyme control, IS = Irregular stem, IPT = Irregular past
tense, IPTRC = Irregular past tense rhyme control
The results replicate the D1 MSR facilitation found in Experiment 3.1 for regular verbs ( dough
snow−−−→ snowed ). Comparisons between the MSR condition and the rhyme condition do not reach
significance (p=0.681), indicating that MSR priming and rhyme priming are not different. Response
times in the MSR condition are 7.6% faster than responses in the partial rhyme condition (β=0.11,
p<0.001). Turning to the D3 MSR condition, (code snowed−−−−→ snow), there is no evidence for this effect:
Comparisons between the MSR condition and the non-rhyme condition do not reach significance
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(p=0.910). Response times in the rhyme condition are 8.1% faster than responses in the MSR
condition (β=−0.12, p<0.001).
For irregular verbs, there is no evidence for a D1 MSR effect (pink sink−−→ sank): Comparisons
between the MSR condition and the non-rhyme condition do not reach significance (p=0.451). Re-
sponse times in the rhyme condition are 6.9% faster than responses in the MSR condition (β=−0.10,
p<0.001). Similarly, there is no evidence to support a D3 MSR effect for irregular verbs (dank
sank−−→ sink): comparisons between the MSR condition and the non-rhyme condition do not reach
significance (p=0.968). Response times in the rhyme condition are 7.7% faster than responses in the
MSR condition (β=−0.12, p<0.001).
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Figure A.1: Experiment A.1: Mean facilitation
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Figure A.2: Experiment A.1: Model’s predicted response times
A.2 Experiment A.2: MSR priming in regular versus semi-weak versus irregular verbs (D2) &
(D4)
A.2.1 Stimuli
Each critical item included a group of three primes and two targets built around a single verb
(16 regular, 16 semi-weak, 16 irregular). There were 18 conditions: Prime condition (Rhyme,
Partial Rhyme, Unrelated) × Target condition (Stem, Past tense, Past tense rhyme) × Verb type
(Regular, Irregular). The partial rhyme condition included both stem primes and past tense rhyme
targets (snow snowed−−−−→ code) and past tense targets and stem rhyme targets (snowed snow−−−→ dough). Each
participant encountered 96 critical words, 192 phonotactically licit non-words, and 96 filler words.
Non-words and fillers did not rhyme with any other item in the experiment.
Prime TargetsStem past tense Non-rhyme
Regular Stem rhyme snow snowed crust doughpast tense rhyme code
Semi-weak Stem rhyme bring brought champ wingpast tense rhyme naught
Irregular Stem rhyme sink sank fawn minkPast tense rhyme plank
Table A.6: Experiment A.2: Prime and target conditions
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A.2.2 Procedure
69 participants from the University of Pennsylvania completed the study in return for course credit.
The procedure was the same as for Experiments A.1.
A.2.3 Results
P-t relationship % accuracy
No relationship 84.5
Rhyme 88.7
MSR 85.6
Table A.7: Experiment A.2: Mean accuracy
Datapoints Percentage
Total pre-removal 6555 100
Inaccurate trials 1781 27.17
< 300ms or > 3000ms 132 2.01
Subject-trimming 38 0.58
Item-trimming 44 0.67
Total removed 1995 30.43
Total remaining 4560 69.57
Table A.8: Experiment A.2: Summary of datapoint removal
A linear mixed effects model was fitted to log-transformed response time to targets. The critical
predictors were the main effects of prime condition and target condition, as well as the interaction.
For Model 1, prime condition was dummy coded with the stem as the reference level and target
condition was dummy coded with irregular past tense rhyme as the reference level. For Model 2,
prime condition was dummy coded with the past tense as the reference level and target condition
was dummy coded with semi-weak stem rhyme as the reference level. In the process of fitting
the linear mixed effects model, an additional 124 datapoints were removed because they had a
standardised residual greater than 2.5 standard deviations from zero (2.7% of the data).
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Table A.9: Experiment A.2: Model 1 summary
Log-transformed RT
Betas CI p-values
Fixed Effects
Intercept 9.92 9.84, 9.99 <.001
Prime condition
Non-rhyme vs. Stem 0.05 0.00, 0.10 0.048
Past tense vs. Stem -0.06 -0.12, -0.01 0.021
Target condition
Reg. p-t rhyme vs. Irreg. p-t rhyme 0.06 -0.03, 0.14 0.215
Semi-weak p-t rhyme cntrl vs. Irreg. p-t rhyme 0.05 -0.04, 0.14 0.257
Irreg. stem rhyme vs. Irreg. p-t rhyme -0.1 -0.19, -0.01 0.026
Reg. stem rhyme vs. Irreg. p-t rhyme -0.12 -0.21, -0.03 0.012
Semi-weak stem rhyme vs. Irreg. p-t rhyme -0.12 -0.21, -0.03 0.009
Trial number 0 -0.00, 0.01 0.22
Log-transformed previous RT 0.07 0.06, 0.08 <.001
Target duration 0.08 0.06, 0.10 <.001
Target frequency -0.06 -0.08, -0.03 <.001
Prime cond. (NR vs. S) × Target cond. (RPTR vs. IPTR) 0 -0.07, 0.07 0.99
Prime cond. (NR vs. S) × Target cond. (SPTR vs. IPTR) -0.05 -0.12, 0.02 0.142
Prime cond. (NR vs. S) × Target cond. (ISR vs. IPTR) 0.07 0.01, 0.13 0.028
Prime cond. (NR vs. S) × Target cond. (RSR vs. IPTR) 0.15 0.08, 0.21 <.001
Prime cond. (NR vs. S) × Target cond. (SRS vs. IPTR) 0.08 0.01, 0.15 0.02
Prime cond. (PT vs. S) × Target cond. (RPTR vs. IPTR) -0.12 -0.19, -0.04 0.002
Prime cond. (PT vs. S) × Target cond. (SPTR vs. IPTR) -0.08 -0.15, -0.00 0.05
Prime cond. (PT vs. S) × Target cond. (ISR vs. IPTR) 0.18 0.11, 0.25 <.001
Prime cond. (PT vs. S) × Target cond. (RSR vs. IPTR) 0.22 0.15, 0.30 <.001
Prime cond. (PT vs. S) × Target cond. (SRS vs. IPTR) 0.24 0.17, 0.32 <.001
N Primes 144
N Targets 95
N Subjects 69
N Datapoints 4436
R2 / Ω02 .537 / .537
Abbreviations: NR = Non rhyme, S = Stem, RSR = Regular stem rhyme, SSR = Semiweak stem rhyme, ISR
= Irregular stem rhyme, RPTR = Regular past tense rhyme, SPTR = Semiweak past tense rhyme, IPTR =
Irregular past tense rhyme
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Table A.10: Experiment A.2: Model 2 summary
Log-transformed RT
Betas CI p-values
Fixed Effects
Intercept 9.98 9.90, 10.05 <.001
Prime condition
Stem vs. past tense -0.18 -0.23, -0.13 <.001
Non-rhyme vs. past tense -0.05 -0.10, -0.00 0.037
Target condition
Irreg. p-t rhyme vs. Semi-weak stem rhyme -0.12 -0.21, -0.03 0.009
Reg. p-t rhyme vs. Semi-weak stem rhyme -0.18 -0.27, -0.09 <.001
Semi-weak p-t rhyme cntrl vs. Semi-weak stem rhyme -0.14 -0.23, -0.06 0.002
Irreg. stem rhyme vs. Semi-weak stem rhyme -0.04 -0.13, 0.05 0.397
Reg. stem rhyme vs. Semi-weak stem rhyme -0.02 -0.10, 0.07 0.734
Trial number 0 -0.00, 0.01 0.22
Log-transformed previous RT 0.07 0.06, 0.08 <.001
Target duration 0.08 0.06, 0.10 <.001
Target frequency -0.06 -0.08, -0.03 <.001
Prime cond. (S vs. PT) × Target cond. (IPTR vs. SSR) 0.24 0.17, 0.32 <.001
Prime cond. (S vs. PT) × Target cond. (RPTR vs. SSR) 0.36 0.28, 0.43 <.001
Prime cond. (S vs. PT) × Target cond. (SPTR vs. SSR) 0.32 0.25, 0.39 <.001
Prime cond. (S vs. PT) × Target cond. (ISR vs. SSR) 0.06 -0.02, 0.13 0.123
Prime cond. (S vs. PT) × Target cond. (RSR vs. SSR) 0.02 -0.05, 0.09 0.582
Prime cond. (NR vs. PT) × Target cond. (IPTR vs. SSR) 0.16 0.10, 0.23 <.001
Prime cond. (NR vs. PT) × Target cond. (RPTR vs. SSR) 0.28 0.21, 0.35 <.001
Prime cond. (NR vs. PT)× Target cond. (SPTR vs. SSR) 0.19 0.12, 0.25 <.001
Prime cond. (NR vs. PT) × Target cond. (ISR vs. SSR) 0.05 -0.02, 0.11 0.147
Prime cond. (NR vs. PT) × Target cond. (RSR vs. SSR) 0.09 0.02, 0.15 0.011
N Primes 144
N Targets 95
N Subjects 69
N Datapoints 4436
R2 / Ω02 .537 / .537
Abbreviations: NR = Non rhyme, S = Stem, RSR = Regular stem rhyme, SSR = Semiweak stem rhyme, ISR
= Irregular stem rhyme, RPTR = Regular past tense rhyme, SPTR = Semiweak past tense rhyme, IPTR =
Irregular past tense rhyme
For regular verbs, there is no evidence for a D2 MSR effect (snowed snow−−−→ dough): comparisons
between the MSR condition and the non-rhyme condition do not reach significance (p=0.128).
Response times in the rhyme condition are 10.4% faster than responses in the MSR condition
(β=−0.16, p<0.001). Similarly, there is no evidence for a D2 MSR effect in irregular verbs (sank
sink−−→ pink): comparisons between the MSR condition and the non-rhyme condition do not reach
significance (p=0.930) and response times in the rhyme condition are 8.1% faster than responses in
the MSR condition (β=−0.12, p<0.001). For semi-weak verbs, there is no evidence for a D2 MSR
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effect (brought
bring−−−→ thing): response times in the MSR condition are 3.5% slower than responses in
the non-rhyme condition (β=−0.05, p=0.037) and response times in the rhyme condition are 11.7%
faster than responses in the MSR condition (β=−0.18, p<0.001).
For regular verbs, there is evidence for a D4 MSR effect (snow snowed−−−−→ code) in regular verbs:
response times in the MSR condition are 3.4% faster than responses in the non-rhyme condition
(β=0.05, p=0.036). Response times in the rhyme condition are 11.7% faster than responses in the
MSR condition (β=−0.18, p<0.001). There is also tentative evidence for a D4 MSR effect in irregular
verbs (sink snowed−−−−→ dank) in irregular verbs: Response times in the MSR condition are 3.5% faster than
responses in the non-rhyme condition (β=0.05, p=0.048) and response times in the rhyme condition
are 4.5% faster than responses in the MSR condition (β=−0.06, p=0.021). For semi-weak verbs, there
is no evidence for a D4 MSR effect (bring
brought−−−−→ naught): Comparisons between the MSR condition
and the non-rhyme condition do not reach significance (p=0.904). Response times in the rhyme
condition were 9.2% faster than responses in the MSR condition (β=−0.14, p<0.001).
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A.3 Experiment 3.1 Stimuli
• Items with an asterisk were removed from analyses because they were determined not to
satisfy our control criteria after the experiment had been run (lord ends with /d/).
Table A.11: Experiment 3.1: Critical stimuli.
Rhyme Non-
rhyme
Bare
stem
Past
tense
Past
tense
rhyme
control
Embedded
control
1 gel guilt swell swelled meld shelf
2 sly flake dry dried bride price
3 dough void snow snowed code grove
4 bay badge flay flayed shade frame
5 blur botch stir stirred gird frm
6 hay latch weigh weighed blade trail
7 score* conch* store* stored* sword* lord*
8 clan quartz scan scanned sand branch
9 dew hutch chew chewed prude cube
10 jaw wolf claw clawed fraud pong
11 glass card pass passed vast gasp
12 straw seed thaw thawed broad loft
13 pry limp fry fried glide ripe
14 hen gap pen penned trend dent
15 pew pawn stew stewed lewd groom
16 dill pant fill filled guild milk
Table A.12: Experiment 3.1: Nonword filler stimuli.
1 bl2n gôOd naInt SIN
2 Ù3~t gUkt neInz slAks
3 dæks heIv naIz s2t
4 dAô hipT p2d s2f
5 dIt hEst pækT t3~ts
6 dAsk hIlm pENk tIg
7 dôeIz ÃeIôp pEÙ tôAk
8 d2ft ÃIkt pliôb tô2nT
9 fEt k2g plIn væbd
10 fun k2Nk plaUl vIk
11 foUt lælp pæbd væp
12 fôIS l2b pOôld wælv
13 fUd l2d pôif w2m
14 gAm l2lb ô2l wUN
15 gil mup ôOôb jaIl
16 gôEô mUgT SIns zi
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A.4 Experiment 3.2 - 3.5 Stimuli
Table A.13: Experiment 3.2-3.5: Critical stimuli A
Regular
stem
Regular
past
tense
Irregular
stem
Irregular
past
tense
Irregular
past
tense
rhyme
control
Control
1 ache ached take took nook range
2 bake baked break broke joke coast
3 bang banged hang hung lung post
4 blink blinked stink stank bank faith
5 care cared swear swore score meal
6 claw clawed draw drew crew dice
7 clink clinked drink drank tank soup
8 crawl crawled fall fell gel raft
9 fake faked shake shook book verse
10 grieve grieved weave wove cove gap
11 hike hiked strike struck duck tribe
12 jive jived drive drove grove guilt
13 pick picked stick stuck truck stress
14 ping pinged fling flung tongue dish
15 pin pinned spin spun gun map
16 rake raked wake woke croak chest
17 rig rigged dig dug slug sky
18 show showed grow grew glue crab
19 snooze snoozed choose chose nose hood
20 squeeze squeezed freeze froze prose sock
21 stay stayed slay slew dew grain
22 stun stunned run ran van nerve
23 trim trimmed swim swam ham plain
24 wink winked sink sank plank niece
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Table A.14: Experiment 3.2-3.5: Critical stimuli B
Stem
rhyme 1
Stem
rhyme 2
Non-
rhyme
1
Non-
rhyme
2
1 snake quake broom mill
2 lake steak gown goose
3 slang fang junk gross
4 zinc pink groom pile
5 chair hair priest toy
6 jaw straw hut trunk
7 mink rink knee grid
8 wall ball lamp mass
9 cake jake lad lodge
10 eve sleeve nut vast
11 bike pike lawn beard
12 hive five rag wax
13 chick brick lid bride
14 king wing spoon buzz
15 chin twin feast tag
16 flake sake mild grass
17 pig twig mob theft
18 low dough mule inch
19 ruse muse pace fur
20 cheese breeze toast mouse
21 bay ray patch web
22 ton pun pause fort
23 limb whim kite wheat
24 brink ink tide tone
Table A.15: Experiment 3.2-3.5: Word filler stimuli
1 mud grid mass wheat dine botch
2 skill mule broom dreamt toss bribe
3 bride goose trunk toast lodge junk
4 scanned leave patch lid filled phrase
5 dwelt mob lamp mild inch pine
6 stride knee kite toy thought haunt
7 tempt brought silk bleed sheet flowed
8 teach buzz filed caught tide seed
9 web lawn shot tune climb shelf
10 grass beard shield stirred gown gross
11 soap mill trail laughed lose den
12 mouse cleared lad fort wax sell
13 spoon pause rag browse fur scout
14 theft feast priest groom pace peeled
15 vast bounce hut nut heard cord
16 hide pile flee bound tag tone
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Table A.16: Experiment 3.2-3.5: Nonword filler stimuli
1 peIp st2l læsk stIv lAm flIÃ
2 sti ôEsp j2f p2l sp3~l pôIp
3 skIv f2m glæk maIôk spin s2f
4 bôæk sæmp vIÃ sl2l næf stôæk
5 kwIÃ gæk g2b glIv skaUn pIv
6 bô2l kw2m gôIô kôIv sum bæmp
7 fæmp spIp nAp bIv Ãim tIv
8 fip blIÃ ô2p snin pIÃ dô2l
9 kôin klæsk dôIÃ b2l kw2l smoUn
10 Ãi baIn fæS glIÃ tAb kEsk
11 nin haIn kô2l pæsk plIp dôAm
12 spIÃ spoUn gAm hAô leIl kIsp
13 stôIÃ stô2l stôoUn hæmp nim vIb
14 sn2l gôi lEk gl2l pô2m blOôn
15 bôoUn blaIn gôæk sli kEv skôIv
16 mIp glaIn tô2l pôeIl f2l vIl
17 skôIÃ sIÃ bô2m tAôk flaIn swIÃ
18 ploUl kwIv sn2m saIl dAsk wOôb
19 Ã2m bIÃ slIv leIv gl3~ plin
20 dAô gloUn stin stôin v2mp ÃEk
21 ôIv skæl tôIÃ sp2l w2m haIm
22 flEg kôIÃ tôIv spæg mIv bIp
23 klIv pô2l fin sæsk dôin s2l
24 nEsk swIv ôOôb kl2m bôIp skæk
25 klAô l2b blIv tEnÙ stIp flIv
26 slIÃ skIÃ plIv tô2sk sw2l pæg
27 skôaIn lAô deImp fæk kæk tAôn
28 k2mp blaIl gô2l pl2l ôIl fæsp
29 glIp bôIv peIm blEn tôoUn blin
30 skôIp ô2l p2m bôin wIv hIv
31 gôaIn bôAp fl2m dæk stôIv snIv
32 ploUn kAôk stIb dæg fIÃ slaIn
A.5 Experiment 4.1 and 4.2 Stimuli
• The words wheel, weed, wood, and war were erroneously repeated as baseline primes in Exper-
iment 4.1. They were replaced with the words sage, kite, ham, gum in Experiment 4.2.
• The word noise in Experiment 4.1 was replaced by the word bait in Experiment 4.2 because
noise has an “inflectional rhyme pattern”.53
53The word noise which has an “inflectional rhyme pattern” was removed and replaced with bait. An “inflectional rhyme
pattern” is a word-final coronal consonant (/d/, /t/, /s/, /z/) that shows agreement in voice between the final coronal
consonant and the preceding segment. Segmentation effects for stems/pseudo-stems and affixes in “inflectional rhyme
pattern” words are reported (e.g., Tyler et al. 2002, Bozic et al. 2010, Post et al. 2008) so we excluded any non-inflected
stimuli with this property.
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• The following phonological pairs were added in Experiment 4.2: ramp↔ ram, bank ↔ bang,
hump↔ hum, claim↔ clay, bone↔ bow, and dime↔ die.
• The pair tan→ tank in Experiment 4.1 was corrected to tang→ tank in Experiment 4.2.
Table A.17: Experiment 4.1 & 4.2: Stem sub-experiment triplets
Singular Freq. Plural Freq. Baseline Freq.
1 babe 3.00 babes 2.14 pole 2.60
2 barb 1.49 barbs 1.11 scout 2.61
3 barn 2.60 barns 1.34 inch 2.70
4 bay 2.79 bays 1.08 chin 2.67
5 brain 3.30 brains 3.01 pump 2.66
6 bride 2.81 brides 1.61 mug 2.42
7 bulb 2.17 bulbs 1.83 pin 2.74
8 card 3.32 cards 3.13 loaf 2.21
9 chain 2.87 chains 2.44 trash 2.91
10 cord 2.42 cords 1.87 grain 2.26
11 cove 1.91 coves 0.48 sword 2.67
12 cow 2.86 cows 2.43 jeep 2.38
13 crab 2.28 crabs 1.99 sage 1.81
14 creed 1.72 creeds 0.95 soap 2.71
15 crime 3.25 crimes 2.63 pan 2.56
16 cub 1.84 cubs 1.78 thumb 2.61
17 dean 2.61 deans 0.60 cage 2.75
18 dog 3.48 dogs 3.11 nut 2.74
19 doll 2.81 dolls 2.30 path 2.94
20 dome 1.88 domes 1.00 paw 2.05
21 dove 2.13 doves 1.57 flame 2.51
22 earl 2.35 earls 1.08 plum 2.05
23 fad 1.57 fads 0.70 corn 2.61
24 fern 1.46 ferns 1.08 bath 3.00
25 frog 2.43 frogs 1.98 sheet 2.67
26 fur 2.46 furs 1.83 soup 2.88
27 game 3.58 games 3.16 tent 2.65
28 gem 1.96 gems 1.60 bait 2.59
29 globe 2.32 globes 0.95 hen 2.03
30 gnome 1.40 gnomes 1.23 queue 1.63
31 gown 2.42 gowns 1.93 dry 3.19
32 grad 2.04 grads 0.90 den 2.34
33 grave 2.95 graves 2.29 sell 3.39
34 grub 2.03 grubs 1.20 bran 1.68
35 gym 2.73 gyms 0.95 kite 1.89
36 hall 3.20 halls 2.25 wolf 2.58
37 head 3.80 heads 3.19 golf 2.78
38 heir 2.23 heirs 1.58 shell 2.61
39 hill 2.96 hills 2.79 cheek 2.45
40 hole 3.24 holes 2.75 tray 2.45
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Table A.18: Experiment 4.1 & 4.2: Stem sub-experiment triplets 41-80
Singular Freq. Plural Freq. Baseline Freq.
41 hub 1.79 hubs 1.00 fir 1.23
42 hue 1.51 hues 1.00 lore 1.46
43 hymn 1.80 hymns 1.57 gray 2.73
44 isle 1.59 isles 0.85 grass 2.74
45 jail 3.23 jails 1.58 grew 3.06
46 jaw 2.45 jaws 2.01 mill 2.28
47 keg 2.00 kegs 1.57 fray 1.54
48 lawn 2.63 lawns 1.70 sill 1.30
49 league 2.78 leagues 1.95 pay 3.69
50 leg 3.20 legs 3.27 pine 2.33
51 lid 2.34 lids 1.43 plan 3.55
52 limb 2.29 limbs 2.03 pry 2.27
53 mane 1.45 manes 0.48 ray 2.87
54 meal 3.02 meals 2.54 weed 2.46
55 mode 2.30 modes 1.23 stay 3.83
56 mood 3.11 moods 1.96 lie 3.53
57 mule 2.33 mules 1.81 sly 2.05
58 nerve 2.92 nerves 2.65 way 3.92
59 noun 1.40 nouns 1.08 steam 2.61
60 ore 1.64 ores 1.18 stow 1.76
61 pang 1.51 pangs 1.26 lake 2.90
62 pew 1.60 pews 0.90 bush 2.61
63 phone 3.65 phones 2.70 tomb 2.15
64 plain 2.92 plains 1.85 ring 3.32
65 pod 2.11 pods 1.70 chest 3.07
66 pub 2.06 pubs 1.23 ram 2.30
67 rod 2.42 rods 1.80 nose 3.33
68 rogue 2.06 rogues 1.26 tie 3.17
69 screen 2.88 screens 1.91 bell 3.02
70 shawl 1.66 shawls 0.70 room 3.80
71 shrine 1.97 shrines 1.04 blue 3.40
72 sleeve 2.38 sleeves 2.12 bang 2.77
73 slug 2.28 slugs 1.90 tang 1.84
74 snail 1.74 snails 1.64 tin 2.43
75 teen 2.12 teens 1.92 dust 2.91
76 theme 2.65 themes 1.65 eye 3.51
77 thorn 1.86 thorns 1.73 rye 2.15
78 tier 1.49 tiers 0.95 zoo 2.59
79 tone 2.81 tones 1.94 land 3.32
80 toy 2.75 toys 2.64 ham 2.53
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Table A.19: Experiment 4.1 & 4.2: Stem sub-experiment triplets
Singular Freq. Plural Freq. Baseline Freq.
81 trend 1.90 trends 1.42 hum 2.16
82 trial 2.98 trials 2.18 clay 2.33
83 tribe 2.29 tribes 1.81 lung 2.38
84 tub 2.66 tubs 1.63 die 3.67
85 wad 1.89 wads 0.90 green 3.28
86 wall 3.32 walls 2.95 storm 2.92
87 wing 2.76 wings 2.80 gum 2.65
88 yard 2.89 yards 2.70 bow 2.79
89 yarn 1.79 yarns 0.95 farm 2.86
90 zone 2.79 zones 1.82 bed 3.61
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Table A.20: Experiment 4.2: Phonological sub-experiment triplets (filler for Experiment 4.1)
Superstring IPA Freq. Substring IPA Freq. Baseline Freq.
1 branch bôænÙ 2.57 bran bôæn 1.68 sand 2.79
2 cube kjub 1.96 queue kju 1.63 pole 2.60
3 dent dEnt 2.10 den dEn 2.34 scout 2.61
4 drive dôaIv 3.57 dry dôaI 3.19 chin 2.67
5 firm f3~m 2.99 fir f3~ 1.23 inch 2.70
6 frame fôeIm 2.72 fray fôeI 1.54 pump 2.66
7 grape gôeIp 2.14 gray gôeI 2.73 mug 2.42
8 grasp gôæsp 2.31 grass gôæs 2.74 pin 2.74
9 groom gôum 2.40 grew gôu 3.06 loaf 2.21
10 lice laIs 1.79 lie laI 3.53 sword 2.67
11 lord lOôd 3.30 lore lOô 1.46 trash 2.91
12 milk mIlk 3.10 mill mIl 2.28 grain 2.26
13 pail peIl 1.61 pay peI 3.69 cage 2.75
14 pint paInt 2.09 pine paIn 2.33 corn 2.61
15 plant plænt 2.92 plan plæn 3.55 hike 2.40
16 price pôaIs 3.22 pry pôaI 2.27 soap 2.71
17 rave ôeIv 1.95 ray ôeI 2.87 pan 2.56
18 ride ôaId 3.49 rye ôaI 2.15 thumb 2.61
19 self sElf 2.73 sell sEl 3.39 jeep 2.38
20 shelf SElf 2.44 shell SEl 2.61 nut 2.74
21 silk sIlk 2.54 sill sIl 1.30 path 2.94
22 slice slaIs 2.55 sly slaI 2.05 paw 2.05
23 stale steIl 2.12 stay steI 3.83 flame 2.51
24 stove stoUv 2.45 stow stoU 1.76 plum 2.05
25 tank tæNk 2.83 tang tæN 1.84 steam 2.61
26 tint tInt 1.20 tin tIn 2.43 bath 3.00
27 trail tôeIl 2.80 tray tôeI 2.45 hen 2.03
28 type taIp 3.28 tie taI 3.17 soup 2.88
29 whale weIl 2.37 way weI 3.92 tent 2.65
30 zoom zum 2.04 zoo zu 2.59 sheet 2.67
31 ramp ôæmp 2.01 ram ôæm 2.30 ink 2.44
32 bank bæNk 3.20 bang bæN 2.77 golf 2.78
33 hump h2mp 2.21 hum h2m 2.16 wolf 2.58
34 claim kleIm 2.95 clay kleI 2.33 tomb 2.15
35 bone boUn 2.93 bow boU 2.79 cheek 2.45
36 dime daIm 2.68 die daI 3.67 lake 2.90
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Table A.21: Experiment 4.1 & 4.2: Nonword filler
1 stæs deImp plu pôEnt woUn glEs
2 dut ÃAôt bINk deIk dist gôaUd
3 faIz gôIô fæmp kit fôIS nup
4 fEt kAôk bôil klaI n3~T w2m
5 hEt ploUn fôEl maId dæk tEÃ
6 hoUk pôil fôEs næs fæk sIÃ
7 ôeIg pôim gôIS nIN fin ôaInT
8 kloU pôoUd gôIk vAk fun blæp
9 naId S2st Tôis wæf gid l2b
10 naIz tAôk skaUn ziô glaI stOS
11 n2k tôAk ôoUk gænd heId Ã2m
12 ôIl ÙOôn nIm hEst saIl bôaInt
13 s2t lOôs l2d kôIN sneI dIst
14 tIg pEs s2f plEl tôoU s2nt
15 fôeIk klOs t3~ts s3~t skôEd feIÃ
16 bôAp stIp tô2nT skEs d2ft paIt
17 kweIz nim tô2sk tAôn dôiz ôOôs
18 pôæn lAô 2k stAt dôit v2mp
19 ôAôt kInt gleI stiz gôEl skeIn
20 SIns nin goUg w2st kEsk sp3~l
21 tôæT næf flEg ÃaIt kEst nEsk
22 baIs maIôk lil Ã2N kleIs fIk
23 dIt neInt stuk g2b kleIt plæt
24 heIv sæmp k2g ôOl plIn wAst
25 mAt ôAÙ kOS SIN sElk lAm
26 pEÙ slAk blOôn ÙeId Ù3~t veI
27 sku snil skæl vEs fæS 2st
28 dAôd bIm j2f dAsk f0Id sl2Ù
29 dôæd daIt nIld pôif gim ÃIk
30 paIs dAô gôAk stif hæp stôoUt
31 pôiz ÃEk sæsk tôæt kEs faUÃ
32 slIg ÃIN klæsk tôOô neIn slEnt
33 f2t fik gôi blaI ôEl fæsp
34 gaIn gæn blEn dæg vIk fIsk
35 gUk gIN 2ft Ãup zEl ôEsp
36 l2n hIN fip fôu plin fænt
37 lEk h0Is leIÃ gEd blaIl voU
38 pôu hus ôæs kus bôæm k3~S
39 ôEt nOl væp nAp Ãænd plOô
40 ôin neIÃ vaIt nik flUk hOb
41 veIk neIz w2N ôIn nUd ÃeIô
42 vIN peIm ôist sum gl3~ skôAk
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A.6 Experiment 4.4: Stimuli
Table A.22: Experiment 4.4: Critical
Phon.
control
primes
Sem.
control
primes
Plural
primes
Plural
targets
1 blaze barn barns babes
2 bronze beard beards bars
3 cheese bed beds blades
4 cleanse bird birds brains
5 craze bulb bulbs brides
6 gauze crime crimes chains
7 glaze doll dolls coals
8 lens flaw flaws cones
9 noise gem gems cords
10 poise gown gowns dimes
11 ruse grave graves dunes
12 sneeze hole holes fees
13 law laws figs
14 league leagues foes
15 mood moods frogs
16 nerve nerves grains
17 nun nuns grams
18 owl owls halls
19 pond ponds hams
20 queen queens horns
21 road roads joys
22 scene scenes lambs
23 sleeve sleeves lawns
24 slug slugs lobes
25 snail snails meals
26 snob snobs mules
27 sphere spheres nudes
28 sword swords pods
29 team teams rags
30 tone tones realms
31 tribe tribes rods
32 tub tubs rugs
33 vibe vibes teens
34 vine vines trees
35 wheel wheels trends
36 whim whims zones
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Table A.23: Experiment 4.4: Word filler
/z/-final
non-
plural
/s/-final
plural
/s/-final
non-
plural
Other word
1 biz cysts axe badge page
2 booze drunks base bag park
3 chose elks bless bath pawn
4 cruise faiths bliss beach pen
5 freeze forts brace bear pig
6 hers graphs bus beast pile
7 hose growths choose bee plow
8 laze heights crease beef post
9 nose hoofs dense bin punk
10 praise kilts ease block ring
11 seize lamps flux bone rock
12 size marts gas botch sand
13 theirs monks gaze bowl sheet
14 yours mosques glance cage ship
15 nooks glimpse camp shop
16 oaks hence card star
17 pests hoax cloud steam
18 quartz ice club stone
19 rooks jeans couch string
20 sects jinx desk sun
21 skits juice dish tank
22 skunks lace door threat
23 spats lose duck throat
24 specks mess dust truck
25 spokes moose flag tuft
26 tenths muse flesh world
27 tusks noose fruit
28 yeasts ounce gate
29 pause ghost
30 raise guilt
31 rinse hay
32 rise heart
33 space hoop
34 spouse hump
35 spruce hutch
36 stance inch
37 tease itch
38 these land
39 those light
40 truce lock
41 whose mud
42 wise orb
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Table A.24: Experiment 4.4: Nonword filler
Embedded
word
Shared
(C)VC
/s/-final /z/-final Other
1 slaIf (sly) hæn (hand) ô2ps zædz f2t jaIn gôOô 2ft
2 sElp (sell) blaI (blind) bINks pôænz slAk k2Nk bIS wælv
3 stuk (stew) gO (gone) mAts SAgz plIn bôæm bôoUn pOôld
4 stAôp (star) dEst (desk) noUks g2dz tôAk ÃEk skôIv f0Id
5 saIl (sigh) dAô (dark) s2ts ôIlz vUmp zEl flIÃ kENk
6 sp3~l (spur) nEsk (nest) jIts p2mz gleI slEnt fOÃ peIb
7 tAôk (tar) fIsk (fist) zæts ôInz dAôd kEst stô2ld fOlf
8 wOôb (war) faU (foul) smIns mumz daIt Ù3~t tIv g2kt
9 weIlT (wail) wAf (waft) pô2Nks bImz ôAôt n3~T ô2nd bôIn
10 kIsp (kiss) SôIm (shrimp) n2ks plæmz pæg ÙeId dô2l tô2nT
11 leIl (lay) Ã2m (jump) faUts kEvz dæg ÃeIÃ blIk Ãælk
12 bINk (bing) hAô (harp) k2mps bôilz bæmp kweIn blaIl dAsk
13 saUôt (sow) glaI (glide) bleIts tIgz Ãænd seIô glIv kEsk
14 tEnÙ (ten) p2m (pump) bIps nINz pôænd slIg ÙæNk lUlf
15 2st (us) s2l (sulk) SEks SINz sum kôIN g2k l2lb
16 pæsk (pass) sku (school) stifs skôEdz gæT ÃIN bl2n vaIt
17 baIn (buy) snaI (snide) ôists pôimz l2d mIp wUm ÙeIl
18 læsk (lass) kaIn (kind) dôits vAgz n2k fôIS fæk nAp
19 sæsk (sass) blEn (blend) fAsts woUnz skôIm kiÙ gid væp
20 wEnT (when) skæl (scalp) ÃoUts ploUnz l2n pôif gut fun
21 fænt (fan) pôu (prune) kleIts pôuz S2st gim naId fIk
22 SInt (shin) stænt (stand) blUks pluz nOl dist mæb z2g
23 hæmp (ham) wAst (wasp) stôoUts f2dz tôOô kit ÃUN gôIô
24 bil (bee) klæsk (class) t3~ts fôuz blOôn pôoUd peIm plEl
25 fôeIk (fray) dIst (disk) kEks voUz gôaUd pl2l heIk pôEnt
26 s2nt (sun) ôEsp (rest) lEks gEdz ÙaUn ôoUn skeIn hEst
27 Oôd (or) tô2sk (trust) j2fs nIldz jaIl ôOôb nik heId
28 pAôd (par) fæsp (fast) tôæts joUnz ÃaIl voUst ôEt feIÃ
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